




IBSEN ’S HOUSES

Henrik Ibsen’s plays came at a pivotal moment in late nineteenth-
century European modernity. They engaged his public through a
strategic use of metaphors of house and home, which resonated
with experiences of displacement, philosophical homelessness, and
exile. The most famous of these metaphors – embodied by the titles of
his plays A Doll’s House, Pillars of Society, and The Master Builder –
have entered into mainstreamWestern thought in ways that mask the
full force of the reversals Ibsen performed on notions of architectural
space. Analyzing literary and performance-related reception materials
from Ibsen’s lifetime, Mark Sandberg concentrates on the interior
dramas of the playwright’s prose-play cycle, drawing also on his
selected poems. Sandberg’s close readings of texts and cultural com-
mentary present the immediate context of the plays, provide new
perspectives on them for international readers, and reveal how Ibsen
became a master of the modern uncanny.
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Preliminary note to text

There are two authoritative editions of Ibsen’s writings, the Samlede Verker
edition (the so-called Hundreårsutgave, or Centenary Edition), published
in 1928–57, and the more recent comprehensive Henrik Ibsens Skrifter
(Henrik Ibsen’s Writings), published by Aschehoug in collaboration with
the University of Oslo in 2005–10. The latter is used here as the default
source for cited material from Ibsen’s plays, poems, and letters and is the
platform used for my translations into English as well. Since the references
to Henrik Ibsens Skrifter are frequent, they will be abbreviated as “HIS”
with volume and page number in both the notes and the bibliography.
Moreover, since each volume comes in two parts, one for text and one for
commentary, that information will be indicated as well (e.g., as 7.1 or 7.2).
The earlier Hundreårsutgave edition of Ibsen’s works has not been made
obsolete by the new critical edition, however, and individual volumes will
occasionally be cited here in shortened references, especially for informa-
tion about play drafts and for textual and historical commentary at appro-
priate junctures.
Because of space considerations, it is not possible to provide full original

citation material in Norwegian, the other Scandinavian languages, and
German throughout the main text. However, since the argument here
often revolves around nuance of usage and repeated patterns of discourse
and metaphor, there are many moments where original terminology is
essential and has been provided in brackets or in footnotes as a courtesy to
those familiar with those languages. This seems especially important when
the primary-source material might be less familiar. I have tried to keep
interruptions of this sort to a minimum to facilitate reading flow, but I see
some original language as necessary to the project.
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Introduction

In the fall of 1877, just after Ibsen had published his contemporary prose
drama Pillars of Society, his fellow Norwegian writer Arne Garborg wrote
this critical response in a weekly periodical:

He has torn down (been “negative”) without building up . . . Anyone can
tear down, even if not as successfully as Ibsen has; but to build up, which is
needed much more – there are few who can do that, Ibsen included. It is a
bad sign when a young nation not even close to finishing its social edifice
[Samfundsbyggverket] gets razers before builders, as we seem to have done
with this Ibsen.1

Garborg’s nationalist critique was essentially this: Ibsen cannot build some-
thing lasting for Norway because he can only pose questions and express
doubts; he cannot come up with the constructive answers that distinguish
truly great authors. By invoking this commonplace metaphor equating
building with positive action (i.e., “builders of the nation”), Garborg taps
into a long-standing discourse of architectural thought that enables his
criticism of Ibsen’s negativity. Ibsen, he implies, is a Master Razer, not a
Master Builder. According to this seemingly inherently persuasive metapho-
rical system, consensus and positive social engagement (especially of the
nationalist variety) resemble a construction project, while doubts and cri-
tiques are like demolition.
Granted, when Garborg gets past his initial complaint and actually

reviews Pillars of Society in this article, he wonders if this new play might
be different: “It is as if Ibsen were tired of all the tearing down now and
wanted to try building instead.” In historical retrospect, those who
know Ibsen’s work might be surprised to find that in 1877, before writing
any of the prose plays in which he would most famously devastate the “social
edifice,” he had already developed a reputation among his Norwegian
compatriots as a “razer.” One might be equally amused by Garborg’s
obliviousness at this early point of just how severe Ibsen’s socio-architectural
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skepticism would become in the following plays. Even with the full benefits
of historical hindsight, however, one might nevertheless find Garborg to be
justified in his eventual conclusion about this particular play – namely, that
when Ibsen backs away from his usual demolition project, he generally has
less interesting ideas to offer, no matter how one feels about the targets of his
relentless dismantling. If Pillars of Society was an attempt to build, Garborg
suggests, its solutions were too tame and routine. In Garborg’s view, what
Ibsen was best at – unfortunately – was pure destruction.
Critques of this sort only intensified after the publication of Ibsen’s next

two plays, in which the central architectural metaphor of Pillars of Society –
society as an edifice – continues prominently. A Doll House (1879) and
Ghosts (1881) both elicited similar critiques across the Nordic region, as this
Swedish response to Ghosts makes clear: “Many complain that the repre-
sentatives of the new ideas tear everything down without managing to put
anything in its place, and Ibsen especially has been the object of this kind of
reproach.”2 A German review from 1908 joked that the North had pro-
duced two dynamite specialists, Alfred Nobel and Henrik Ibsen.3 Another
Swede dubbed Ibsen’s writing “Nordic nihilism” because of his relentless
and exclusive pursuit of questions intended to pull back “the covering of
habit and everyday language from the abyss that they hide.”4 Similarly, a
particularly prescient Swedish review of Ibsen’s Rosmersholm (1886)
described reader anticipation in this way, inadvertently predicting the
later central metaphor of The Master Builder (1892): “Each of his new
works in recent years has been anticipated in our country with a certain
anxious trembling.What new crack in our social building [samhällsbygnad]
will he reveal this time?”5 Again and again, Ibsen’s contemporaries spoke
the language of architectural metaphor in their defense of society’s founda-
tions, its edifice, and its homes.
Ibsen himself, it should be noted, framed the discussion that way by

relying consistently on building imagery in his writing. One can start with
the overtly architectural titles of several of the plays: Pillars of Society, ADoll
House, and The Master Builder are only the most obvious examples. A
persistent and foregrounded attention to the peculiar properties of built
structures pervades his other prose plays as well, even if not advertised so
directly in their titles: the Rosenvold villa and its accompanying memorial
building project in Ghosts spring to mind, as does the theatrical attic space
in The Wild Duck (1884). One might add to the list of unusual imagined
structures a hybrid modern-Gothic haunted house (Rosmersholm); a starkly
territorial house and garden (The Lady from the Sea, 1888); an overly
mortgaged, accidentally occupied villa (Hedda Gabler, 1890); a two-story
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house with strictly segregated living space (John Gabriel Borkman, 1896);
and a ramshackle hunting shack that is claimed to be a castle (WhenWeDead
Awaken, 1899). Ibsen’s use of architectural tropes precedes his prose plays as
well: the early play Brand (1866) devotes considerable attention to figurations
of home and to the main character’s church-building project, and Peer Gynt
(1867) can be seen as one long evaluation of the resonances of “home” and
“abroad,” ranging from the idealized cottage where the faithful Solveig waits
to the asylum in Egypt where Peer is crowned king of the lunatics.
In all of these plays, Ibsen foregrounds the qualities of built structures

beyond what is minimally necessary for any drama to “take place,”which is
to provide a physical set. In a limited sense, of course, the realization of
written dramas on stage is always architectural, concerned as it is with the
interaction of bodies in articulated space and with the representation of
built environments. Ibsen’s architectural imagination exceeds the rudi-
mentary requirements of theater, however; his dramas call attention to
themselves both meta-theatrically and meta-architecturally. One finds the
same insistent attention to architecture inmany of his poems as well, which
bear titles such as “Building Plans,” “A Church,” and “The School House”
and explore pervasive themes about national edifices, burned houses, ruins,
suddenly estranged interiors, and lost homelands.
Significantly, when Ibsen composed his only (fragmentary) attempt at

autobiography in the early 1880s, he narrated his earliest memories as a
dawning phenomenological interaction with the buildings of his hometown,
Skien, Norway. His entry into consciousness was strikingly framed on all
sides by built structures; after describing the spatial relationships of all of the
buildings surrounding his first home near the marketplace in Skien, Ibsen
wrote: “This perspective was thus the first view of the world that presented
itself to my eyes. Architecture everywhere [Altsammen arkitektur]; nothing
green; no open rural landscape.”6 The date of this composition is significant,
coming as it did just after his most celebrated theatrical critique of architec-
ture’s confining qualities, the 1879 ADoll House, had taken Europe by storm.
He was also in the midst of composing Ghosts, which carries out its own
relentless destruction of an elaborate building project. “Architecture every-
where” could well serve as the guiding compositional principle throughout
Ibsen’s career – this particular “Nordic nihilist” remained in the grip of an
unusually lively architectural imagination throughout his life. Formost of his
career, despite his notorious desire to “gladly put a torpedo under the Ark” as
he expressed it in his most revolutionary poem,7 it is probably more accurate
to say that his work remained poised on the threshold to the void; no matter
how powerful the critique of the structured interior and all that it represents,
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he never abandoned his fundamental socio-architectural questions, even in
the seeming negation thereof. Late in his life, he famously identified strongly
with themetaphor of themaster builder when he told theNorwegian painter
Erik Werenskiold in 1895 that he was not only interested in architecture but
that it was in fact his profession.8

This book examines the architectural imagery and accompanying
thought structures in the discourse generated by Ibsen and his immediate
commentators during his lifetime, with a special emphasis on discussion
within the three Scandinavian countries. It seeks to investigate the expres-
sion of a persistent interest in architecture in that increasingly influential
public discussion. Ibsen’s position at the cusp of modernity is one fruitful
area in which to seek explanations, since architecture’s durational qualities
make it a powerful symbol of intransigent tradition. The shifting attitudes
toward family, sexuality, and gender are another, since theatrical figuration
of the home can concentrate these issues with a spatial and material
immediacy. Ibsen’s voluntary separation from his Norwegian homeland
for the twenty-seven years he lived in Italy and Germany between 1864 and
1891 is yet another explanatory rubric, since his double vision of “home”
from his memories of Norway and his life in continental Europe endows
his architectural imagination with the extra cultural and political reso-
nances of a lost homeland as well.
Ibsen’s attraction to the figuration of built structures should be seen as

part of a more general “thickening” of architectural metaphor in late
nineteenth-century Western culture and literature. He was not the only
writer with a particular interest in houses; one might equally turn to any
number of other writers for whom built structure was anything but a simple
and transparent setting for action: E. T. A. Hoffmann, Edgar Allan Poe,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Honoré de Balzac, Charles Dickens, Henry James,
George Bernard Shaw, and August Strindberg spring immediately to mind
as examples of writers for whom architecture takes on special emphasis and
agency. The variety of that list, however, ranging as it does from Gothic
haunted houses to Victorian hearths to proto-modernist ruins, is the best
argument for a sustained and careful study of individual cases and author-
ships, with Ibsen’s drama landing in the heart of the question as one of the
most sustained career explorations of architectural metaphor.
Take, for instance, the sense of paradox conveyed in Ibsen’s poem “A

Church” (1865), a poem that the influential Danish critic Georg Brandes
unfortunately singled out as “flawed and expendible” in his review of
Ibsen’s poetry collection in 1871.9 While the three simple five-line stanzas
might leave something to be desired from a purely aesthetic standpoint, the
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poem nevertheless communicates an interesting architectural idea about
the simultaneity of constructive and deconstructive forces (my English
translation is intentionally literal here):

The king built
all the day long.
When night fell,
the troll came and undid it
with pike and pole.

Thus rose the church
to the top of the spire;
but the king’s work
and the troll’s prying
produced a double style.

Everyday people moved in
trusting, even so;
because the day’s accomplishments,
taken with those of the night,
are of course those of a full day.10

The final stanza, which depends on a double meaning in the Norwegian,
requires a bit of linguistic explanation. The word døgn (the “full day” of the
final line) denotes any twenty-four-hour period, the combination of day
and night, butDøgn-folk (translated here as “everyday people”) conveys the
notion of people who live day to day, not looking beyond the immediate
context. The dictionary definition of Døgn-folk in the Riksmålsordbok
underscores this sense: “people who merely live in and have a sense for
the small events of the here-and-now and daily life.”11 Although one can
imagine ways in which another writer might turn this lack of concern for
the future into a more positive image, in Ibsen’s hands it is no better than
neutral in valence.12 The point of the double meaning seems to be that
people living for the present moment, døgn-folk who are unconcerned with
the past or the future, would be unbothered by the “double style” of a
church that was built by a king during the day and taken apart again by a
troll at night, because the day and night together make up both parts of the
twenty-four-hour døgn.13 Døgn-people get a døgn-church.
Still, the døgn-church is clearly the more interesting part of this little

poetic joke, made at the expense of the oblivious people worshipping there.
The reader is allowed to see what the short-sighted crowd does not: that the
church was created by a process of simultaneous construction and
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demolition, that the earnest, productive work of the king and the mis-
chievous poking and prodding of the troll have both contributed to the
church’s eventual character and style. By extrapolating more generally
from the poem, one can discern a claim that artistic creation requires a
balance of both kingly and trollish forces. This is the point made by Nina
S. Alnæs in her reading of the poem’s folkloric content:

The dark, the troll, or the demonic forces are thus closely tied to creative
powers in existence. Even when the king builds a sacred house to the glory of
God, evil powers mix themselves in and want to exert influence in their own
way, to place their mark on the results . . . The troll’s “prodding” has given
the building a “double style,” a disharmony. But in this lies a virtue as well;
the result becomes more exciting. An Ibsenian aesthetic therefore lies con-
cealed in this little poem.14

Like the troll, Ibsen was not averse to “working the night shift” in his
writing projects; one might say that he was most interested in poking
around with spikes and poles to test the integrity of the ideas and social
structures around him. In this sense, Garborg and others were justified in
seeing him as the Master Razer, the writer with a gift for tearing down. But
the poem helps remind us as well that Ibsen was equally meticulous with
structure and form “by day,” also working like the king in the poem to
build finely crafted, carefully constructed dramatic works.
His contemporaries repeatedly recognized these building skills as well;

even the most vociferous critics of his so-called nihilistic world view often
begrudgingly acknowledged the aesthetic achievements of his dramatic
constructions. Indeed, the basic vocabulary of dramatic criticism at the
time was itself inescapably architectural, emphasizing especially the “con-
struction” and “design” of dramatic compositions. Though Ibsen’s debt to
the Scribian “well-made” or “well-wrought play” (la pièce bien faite) is often
noted, it is perhaps worth emphasizing anew that the very formulation of
that term reveals the assumed equivalence of playwright and builder in the
late nineteenth century.
Manifestations of this assumption are frequent in assessments by Ibsen’s

contemporaries. One conservative reviewer of Rosmersholm wrote in 1886:
“A dramatic work can be well built [fint bygget], and its knots well tied,
without necessarily containing life’s best thoughts.”15 The depiction of
Ibsen’s playwriting as an architectural pursuit was especially irresistible
after the publication of The Master Builder in 1892, since that play’s
metaphoric world seemed quite clearly to equate the pursuits of a dramatist
with those of an architect. A revival of The Wild Duck at the Christiania
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Theater the following year elicited a reaction of both pain and admiration
for Ibsen’s unpleasant “building”: “And every time one sees it, its clammy
cheerlessness [klamme Uhygge] will engulf one more oppressively – to such
a degree that at times it almost feels like a physical pain, – at the same time
that one’s admiration will grow for the artistic perfection with which the
dramatic building [den dramatiske Bygning] is raised.”16 A commentary on
Little Eyolf (1894) one year later continues the image:

As one might expect, the great dramatist’s most recent work is a new
triumph for his unquestioned mastery. Here once again there is conjured
up one of these monumental dramatic buildings [dramatiske Bygværker],
whose pure architectonic perfection and strict symmetrical beauty would be
enough to secure for them the entire world’s enduring admiration.17

The dramatic world evoked in Ibsen’s following play, John Gabriel
Borkman, was also likened to a building, but one with a particularly sterile
and cold design:

Every stone in the building is in place; it rises before our eyes with the firm
lines of a model building. There are no towers shooting to the skies, no
golden wing reflecting the glowing sun, there is no bay window for tender
words, no halls open to light and warmth. The building stands there, strong,
heavy, in iron and stone – one of the modern buildings that society builds
with dutiful care for its unhappy [members].18

The ease with which critics adopted this metaphoric register equating
dramas and buildings, society and edifice, world view and architectural
plan suggests that both Ibsen and his contemporary interlocutors were
fluent in a discourse of architectural imagery. The basic metaphoric system
was not in question for either side, no matter how intense the disagreement
over ideas and philosophical content.
Interestingly, Ibsen’s reputation for architectonic writing persists to this

day, though after more than a century of modern drama and postmodern
performance, the recognition of his plays’ meticulous construction does
not always count as a concession to his genius. Today, Ibsen is more likely
to appear in dramatic criticism as the all-too-predictable play builder who
relied dutifully on the same basic blueprint for most of his prose dramas:
the retrospective, analytic, interior conversation drama. He is often placed
in contrast to later, more formally experimental and versatile playwrights
not locked quite so tightly into the model of “great reckonings in little
rooms,” to borrow a phrase from Bert O. States.19 Ibsen’s architectural
sensibility has in this sense retrospectively become both his strength and his
liability; his authorship represents one of the most thorough explorations of
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the architectural aspects of drama and society precisely because he masters
the discourse so completely. But perhaps because we no longer inhabit this
late nineteenth-century metaphoric system as fully native speakers, the stakes
of the discussion are no longer so immediately apparent.
It is precisely this notion that Ibsen’s particular form of architectural

imagination might be dated, however, that creates the most productive
argument for treating it as a richly historical phenomenon. “Dated” is intri-
guing for historians; it is a pejorative term only when framed by perspectives
that demand constant novelty. One goal of this study is to blow some life into
this notion of “Ibsen the architect,” to show the complexity of his explora-
tions, not only to allow his work to resonate more obviously with concerns
today (exile, mobility, homelessness, etc.) but also to measure the distance
between his situation and that of the current day. The temporal and cultural
gaps, that is, can provide critical leverage and a sense of historical alterity
that can bring today’s tacit assumptions about house and home more clearly
into view.
With this in mind, the present study charts the terrain of a nineteenth-

century Ibsenian discourse in which architectural metaphors framed debates
about modernization, individual liberty, and free thought. The fact that
Ibsen framed these debates so consistently in terms of foundations, pillars,
windows, façades, and slammed doors demonstrates the historical existence
of a consensus point of departure: for all parties in the debate, society was
assumed to be like a building. The burning question was what to do about it:
Preserve it? Renovate it? Raze it to the ground? The method I pursue is an
analysis of Ibsen’s provocative use of architectural metaphor on the one hand
and of the discourses of response that formed both consensus and eccentric
reception positions on the other. The focus will be on selected prose plays
(1877–99), with supplementary attention given to selected poems from
Ibsen’s only published collection (Digte, 1871) and to the dramatic poem
Brand (1866).
The chapters are organized conceptually around thematic issues rather

than thorough sequential readings of individual plays. This approach
incurs some obvious costs; the integrity and specific dramatic arguments
of individual works are necessarily put under pressure when one dis-
perses material across a thematic argument, as I do. But the advantage of
this approach is that a more synthetic critical assessment becomes
possible, one whose insights will hopefully compensate for the violation
of individual textual boundaries. Moreover, since my interest is in a
discourse that in itself tended to see Ibsen’s plays as a cumulative
argument, frequently referencing earlier motifs and metaphors when
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reading his latest drama, it seems useful to approach analysis of the plays
in the same way.
Guiding the discussion of metaphor will be several key concepts that have

come out of the rich research on the topic in the field of linguistics over the
past thirty years, which found an influential early articulation in the work of
George Lakoff andMark Johnson, especially the bookMetaphorsWe Live By.
In that pioneering work on conceptual metaphor from 1980, Lakoff and
Johnson use as one of their more famous examples the metaphor “Theories
(and arguments) are buildings.” They note the frequency with which refer-
ence to an argument’s foundations, structure, and strength or shakiness
deploy metaphoric terminology that normally passes below the threshold
of awareness but implictly posits a particular likeness between theories and
buildings.20 As they point out, a systematic approach to conceptual meta-
phor can help make one aware of the ways in which metaphoric relations
both “highlight” and “hide” characteristics of the domains being compared,
a dynamic that Zoltán Kövecses has summarized as “partial metaphorical
utilization.”21

Seen through this framework, the Ibsenian version of the society-as-
building metaphor could be said to use society as a “target domain” and
building as a “source domain.” The source domain tends to be rich in a
variety of concrete, embodied experiences and lived knowledge, from which
only a certain partial subset is activated for the metaphoric comparison. The
target domain is a more abstract concept that gains in legibility through
the comparison. From this simple observation about partiality proceeds a
series of productive analytic questions that guide my thinking in this study,
all of which highlight the cultural motivations for making the comparison
between society and building in the particular way that Ibsen and his
commentators do.
For instance, the idea of “metaphoric entailment,”22 as Kövecses describes

it, would in the Ibsenian example involve the particular range of architectural
experience available to his cultural interlocutors. On the one hand, the
richness of the experience in this source domain would by definition neces-
sarily have exceeded the particular qualities of “Ibsen’s houses,” since all
metaphoric relationships are partial. On the other hand, the architectural
experience of his Scandinavian interlocutors is nevertheless still culturally
bounded; while his readers and viewers in late nineteenth-century
Scandinavia would possibly have had historically and culturally specific
experiences living in rural cottages, farmhouses, urban apartments, or villas,
they would have had less familiarity with suburban tract housing, piazzas,
skyscrapers, row houses, or any number of other possible architectural
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experiences of other times and places. The word “building” is thus at once
more culturally extensive than Ibsen’s particular imagining of it, yet impor-
tantly still culturally bounded in some ways.
Thinking systematically about metaphor also reveals a range of other

possibilities for each of the compared terms. For example, if society is a
building, what else is a building? I have already suggested that for many of
Ibsen’s commentators, his plays were also buildings. One can imagine
other conventional metaphors in which a body is a building (with a
foundation of good nutrition) or perhaps more specifically a mind (and
its well-structured thought). Or to turn the analysis around, if society can
be a building, what else can society plausibly be? It seems likely that many
will recognize immediately that society can be a body (healthy or sick), or a
machine (with its institutions as well-oiled parts), or a plant (when it grows
and thrives). To put it in terms of systematic conceptual metaphor, each
target domain can have other sources, and each source other targets.
Reminding oneself of the range of possible metaphoric relationships aids

in understanding the full historical and cultural contingency of the society-
as-building metaphor, but there is more this framework can contribute to
the present discussion. The idea of utilization can also help one pose
questions about exactly which aspects of buildings are activated in the
“Ibsenian house” and which are neglected. As is shown throughout this
study, the cultural discussion of Ibsen’s plays that emphasizes architectural
metaphor concentrates especially on façades, doors, floors, supporting pil-
lars, and walls, but it is less interested in windows, roofs, stories, corridors,
kitchens, bedrooms, cellars, or other possible features of the house. Lakoff
and Johnson claim that some of this partiality in the “used” and “unused”
part of themetaphor’s source domain is simply a function of convention, but
they imply that creative activation of neglected parts of a source domain, as
often happens in literary use of metaphor, would be special cases worth
investigation.23

The close rhetorical reading of Ibsen’s prose plays and of his commen-
tators reactions in what follows pursues the claim that Ibsen took the
highly conventional metaphor of society-as-building and transformed its
meaning in ways that called consensus values into question. Throughout
Ibsen’s writing, habitual ways of regarding house and home were under-
mined (proving the point that avoiding architectural metaphors of my own
is difficult when making an argument) by a meticulous and deliberate
investigation of the metaphors of “home” that tested their limits, extended
their meanings, reversed their connotations, and delegitimized their cul-
tural authority.
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Ibsen accomplishes this in a way that has ensured his continued rele-
vance across time and place.When Ibsen’s characters discuss “home,” there
is an elasticity to the term that allows for projection of specific cultural
meaning. Different readers and audiences read and hear that word differ-
ently, even today in cultures across the globe whose source domain of
architectural experience is quite different from Ibsen’s original context.
Even in Ibsen’s day, when he wrote about his home Norwegian culture
from the distance of Italy or Germany, his metaphoric source domain had
likely become wider than that of many of his readers or viewers, as he and
his family had constantly shifted domiciles throughout his time abroad, as
Astrid Sæther has observed in her biography of Suzannah Ibsen.24Through
the ambiguities of the metaphorical relationship, its partial activation of
source domain, and its extendability, Ibsen created a literature of home that
functioned effectively in its original cultural-historical context but has also
continued its resonance well beyond nineteenth-century Scandinavia. Key
to his housing practice, in other words, are metaphor’s essential ambigu-
ities and transformational possibilities.
The themes that guide the following chapters are, in order, the concepts

of hominess and the uncanny, the trope of unveiled façades, the conceptual
relation between house and home, and the durational aspects of architec-
ture. Chapter 1 begins with the ways that theories of the uncanny can be
made relevant to Ibsen’s works. The approach follows the critical lead of
work that places emphasis on the “unhomely” aspects of the uncanny. It
traces Ibsen’s insistence on unsettling notions of domestic comfort, draw-
ing on both textual and reception examples. Chapter 2 examines the
rhetoric involved in unmasking façades, focusing primarily on Pillars of
Society and ADoll House. In each case, I argue that the attention paid to the
façade as a deceptive surface actually protects notions of a deeper authen-
ticity that are revealed in the unmasking. Chapter 3 concerns Ibsen’s
strategic exploitation of the distinction between “house” and “home.”
Most central here is Ibsen’s cumulative denigration of domesticity as an
inferior, inherently deceptive form of existence. His assessment thereof
shifts valence throughout his career, but the interest in unmasking domes-
tic façades is constant. The fourth chapter deals with the perceived tenacity
of architecture and the problems its persistence and duration pose for
progressive thinking. Here, the discussion begins with Ghosts and
Rosmersholm but also engages with other figurations of razing and renova-
tion developed in Brand as alternative architectural relationships to the
past. Taken together, these four main themes convey the predominant
features of what we might call Ibsen’s “architectural unease.”
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A critical articulation of that stance can be used to make sense of the
response to Ibsen’s plays by his contemporary commentators. Ibsen pro-
voked a level of public discussion that was unprecedented, especially for a
Norwegian author. At the height of Ibsen’s prose-play production, both
the publication and performances of his plays were reviewed immediately
in multiple newspapers in Norway, throughout the Nordic countries, and
in Europe as well. The quite general public furor and debate in response to
plays such as ADoll House have been well documented in scholarship,25 but
it is equally important to emphasize that from that breakthrough play
forward, the publication of almost every Ibsen text set off a similar flurry of
reading, private discussions, and reviews, some of these appearing within a
day or two of publication. The regular appearance of a new Ibsen play in
the early winter of every second year through the 1880s and 90s created a
surge of interest and anticipation each time, an experience of remarkable
simultaneity that was instrumental in coalescing the literary cultures of the
Nordic region. By the time The Wild Duckwas published, there was even a
public debate in Norwegian newspapers about the ways in which theater
criticism had devolved into lightning journalism; the publication of an
Ibsen play had become both a literary and a news event, with the lines
between the two now uncomfortably blurred.26 Judging from the tight
clustering of printed reviews and the offhand comments therein about the
anticipation and reactions of the reading public, it is clear that in the wake
of each publication, the Nordic public turned a kind of collective attention
to Ibsen and formed a more or less simultaneous reception community. As
Ibsen’s fame grew, the borders of that community expanded beyond the
North as well.
The sense of an attentive public is especially clear from reviews of the

first stage performances of Ibsen’s plays as well, which at the height of his
fame would often occur within just a few weeks of their publication and
near-simultaneous translation into the other Nordic languages. For the
purposes of the present study, the early experience of Ibsen’s plays on stage
is directly relevant to the development of a shared discourse of architectural
metaphor. First, theater in performance is an inescapably architectural
medium: phenomenological elements of lighting, scenography, and bodies
in space all contribute to the resonance of “home” (the impression of
belonging and inhabitation conveyed by the actors), and the connotations
of existence outside the depicted world of the set serve as a constant
contrast to the built world inside it. The Ibsen prose plays are meticulous
in their construction of the offstage world through verbal reference, so an
element of world building is always at work in this highly metonymic use
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of realistic stage space.27 Members of the audience share that architectural
space and, especially in the realistic theater, spectatorship can be under-
stood as a mode of strongly vicarious inhabitation. For all of these reasons,
considering the impact of plays in performance on Ibsen’s contemporaries
and the ways those audience impressions entered into the discourse of
house and home that was generated by Ibsen’s plays is essential to this
project.
The reception of stage performance is also important conceptually

speaking since metaphor as a cognitive structure often depends on bodily
experience for its persuasive meaning, as was mentioned earlier. Since the
rich lived experience with a source domain is so important to understand-
ing how metaphor works, a consideration of theatrical metaphor demands
that not all of the discussion remain on the textual level. Granted, it is not
always possible to find good visual evidence of early Ibsen performances in
Scandinavia (only a few sketches and set photographs survive from the
period examined here), in part because photographic techniques of the
time required exposure times too long to document performances as they
were happening. Similarly, the genre of Scandinavian theater criticism at
the time paid much more attention to recounting plot developments and
evaluating acting performances than it did to scenographic description and
analysis, so it was generally not the most architectural theater discourse I
might have liked to have seen documented for a topic of this sort. These
reviews, however, often did contain descriptions of audience behavior and
general ambience in the theater, and reading between the lines one can
sometimes discern reactions that would have come primarily from the stage
and its visual, acoustic, and spatial effects. To the degree that it is possible
to reconstruct through surviving visual evidence and critics’ reports of
audience reaction to the early Scandinavian productions of Ibsen’s plays,
that material will be included in the present study when it helps advance
the argument about the nature of this shared architectural discourse.
It would be a mistake, however, to imagine for that historical period the

kind of split between stage and page that sometimes exists in current
academic theater studies. Ibsen himself was keen on characterizing his
plays as books, and the line between readers and audience members was
less important then than it is now. One finds frequent offhand comments
by Scandinavian drama critics, for instance, about the theater audience’s
thorough familiarity with the play in question by the time they entered the
theater, despite the short lag time between publication and performance in
the Nordic countries. One reviewer of the premiere of The Master Builder
in Copenhagen estimated that ninety-nine of one hundred audience
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members had already read the play by the time they saw the performance
three months after its initial publication.28 That same reporter notes that
the character Hilde Wangel’s catchphrase “harps in the air” (Harper i
Luften) had entered into Copenhagen street slang well before the play
appeared on stage, simply from public awareness of Ibsen’s new play. The
many similar comments give a collective sense of a dynamic, simultaneous
literary and theatrical reception and discussion. This audience experience
had a suprisingly durative aspect as well, since many Ibsen productions
(ADoll House in particular) stayed in repertory performance for many years
after their premiere dates. In a similar fashion, many of his plays were
continually republished in new editions during his lifetime, so the recep-
tion of his plays achieved a sense of simultaneity and overlap as his fame
grew. The plays continued their constant input to a dramatic-architectural
discourse throughout the span of their publication and performance his-
tory, and not just at the initial moment of publication or premiere.
In this rich discourse of public reaction to both the publication and

performance of Ibsen’s plays, it is noteworthy how often the discussions
relied on “foundational” architectural metaphors. The particular nature of
Ibsen’s provocation, that is, seemed to “hit home” in both a literal and
metaphorical sense for readers and audience members, often putting
pressure on their most basic shared assumptions. When Nora slammed
the door on Torvald, it was not just the fate of two characters that hung in
the balance; it seemed as if comfort, security, and familial warmth were all
at stake, and the public response was at some level almost instinctively
defensive. As one Swedish writer put it in response to Rosmersholm in 1887:
“But his works have consistently awakened interest and discomfort.
Especially since A Doll House one has with respect to his works felt
compelled to defend one’s own house and home. It has been us he has
attacked – our customs, our views, our society.”29 Indeed, throughout his
career, Ibsen can be seen as reversing the semantic field of some of the most
intuitive, commonly accepted architectural notions: he shifted “coziness”
from connotations of warmth and security to those of temptation away
from the artistic calling; “home” from connotations of shelter and refuge to
those of confinement and claustrophobia; “memorial” from veneration
and commemoration to deceptive distortion; and “foundation” from a
sense of secure grounding to that of unimaginative, static inflexibility.
These were all notions that had been left mostly unchallenged by previous
writers, especially in Norway, so that when Ibsen began his relentless
counterintuitive revision of society’s consensus metaphors, the protest
and discomfort were almost immediate and reflexive.
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Some reviewers commented directly on the discussion dynamic sur-
rounding the play, such as this description of the Copenhagen public after
the premiere performance of A Doll House: “And what did people say?
Quite a bit! Between acts there was a lot of conversation; after the ending it
was hardly possible to get out of the theater, given the way everyone was
asking and answering questions, and the tearooms nearby were packed
with groups conversing and discussing for a long time.”30 But even this
kind of direct description leaves the content of these many discussions
unspoken, tantalizingly out of reach; this same reporter continues on to
say: “But I do not have the time or the ability or the right to expose the
private circle to the public [at føre den private Kreds ud for Offentligheden],
and I will only emphasize a few remarks.”31 It is the sum of these conversa-
tions in the “private circles” of the tearooms, the cafés, the clubs, the
kitchens, the drawing rooms, and especially the bedrooms that would
together comprise a more complete discourse of reaction to Ibsen’s plays.
Although it is routine in Ibsen scholarship to refer to the existence of

intense semipublic or private discussions surrounding the plays, this is by
definition difficult to document and evaluate because the vast majority of
these discussions were oral and ephemeral. From the oblique references to a
more popular discourse that exist in reviews and lectures that reference the
public discussion, it is probably safe to say that much of this discussion
revolved around analysis of characters’motivation: Why would Nora leave
her husband, and why would Mrs. Alving stay? Would readers and viewers
behave in a similar fashion? One finds traces of this sort of popular
discussion in Swedish feminist Sophie Adlersparre’s public lecture on
Ghosts in 1882, when she describes the opinions of those writing letters to
the editors in Sweden about precisely this kind of character motivation,
and she joins herself to those voices by pursuing the same.32 This level of
discourse probably comes closer to those private discussions than would an
official review of a play.
It is likely that this kind of evaluation of character behavior dominated

(as it often does now as well) public discussion of Ibsen’s plays. The
architectural discussion of Ibsen’s plays during his lifetime was admit-
tedly a specialty discourse, albeit one of the most interesting of the time.
My primary evidence for reconstituting a portion of the architectural
discourse generated by Ibsen’s plays is the discussion that took place in
the public forum of newspapers, magazines, and journals. This is a fairly
professionalized level of response that conveys only part of the picture.
And there are blind spots for both gender and class in this kind of
discourse, since most of the journalists who had access to these public
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platforms were male and bourgeois. To be sure, there were occasional
published articles by women (ranging from the liberal Norwegian writer
Amalie Skram to more conservative, religious writers),33 and left-leaning
newspapers such as Dagbladet and Social-Demokraten eventually became
quite regular in their reviews of Ibsen’s plays; nevertheless, there is little
question that most printed commentary came predominantly from a parti-
cular segment of society. One can triangulate from a normative response
to more hidden responses, giving special critical attention to what these
journalists report about public attitudes and comments. Likewise, offhand
comments by reviewers in their plot summaries and assessments of dramatic
character often provide inadvertent evidence of the tenor of the discourse.
But there is no getting around the fact that when a reviewer writes that “all”
of Christiania (Oslo) or Copenhagen was abuzz in discussion of Ibsen’s latest
play, one should picture a more limited circle of the culturally initiated.
For these reasons, I attempt throughout this study to subject the

surviving, baseline discourse to the pressure of interpretive, critical analysis.
The goals of my discourse sample are not merely descriptive; my approach
differs from more traditional reception studies in that it does not seek to
reconstitute an entire horizon of discourse or an accurate reproduction of
the complete range of response. Instead, it samples different literary and
theatrical circles, countries, and languages, always looking for the deploy-
ment of certain key critical terms or concepts. For practical reasons, it
remains limited to about the first twenty years of reaction to the plays and
centers mostly on the Scandinavian cultural context, since there is ample
indication there that published newspaper accounts were part of a mutual,
ongoing conversation.
Still, one might argue, this leaves a key component of the discussion in

the “private circle” untouched, namely, the reaction of those for whom the
stakes were in some sense the highest: women in the domestic sphere. Just
as Ibsen’s preparatory notes for A Doll House described “an exclusively
masculine society, with laws written by men,”34 the architectural debates
of the late nineteenth-century literary criticism clearly convey preoccupa-
tions with structure and foundational social norms that tend to slant in
masculine directions. It may be that the appeal of speaking in architectural
metaphor lay precisely in its distance from the physical and social realities
of women’s daily lives – think of Gina Ekdal’s bluntly literalist deflation of
figurative speech in The Wild Duck 35 – and in this sense, the pervasiveness
of a metaphoric discourse among male critics and journalists may be
further evidence of a certain protective insulation and distance. There
are, in other words, certain forms of privilege that allow the participants
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in this discourse, Ibsen included, to conduct the late nineteenth-century
debate about house and home at a certain level of abstraction and remove
from women’s lived domestic experience. The fact remains, however, that
these public arguments about the “social edifice” are the ones that have left
the most retrievable forms of historical documentation. They are worth
examining in detail in spite of the male bias, if only as a first step toward
understanding the ways in which architectural thinking performed a more
general social function in the late nineteenth century.
It is also possible to follow a trail of intertexts, as theater scholar Margareta

Wirmark has done in tracing the reception dynamic that led outward from
Ibsen’s dramas into women’s playwriting, literature, and politics throughout
Scandinavia.36 Rebecca Cameron has done similar work on Ibsen’s influence
on female playwrights in Britain.37Key toWirmark’s approach is developing
the idea of “Nora’s sisters” as a way of depicting the network of literary and
dramatic production by women that came in response to Ibsen’s A Doll
House and other plays.38 The production of intertexts among subsequent
writers lies beyond the scope of the present study, however; instead, it will
concentrate on a more detailed treatment of Ibsen’s architectural provoca-
tions and their immediate published critical responses. Taken together, these
two sides of a public conversation help map the contours of a historical
discourse in which architectural metaphor served as a particularly potent
node of figural energy. With both conservatives and revolutionaries alike
resorting to talk of buildings, foundations, pillars, walls, façades, edifices,
hearth, and home, it becomes clear in retrospect that the architectural
imagination of the late nineteenth century is a key to understanding some
of modernity’s most central conflicts. Ibsen’s recurring return to the archi-
tectural locates his writing at the nexus of these concerns.
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chapter 1

Ibsen’s uncanny

Ibsen’s reputation as a master of social-realist dramas obscures a dynamic
central to his authorship: he is also a master of the uncanny. This assess-
ment will not strike all readers as immediately convincing, so the discus-
sion in this chapter will lay both the theoretical and historical groundwork
for that claim. The particular inflection of the uncanny put forward here
will provide a framework for several of the later chapters, so it is important
to make clear from the start the aspects of the voluminous literature on this
subject that are most relevant. Direct applications of the uncanny to
Ibsen’s work have been fewer still, so my approach will also need some
justification and explanation.
A survey of critical thinking on the uncanny by Nicholas Royle provides

a glimpse into the wide range of topics now accepted as engaging with the
phenomenon in some way. These include a “crisis of the proper,” a “crisis
of the natural,” “a commingling of the familiar and the unfamiliar,” a
“strangeness of framing and borders, an experience of liminality,” fears of
dismemberment or loss of body parts, or the sudden perception of aspects
of the self as foreign, to name just a few. These experiences of the uncanny,
all of which are essentially varieties of decentering and uncertainty, are
typically prompted by encounters with “curious coincidences,” various
kinds of “mechanical or automatic life,” tokens of death, or remnants of
the past experienced out of proper place and time.1 In twentieth-century
philosophy, the notion of the uncanny as “unsettling” experience has been
especially productive and resonant for various thinking about the alienation
of the subject, and Royle traces the precedents for his study through Marx,
Nietzsche, Freud, Heidegger, and Wittgenstein.2 Because the uncanny
almost always involves the commingling of opposites and the dissolution
of borders, it has proven to be an enormously elastic concept with wide
resonance in critical theory.
As Royle points out, however, Freud’s 1919 essay “Das Unheimliche”

remains the touchstone articulation for theories of the uncanny, and that
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psychoanalytic exploration of the term has given the critical literature a
certain structuring point of departure.3 For Freud, it is the blurring of
distinctions between the “familiar” and the “unfamiliar” that is most inter-
esting, since that provides him with a powerful way to think about the
process of repression. His argument proceeds etymologically from the fact
that in German, the word heimlich has two strands ofmeaning, indicating on
the one hand something that is secret and on the other something that is
familiar. Although one can conceive of a way in which the two meanings
might have overlapped at some point (something secret is kept private,
“within the family,” so “familiar” in that sense), in modern usage a tension
exists between resonances pointing simultaneously toward “strange” secrets
and “habitual” familiarity.
It is this layering of the root term that Freud finds so productive in his

investigation of das Unheimliche, usually translated into English as “the
uncanny.” For him, something unheimlich is not merely the familiar made
strange, but the revelation of a fundamental link between the two: the
uncanny is a reappearance of something formerly familiar that has been
made strange through the process of repression. It is a border phenomenon
in which the usual distinctions between life and death, present and past,
and the familiar and the strange fall away. Freud was especially intrigued by
the idea that familiarity and estrangement might be joined at some com-
mon, primitive level, and that the rational division between the two might
be more tenuously suspect than is often assumed: “Thus heimlich is a word
the meaning of which develops in the direction of ambivalence, until it
finally coincides with its opposite, unheimlich.”4

The English translation of das Unheimliche as “the uncanny” slights one
significant aspect of Freud’s argument, namely the centrality of “home” to
the concept. The word heimlich in German is not only used to denote a
general sense of familiarity but also more specifically resonates with notions
of domestic comfort, security, peace, and protection. Among the dictionary
entries Freud cites in his essay are several that might be used synonymously
with the English word “cozy.”5 To experience something as unheimlich is to
lose the equivalent of that quiet interior and the protected domestic sphere,
as well as to lose one’s center in more extended senses. One finds oneself
unsheltered and unprotected. Things become unfamiliar, which is another
way of saying outside the family. If the sensation of heimlichkeit is one of
cozy comfort and ease, then that of unheimlichkeit is one of unease. The
fact that we might also use the term unsettled is further indication that
issues of domestication and possession are important to the resonance of
the term.
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An alternative trend in Anglo-American criticism has been to use the
awkward neologism “unhomely” to translate unheimlich to preserve the root
notion of a displaced home. The move away from the use of “uncanny” as
the preferred term is not trivial; implicit in the choice to translate unheimlich
as “unhomely” is a paradigm shift that supplements the psychoanalytic with
sociocultural models of explanation. Preserving the stakes of home in the
experience of das Unheimliche, that is, makes it useful in new ways for
experiences of historically modern and postmodern forms of belonging
and estrangement. One of the most productive treatments of the uncanny
from this angle has been that of Anthony Vidler in his bookThe Architectural
Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely. Vidler emphasizes the connection
between modernity, architecture, and the unhomely by tracing a trajectory
of displacement from home that begins in late eighteenth-century Romantic
theorists and continues through postmodernism. Vidler’s shift in emphasis
in translating unheimlich as “unhomely” produces a more socially inflected
argument that follows a series of permutations beginning with Gothic “alien
presences” in the secure bourgeois home of the early nineteenth century,
leading through the “economic and social estrangement” experienced on a
larger scale in the urbanization ofmodern cities, and arriving at the no-man’s
land of twentieth-century battlefields and the intellectual and philosophical
aftermath in our current day.6The tendency to see the “modern” uncanny as
distinct from other kinds is a trend that can also be seen in publications
following Vidler’s.7

In what forms does “home” appear in such a trajectory? We can view it as
an object of compensatory desire; as nostalgia for history and origin; and as a
belief, against mounting evidence to the contrary, in the possibility of secure
dwelling. If, as Vidler claims, “estrangement and unhomeliness have
emerged as the intellectual watchwords of our century,”8 then a fundamental
homelessness has moved into the position of “given” in modern existence.
Even so, one never quite loses the vestigial gestures toward lost origin when
one continues to speak of being dis-placed or home-less, since both terms
preserve the priority of grounded location as the unmarked case. But the
crucial possibility introduced by modernity and its later permutations is
precisely to think of belonging as the constructed effect and of home as the
deceptive façade rather than as a secure emotional anchor.

Ibsen’s unhomely

Those with a passing familiarity with Ibsen would probably not turn to
him first in pursuit of uncanny literary motifs and themes; more obvious
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when thinking of the most common manifestations of the uncanny (e.g.,
the depiction of doubles, eerie repetition, mechanical life, unsettling
copies, the living dead) would be to look to writers such as Edgar Allan
Poe or E. T. A. Hoffmann, as Freud and others have done. It is most
natural to think of the Gothic-Romantic period as the proper literary-
historical home of the uncanny. This is not to say that Gothic motifs are
absent from Ibsen’s work – he too includes at least vestigial forms of
Gothic imagery. One has only to think of the uncanny doubles and
haunting presence of the dead Captain Alving in Ghosts, the mysterious
white horses of Rosmersholm, the demonic “helpers” and “servants” from
The Master Builder, and the living-dead characters from both John
Gabriel Borkman andWhen We Dead Awaken to see that there is inviting
material for a Freudian analysis (after all, Freud himself found plenty to
work with in his renowned essay on Rosmersholm).9 The work of Unni
Langås is a rare example of a successful application of a psychoanalytically
inflected model of the uncanny to Ibsen,10 but no extensive body of
research uses that approach.
An emphasis on the “homely” and “unhomely” aspects of the uncanny,

however, could be an especially promising application of theories of the
modern uncanny to Ibsen’s works, since his position at the cusp of
modernity makes him especially interested in depicting the displacement
and persistence of traditional structures and attitudes. One of the key
tenets of positivist modernity, that is to say, was the confidence in the
power of the new to overcome once and for all the remnants of the past.
This clean-break mentality had as a collateral effect the endowment of the
uncanny with a new imaginative power, especially its atemporality and
violation of proper sequence; without the operative assumption that the
past could be left behind, there would be no acute discomfort at its unruly
return. Expanding on this idea, Vidler seizes especially on the train of
thought proceeding from the quotation to which Freud gives such pride of
place: “Unheimlich is the name for everything that ought to have remained
secret and hidden but has come to light.”11 As Vidler puts it, “Indeed the
entire argument of ‘The Uncanny’ was to devolve around this apparently
simple statement,”12 not only for the way it opens obviously onto a Freudian
theory of repression but also because of the social attitude concealed in the
phrase “ought to,” which is quintessentially modern and progressive in its
assumptions.
One is reminded of the most powerful moment of insight in Ibsen’s

Ghosts, Mrs. Alving’s oft-quoted lines that extend the implications of her
own experience into a more general sociocultural claim:
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But I almost think we are all ghosts [gengangere], Pastor Manders. It is not
only that which we have inherited from our mother and father that repeats
in us. It is all sorts of old, lifeless opinions and all kinds of old, lifeless beliefs
and such. It is not alive in us, but it is stuck inside us even so and we can’t get
rid of it. I just have to pick up a newspaper and read in it, and it is as if I see
ghosts slip in between the lines. There must be ghosts all over the country.
Theymust be as thick as sand, I think. And we are all so pitifully afraid of the
light, every one of us.13

This is a peculiarly modern sort of Gothic imagery – ghosts, to be sure, but
inflected with the logic of modern progressivism. Dead doctrines and
useless beliefs ought to stay buried once they have been identified and
debunked, implies Mrs. Alving, and yet they keep on returning, swarming
thickly around the present, even among the most enlightened members of
society. The ghostly ideas of tradition in Ibsen’s play are unheimlich not
because they are frightening and eerie, but because their powerful return
contradicts and takes by surprise the modern confidence in the inevitability
of rational progress. They are vestigial in a way that only makes sense from
a modern, evolutionary perspective.
Jo Collins and John Jervis have underlined this point about the modern

inflection of the uncanny in the introduction to their anthology of articles
on the subject:

As reflection and rationality become central cultural values, so the threats
posed to them by recalcitrant experiences, seemingly emanating from
“inside” (the “unconscious”) as much as “outside,” become all the more
troubling. Thus we need to consider the possibility that the uncannymay be
a fundamental, constitutive aspect of our experience of the modern.14

If, asMartin Jay has asserted, the uncanny was also “themaster trope” of the
1990s in critical theory,15 it may be that in late modernity there is something
inherently appealing in the idea that powerful experiences of the uncanny
are still possible, since it is proof that the world has not yet been completely
flattened and mixed. There are still boundaries that carry a charge, encoun-
ters with “vestiges” in which we can be ambushed by the uncanny’s
unsettling effects. The postmodern worry, as Collins and Jervis articulate
it, is that “if everything becomes potentially uncanny, nothing is experi-
enced as uncanny, or as sufficiently uncanny.”16 This is the reason for the
attraction of the term in critical theory at the millenial moment, as well
as its appeal as a retrospective historical phenomenon: “More generally,
the uncanny troubles the serene confidence of any explanatory or inter-
pretive framework through which we seek to capture it, whether in everyday
life, literary reflection or cultural theory.” They further state that “this
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uncertainty is both unsettling, even potentially terrifying, yet also intri-
guing, fascinating.”17

The problem of a residual past is writ large on all of Ibsen’s prose plays.
The action typically begins in an apparently confident present and ends with
the triumphant return of past forces (Pillars of Society and A Doll House are
the exceptions in this latter respect). The secrets that destabilize the present
sometimes take the shape of crucial bits of hidden information (a forgery, an
unknown family tie, a political cover-up, a love affair), or sometimes that of
a character returning unexpectedly from the past (Brendel in Rosmersholm,
the Stranger in The Lady from the Sea, Hilde in The Master Builder). But the
logic of Ibsen’s analytic-dramatic model, especially from Ghosts forward, is
fundamentally unheimlich in its temporality. The present, that is, ought to be
able to banish the effects of the past (as Georg Lukács, citing Marx, would
have it, we all ought tomanage a “cheerful parting from the past”18) and yet is
nevertheless defeated in the face of its return.
The same might be said of the relationship between each Ibsen play as

well, especially when seen through the lens of Ibsen’s unhomely; how else to
explain the constant return to scenarios that seem to have been definitively
put to rest in previous plays? Although Nora seemingly empties out the
rhetoric of the dollhouse quite definitively and appears to leave it behind for
good, the following play Ghosts “rewinds” to a similar point of decision and
then depicts the alternative fate of the wife who stayed. (Noteworthy here is
Ibsen’s insistent depiction of Ghosts as a necessity, as something he simply
had to write.19) Or after having shown the utter futility of Mrs. Alving’s
building projects in Ghosts in 1881, why repeat the depiction of another
lifelong construction project riddled by self-deception in The Master Builder
ten years later? Or having unmasked the motives of the capitalist who falsely
claims to be building for the happiness of others in Pillars of Society in 1877,
why does Ibsen return to the same theme in both The Master Builder and
John Gabriel Borkman in the 1890s?
Does the rhetoric of unmasking not last? Does it actually not “settle”

anything, at least anything that cannot immediately be unsettled again? If
one simply regards the coherence of Ibsen’s twelve-play prose cycle as an
effect of repeated character motifs, themes, and ideas, one remains on
familiar critical terrain; after all, all writers repeat their favorite questions
across works, to some extent. But there is something about Ibsen yoking
his thematic repetitions to architectural metaphors that creates a particu-
larly strong sense of unnerving return, since demolition after demolition
has no apparent lasting effect. There is always another home to empty of its
rhetoric; there is always another edifice to raze. As Ibsen’s contemporaries
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imaginatively entered each new home at the start of each play – or as the
audience members saw each new setting unveiled as the curtain rose – the
potential existed for an unsettling recognition in the repeated rewind to yet
another intact architectural structure. (One can imagine some thinking,
“Are we back here in the bourgeois interior again? I thought Ibsen took
care of that in the last play,” or conversely, more conservative readers and
viewers being relieved to see the previously devastated social structure
reasserting itself from play to play in different architectural configurations
and imagining, “Maybe this one will withstand the storm.”) Even after each
thoroughly convincing deconstruction (the slam of the door, the burning
of the orphanage, the fall from the tower), something about the architec-
tural – something fundamental – returns in a way that is precisely and in a
technical sense of the term, uncanny.
A sociocultural inflection of the unheimlich also helps explain the

ongoing contradiction of Ibsen writing about small-town Norway while
living in cosmopolitan settings abroad. After all, isn’t the opening of
consciousness that comes with experience of the wide world just as irre-
versible in its effects as an unmasking? It falls fully within the logic of
modern positivism, as a legacy of Enlightenment thinking, to assume that a
wider perspective is naturally superior to a narrow one, and that shifts in
consciousness are leaps forward that are temporally layered in some irre-
versible way. Instead, Ibsen’s prose dramas, written mostly as exilic litera-
ture in a continental urban setting, return both to the small-townmilieu on
the verge of full modernization and to the small-scale domestic interior for
his dramatic experiments about the cusp of modernity.
As Helge Rønning puts it in his Frankfurt-school approach to the plays,

Ibsen and his fellow Scandinavian writers experienced the potency of con-
tinental modernity during their lengthy sojourns in the European capitals
during this period, but without necessarily adopting those perspectives
whole-cloth: “Through their long periods of residence abroad, they experi-
enced [modern] development in two phases at the same time. They had a
double perspective on development.”20 Because we are speaking here of
“development,” the perspective is not merely overlapping, but temporally
layered, and also in this sense the experience of these exile writers is “unho-
mely.” That which “ought to” be superseded by urban, continental moder-
nity nevertheless persists in their writing as a residual provincial setting.
Rønning’s main argument is intended to strengthen the links between

Ibsen’s dramatic work and dominant sociocultural models of modernity;
he writes, “Ibsen is thus not first and foremost a Norwegian author, but a
European dramatist who was incidentally born in Norway, and who for
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that reason wrote in Norwegian.”21 This is a useful correction to the national
claims on Ibsen; Rønning’s critical position carves out some space for
thinking anew the paradoxes of Ibsen’s cultural and national affiliations. It
is also important, however, to emphasize that the urbanity that marks much
of modern literature appears only indirectly in Ibsen, mainly as a reported,
off-stage effect. Rønning accounts for Ibsen’s lack of direct representation of
modern life in terms of medium, claiming that while novels use the city as a
physical setting for their action, dramas of the same period use it more as a
reported “symbol for everything entailed bymodern life.”22Thus, there is no
real sense of the street in any Ibsen play and few hints of a crowd (Pillars of
Society andAnEnemy of the People being themost prominent exceptions). No
“botanizing on the asphalt,” as Walter Benjamin would put it,23 no depic-
tions of flâneurs. Instead, the effects of modernity seem to be experienced
from a distance by Ibsen’s characters, as outside attitudes and reported
actions in the small towns and middle-class living rooms of his plays. Just
as Ibsen himself recalled provincial Norwegian life from afar, his characters
react to reports of European modernity more than they experience it them-
selves. One might characterize Ibsen’s dominant mode as “modernity else-
where,” or perhaps “modernity encroaching.”
The depicted discrepancies between the small world “up here,” as many

of Ibsen’s characters express it, and the cosmopolitan life “out/down there”
that can be found in the centers of European culture lend themselves to an
emphasis on the modern unhomely as a result of their foregrounded sense
of overlap and uneven progress that maps temporal differences (the sense of
lagging behind) onto the spatial relationship of center and periphery. Even
if it is not important that Ibsen’s settings be clearly locatable to Norway per
se, it is nevertheless important to see the ways in which Ibsen’s small towns
are the functional equivalent of the cozy living room on the verge of
invasion by modernization and urbanization.

The lure of hygge

Amore detailed discussion of the “modern unhomely” in Ibsen’s plays and
their immediate reception context will help cast light on one of the central
architectural issues of Ibsenian discourse: his attack on the notion of
domestic comfort and security. The terms at stake in Danish and
Norwegian are hyggelig and uhyggelig, words that run like a red thread
through both Ibsen’s plays and their contemporary reception. I argue that
although it is possible to find this issue amply attested in the texts of the
plays themselves, a full appreciation of Ibsen’s strategic undermining of
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consensus domestic ideals cannot be fully appreciated without reading the
plays as embedded in a physical and cultural context of performance and
reception.
My choice of these particular Dano-Norwegian terms for examination is

prompted by the fact that they can function as rough equivalents for the
terms heimlich and unheimlich, which, as I have argued, are central to
thinking about the uncanny within a social framework. When Freud’s
essay was translated into Danish in 1998, for example, it was entitled “Det
Uhyggelige.”24 The Dano-Norwegian terms provide a considerable advan-
tage over the English term “uncanny,” since they suggest the root notion of
domestic comfort and discomfort more directly.
Some semantic explanation is necessary here: a well-staged domestic

interior can be hyggelig, as can a sympathetic person or a cheerful, cozy, or
pleasant situation. The opposite term, uhyggelig, might conversely be trans-
lated into English as “unpleasant,” “uncomfortable,” “eerie,” “disturbing,” or
“scary.” The terms do not perform all of the etymological work of heimlich
and unheimlich – the word “home” is not literally at their root in the way it is
in German, nor is there any competing sense of secrecy attached to the word
hyggelig. One would have to turn to other Dano-Norwegian cognates for the
German word heimlich to recover those resonances, either with the word
hemmelig (secret) or hjemlig (homey). In other words, hyggelig by itself does
not single-handedly do the work of heimlich and all of its rich associations.
Uhyggelig converges more closely with unheimlich and would be the term
used to describe those same eerie or unsettling experiences of coincidence,
déja vu, or an unexpected likeness or unpleasant reminder of the past
(although it can also be used more generally to mean “gloomy” or “dismal”).
But to get the full resonance of unheimlich in Danish or Norwegian, one
would still have to resort to uhjemlig, a term as awkward and invented in
Dano-Norwegian as “unhomely” is in English.
Both hyggelig and uhyggelig, however, center on the central concept of

interest here, that of “ease” and “unease,” or “comfort” and “discomfort.”
The intention in the remainder of this chapter is not to prove a strict
correspondence between Ibsenian uhygge and the way Freud uses the
German term unheimlich; it is not important to argue that Ibsen “qualifies”
as a proper devotee of the uncanny, nor will it be particularly interesting to
see the Freudian uncanny vindicated yet again as an explanatory rubric.
Instead, the interest lies in the ways that Ibsen, as a rough contemporary of
Freud, made use of the corresponding distinctions in his available linguistic
andmetaphoric system to similarly unsettle the assumed priority of domestic
comfort and security. Like Freud, I am interested in the deployment of the
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terms hyggelig and uhyggelig on the ground in a discourse community; unlike
Freud’s essay, here the relevant language sample will not come from a
dictionary’s summary, but from Ibsen’s writing and that of his cultural
interlocutors. The Freudian model (and Vidler’s sociocultural, architectural
extension thereof) will simply provide a productive set of questions and
issues that can guide the selection of evidence relevant to this topic.
Take, for example, a back-and-forth discussion by Scandinavian intel-

lectuals about the publication of Ibsen’s playGhosts in 1881. Arne Garborg’s
stance toward the work was even more critical than that of his earlier
reaction to Ibsen’s “razing” mentality in his review of Pillars of Society; he
found this new play outright destructive on moral grounds, stating most
famously: “It is as if Ibsen took pleasure in saying the worst things he could
imagine, and saying them in the most extreme way that he could,” and
“when Ibsen has gone so far as to call it a ‘family drama’, – then there is an
unpleasant [uhyggelig] derision in the term.” His conclusion? “The overall
impression the book conveys is decidedly unpleasant [uhyggelig].”25 In this
review, I would say that Garborg uses the critical term in an uncareful way,
simply expressing disgust at the unpleasant, uneasy feel of the play. As this
quote shows, the term uhyggelig is not always used in a more technical sense
as a synonym for the uncanny.
The great Danish critic of the Scandinavian Modern Breakthrough,

Georg Brandes, however, came closer to that more specific meaning two
weeks later in his review of the published version of the play, a critique that
in many ways seems to be a direct response to Garborg’s. Paraphrasing
Mrs. Alving’s observations in the play, Brandes wrote:

That is to say: not only do the parents and forefathers of every single
individual repeat themselves in him, their product, and not only do dis-
positions and situations return in uncanny ways [paa uhyggelig Vis], but the
prejudices, opinions, and delusions of long-dead generations repeat them-
selves [gaa igjen] in the inner life of the present generation, which is the
former’s half involuntary, half lazy and cowardly heir.26

It is clear from this passage that Brandes was interested in a more specific
use of the term uhyggelig, one that denoted the return of vestigial structures
and opinions out of proper time and place.
Attention to this kind of language use at the time in question is

important, since determining the range of the semantic field is actually
Freud’s method as well: to look at the convergence and divergence of the
terms heimlich and unheimlich by seeing how they had been used. My aim
is not purely descriptive, however. Instead, I am interested in the ways in
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which hygge, which had become entrenched as a mostly transparent and
unassailable cultural value in mid-to-late nineteenth-century Scandinavia,
became a point of contestation toward the turn of the century, with some
writers coming to the defense of the idea, others shifting the meanings
slightly, and others subjecting it to sustained irony and attack.
To my knowledge, there has been no thorough cultural-semantic history

of hygge, but one can easily imagine the preconditions that would be necessary
for its ascendancy as a cultural value: a strong middle class, sufficient
economic prosperity to make comfort widely affordable, and a cultural
motivation for drawing strong emotional boundaries around the home and
family. These early-to-mid nineteenth-century cultural developments in
Denmark occured somewhat later in Norway, and it was the ascendancy of
these cultural values that attracted Ibsen’s sustained critique. It would be
radically overstating the case, however, to say Ibsen’s attack on hygge in the
1880s and 90s was successful in any widespread cultural sense because still
today, a powerful cultural norm in Scandinavia invests special energy in
creating an intimate social space of comfort, warmth, and cheer. It is part of a
repertoire of hospitality widely accepted as a baseline cultural attitude and is
motivated as much by climate (the production of cheer and comfort in the
dark winter months) as it is by culture. Instead, the point here would be to
note that in the late nineteenth century and beyond, with Ibsen’s help, it
became possible as a dissenting view to raise philosophical and intellectual
objections to hygge, attacking a concept that in commonsense terms would
otherwise seem unassailable, especially since the metaphors of hygge and
home are so tightly connected to an embodied sense of comfort.
The possibility of an alternative position gained traction throughout the

period ranging from the realistic literature of the Scandinavian Modern
Breakthrough to the writings of culturally radical architects and designers
in early Scandinavian Modernism of the 1920s and 30s. Increasingly,
modernists of various sorts challenged previously accepted ideals of com-
fort, good cheer, and intimacy among friends and family on the grounds
that comfort can lead to self-satisfaction and that the domestic nest can
contribute to middle-class materialism and an essential social conservatism.
Hygge is, in other words, alien to world views based on notions of risk,
progressive development, avant-garde art, and individual freedom. One
twentieth-century Danish writer recalls his own youthful radical feelings
this way: “Good art does not have hygge as its goal.”27 Indeed, the dominant
strain of Scandinavian cultural radicalism, beginning with the Modern
Breakthrough writers of the 1870s, might well be classified under the rubric
“Hygge and its Discontents.”
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As one of the first, most prominent such discontents, Ibsen employed a
strategy of strategic reversal. Given Ibsen’s reputation as a “gloomy” play-
wright, it might seem strange to turn to his plays looking for hygge. It was
not the case, however, that “Ibsen the pessimist” was constitutionally
unable to convey that kind of warmth and family intimacy, because
many of his scenes could be described in exactly that way. That is to say,
many opening scenes, for Ibsen’s central strategy was to create a kind of
ambush for readers and spectators who were all too ready to attach
themselves to and identify with scenes of comfortable domestic happiness,
and to judge from many of the responses to his plays, many of his
contemporaries were the perfect victims. Today, the overall trajectories
of his now-canonical plays are so well known that it might be hard to
recover a full sense of that original dynamic of reversal; readers and viewers
now know too much about the shocks awaiting them in the endings. At the
time, however, Ibsen’s contemporaries were initially not so thoroughly
prepared for his relentless deconstruction of family happiness. A look at
several of Ibsen’s opening scenarios back to back, together with reactions
thereto, will make clear the importance for Ibsen of building up a certain
kind of expectation before beginning his work of demolition.
Of the twelve prose plays Ibsen wrote between 1877 and 1899, ten of

them begin indoors, the exceptions being The Lady from the Sea andWhen
WeDead Awaken. Of these ten plays, four take place in a single room, three
move between different indoor locations, and three (The Master Builder,
Little Eyolf, and John Gabriel Borkman) follow a trajectory from inside to
outside, which one might say is also the general overall trajectory from the
early to the late plays. The economic level of the depicted interiors ranges
from modest to well-to-do, but almost all of them are conceived of as
presenting an inviting initial impression. The Helmer household of A Doll
House is described in the stage directions as “A comfortably [hyggeligt] and
tastefully, but not expensively furnished room.”28 The Ekdal dwelling in
The Wild Duck is described like this: “The studio is modestly but comfor-
tably [hyggeligt] arranged and furnished.”29 Again: “The living room at
Rosmersholm: spacious, old-fashioned, and comfortable [hyggelig].”30

Interiors in several of the other plays are also described as smuk (attractive),
rummelig (spacious), or smagfuldt (tasteful).31

If we might generalize for the sake of an overview, it seems safe to say
that the typical point of departure for Ibsen’s prose plays is a hyggelig,
physically appealing interior. None of the plays begins in squalor, as they
would be likely to do in continental forms of naturalist drama by Zola or
Hauptmann, for example. To be sure, there might be signs of economic
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pressure in some of them, a fraying around the edges usually conveyed by
the word tarvelig, an elastic term that can range in dictionary meaning from
“wretched” to “modest.” When that word appears in Ibsen’s stage direc-
tions, however, it is always accompanied by a mitigating term such as
hyggelig or net (nice/tidy). We might thus think of the opening gesture in
most of Ibsen’s plays as an essentially constructive one of a literal mise-en-
scène; by way of his stage directions, he calls into existence a basically
attractive interior and gives himself a positive architectural value to work
against as the play develops.
Many of Ibsen’s dramatic characters go out of their way to show their

attachment to this ideal of a comfortable home. In Pillars of Society, Karsten
Bernick says, “Of course, the family is the core of society. A good home,
honorable and faithful friends, a small, tightly knit circle, where no disturb-
ing elements cast their shadows.”32Nora Helmer warns in A Doll House that
if her husband were to find out about her loan, “our beautiful happy home
would no longer be what it is now.”33 Even in Ghosts, hardly a cheerful play,
Osvald tellsMrs. Alving, “But I think it is so pleasant [hyggeligt],mother. Just
think – for me, having come home, to sit at my mother’s own table, in
mother’s room, and to eat mother’s delicious food.”34 In the next play, An
Enemy of the People, the initial distinction between the Stockman brothers
revolves precisely around the issue of hygge: Dr. Stockman’s house is filled
with guests and the free-handed hospitality of a spontaneous toddy party,
while Peter Stockman is described as a frugal devotee of weak tea and
sandwiches. Peter the town mayor is, in other words, a domestic ascetic; as
Thomas later tells his guests, “Wehave to remember that Peter is single, poor
man. He doesn’t have a home where he can be comfortable [hygge sig]; only
business, business. And then there’s all that damned thin, weak tea that he
guzzles down.”35

In the next several plays, Ibsen depicts hygge more equivocally from the
start. In The Wild Duck, it becomes clear that the pleasures and comfort of
the Ekdal home, like those of the wild duck’s attic nest, are a kind of
necessary life-lie.Hygge in this play is a product of twilight and shadow – in
Relling’s terms, a compensation for those too weak to live in the stark light
of truth. As he tells Gregers, “The people in this house are not turned
toward the sun [her bor ikke solvente folk her i huset].”36 Similarly, in
Rosmersholm, the flowers with which Rebecca West has filled the home
are praised because “they lull one into a pleasant state [de bedøver så
dejligt]”; literally, “they tranquilize (or anaesthetize) so wonderfully.”37 In
both plays, hygge is clearly marked as an atmospheric effect that disguises
unpalatable facts.
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Hygge also comes to be marked as a naive, even impossible position. In
Rosmersholm, it becomes clear that hygge depends on the suppression of
individual differences and opinions – it is a false form of family unity. Ibsen
insists on this in a conversation between Rosmer and Kroll:

rosmer: Don’t you think we have it nice and comfortable [hyggelig] here?
kroll: Yes, now it is really nice and comfortable [hyggeligt] – and peaceful. Yes,

now you have really gotten a home, Rosmer. And I have lost mine.38

In this scene, Kroll is alarmed that modern, political positions have made
their way into his family life. By imagining difference of opinion as the end
of home and hygge, Kroll conveys the weakness in his position: not far from
his ideal intimacy of identical opinions is the dynamic of enforcement that
protects such unity. By giving the defense of hygge to a conservative
character such as Kroll, Ibsen reveals his growing difficulties in the plays
following The Wild Duck in seeing anything but reactionary conservatism
in the concept.
When one looks at the contemporary reception of the plays mentioned

to this point, it is striking to see how quickly audiences identified with
these hyggelige rooms. In some cases, the degree of attachment verged on
misreading, especially with the later plays in which the value of domestic
comfort is clearly made more equivocal from the start. It is as if the readers
and audience members could not help themselves, so strong was the wish
to believe in the authenticity of such scenes of family cheer. This is quite
understandable, since hygge is more palpable on the realistic stage, where
the living room confronts the spectator as a real and emotionally inviting
visual environment – it is hard to resist in purely phenomenological terms.
A cheerfully lit and comfortably arranged space prompts a visceral physical
identification and connection with atmosphere and affect. The many
“dollhouse” living rooms presented to audiences when the curtain rose
on the premiere performances of that play in both Copenhagen and
Christiania were consistently described in reviews as hyggelige, and also as
“beautiful,” “lively,” “warm,” and “cozy.”39 The very tone of these reac-
tions is interesting: reviewers evaluated the Helmers’ living room the way
one might compliment the house of a host when invited for dinner.
Take this early response to a first reading of A Doll House, for example,

one that appeared in print in Denmark a mere two days after the publica-
tion of the play in 1879:

If one had in real life entered into this kind of “doll home” [Dukkehjem]
where the self-assured, proper, refined, and handsome lawyer Helmer is
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hovered over by his lively, bubbly, constantly singing young wife, where the
children – the “doll children” – cry out joyfully in their midst, while the
whole house is preparing for Christmas Eve, one would have instinctively
judged this to be a model home [et Mønsterhjem].40

The word “instinctively” (uvilkaarlig) is the most interesting one here,
because it conveys the sense that viewers easily fell into a habitual reaction
at the sight of this happy home, jumping to conclusions about the happy
character of the lives lived therein. Ibsen intentionally set the stage for that
reaction in the early scenes of the play, and this reader responded precisely
in the imagined ways.
The hyggelig effect was even stronger when A Doll House was performed,

as might be expected given the immediate and positive physical cues in the
setting. One paradigmatic reaction to the premiere performance of A Doll
House in Copenhagen shows how difficult this was to resist, especially
when the performance itself took place on Christmas Eve, as this one did:

In the first act we cast our glance into an apparently happy home, in which
we see husband, wife, and children in the happiest of moods preparing
themselves for the beloved Christmas Eve, and one instinctively wishes to be
included in their Christmas and takes quiet pleasure in the fact that as a
member of the honored audience one has in a way invited oneself along [som
Medlem af det ærede Publikum paa en Made er som selvindbuden]. One is
delighted and takes pleasure in it.41

Clearly, this spectator was more than willing to be taken in by the holiday
hygge at the beginning of the play, perhaps conflating the mood just outside
the theater with that of the first act of the play. It would have been a hygge-
saturated cultural context at the holiday time of the play’s premiere, one
that would have made it difficult to watch the otherwise reliable signs of
Christmas cheer – the tree, the decorations, the young children – in Act
One of the play without activating the reflexive cultural responses. As
another Danish reviewer put it, “This pleasant home [Dette hyggelige
Hjem], these turtle doves, this rather aesthetic relationship are all things
we are very familiar with.”42

A well-known illustration of the play’s tarantella scene from the original
Christiania Theater production (hand-drawn to capture action that would
elude the cameras of the day) shows the scene in which Nora is rehearsing
her dance (Figure 1). The illustration is a rare surviving visual depiction of
that production (there is a a similar extant illustration of the staging of the
dance in the earlier Copenhagen world premiere, as well as studio actor
portraits from that production), and this picture from the Christiania
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Theater is often used to convey a sense of the scale and proportions of
the set. Unlike the Danish illustration, this one also preserves the
Christmas tree in the back of the set and gives some sense of the holiday
cheer that Norwegian audiences responded to in the beginning of
the play.
It is understandable that A Doll House, a play that conflated real and

fictional Christmas settings because of the timing of its first performances in
late December, would elicit strong affective connections to the opening sight
of a cheery domestic setting. What is more interesting, however, is the
pattern of reaction to Ibsen’s subsequent plays that similarly grasps at the
straw of the initial pleasant atmosphere of the homes. August Lindberg’s
touring 1883 Scandinavian production ofGhosts, surely the most uhyggelig of
Ibsen’s plays in overall effect, nevertheless began by conveying the impression
of a pleasant interior to one viewer, at least when it was performed in
Helsingborg: “The furniture was stylish. We saw a pleasant [hyggelig] room
with Nordic comfort.”43 The degree to which the recognition of familiar
cultural qualities of hygge played an important subliminal role in the initial
visual impressions taken in by Nordic audiences can be measured through a

Figure 1: The tarantella disrupts the hyggelig Christmas scene in Act Two of A Doll
House (note the Christmas tree in the background). Production: Christiania

Theater, prem. January 20, 1880.
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counterexample, a production of Ghosts in Rome in 1898 that elicited this
response from a Norwegian commentator living abroad:

Chamberlain Alving’s living room had pieces of furniture from a second-
rate boarding house. They were surely at one point purchased from some
drab store. Everything that we in the North understand about hygge in the
home, the Latin race knows nothing about, even though their living rooms
are filled with both luxury and comfort. It was cold in Chamberlain Alving’s
salon, and one did not see the smallest bit that could indicate that there was
culture here.44

The main point of this memoir by the respected Norwegian author Peter
Egge is to make amusing observations about the cultural differences
between Scandinavia and Europe that he encountered in his various travels
in the south, but most interesting in the present context is the fact that his
encounter with this Italian production clashes with expectations already
established for Ghosts through performances in the Nordic region: that the
Alving home should initially appear hyggelig, not oppressive and gloomy. It
also points to the idea that this elusive sense of Nordic domestic comfort
and style is a cultural value that does not transplant easily.
Reactions to The Wild Duck were complicated by the insistently multi-

vocal aspects of that play, which famously cannot easily be read as a
“statement” on any one position or idea. Perhaps for that very reason,
however, it was common for reviewers to fasten their attention on an aspect
of the play or a character that they thought they understood. One Norwegian
reviewer, for example, managed this positive, sentimental response to the
family scenes of Act Two:

The opinion of some individuals who find the Ekdal home to be uhyggeligt,
taken purely from a distance, will not find resonance with anyone other than
those who are used to being unusually comfortable. At any rate it will be hard
to draw a conclusion of uhygge from the studio [depicted] at the Christiania
Theater, which on the contrary seems quite homey [hjemlig] and has some-
thing of the poetry expressed by the well-known [poem] “High under the
Roof, where the Swallows [sic] Dwell.” And the beautiful family scene in Act
Two, where Hjalmar goes to and fro playing his flute – how that spreads hygge
throughout the room! One almost wishes that Old Ekdal will forsake his
toddy and come in and take his cozy [lune] place by the stove, and that
Gregers will not show up and cast his strong shadow over the bright image.45

For those familiar with the pitiless force of The Wild Duck’s ending and its
reputation in the Ibsen repertoire, this contemporary evaluation of the
play’s opening scenes will likely come as a surprise, and it must be said that
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this reading of the play is an especially “willful” one, although in a very
interesting way. The commentator “H. H.” simply wishes away the
unpleasant parts of the play by locking his attention onto the early scenes
of family happiness. Away with Old Ekdal’s alcoholism, away with
Gregers’s momentous arrival into the home, so the cozy family scenes
can be enjoyed more fully! The reviewer amplifies his sentimental response
by linking the atmosphere of the Ekdal home to “High under the Roof,
where the Swallow Dwells,” which is actually not a title but the opening
line from the early Hans Christian Andersen poem “The Student” (1829).46

There, the impression of hygge comes from a romanticized student poverty,
which this reviewer sees duplicated here in the poor but happy photo-
grapher’s studio. It is hard to imagine coming to that conclusion from a
careful reading of the text, with its ironies and ambiguities and inexorable
cruelty, but that seems precisely the point; the seemingly anomalous
reaction here was surely facilitated by a powerful physical reaction to the
visual and phenomenological qualities of the play in performance.
I want to emphasize here that this kind of positive response to the initial

atmosphere of Ibsen’s prose plays is evidence that Ibsen’s strategy of setting
up his readers and audience members worked somewhat too effectively.
Viewers like “H.H.” bought completely into the scenes, identified with the
family life depicted on the stage, and imagined inhabiting the appealing
homes shown there, to the point that they simply ignored the play’s
outcome. It is as if a hyggelig scene had the power to conjure up an
alternative play – a “familiar” one, in the etymological sense – that
competes with the actual one. Although Ibsen probably did not imagine
a viewer as stubborn in his attachment to domestic bliss as “H. H.,” it is
important to see that he did want to evoke this positive attachment to
architectural space as a point of departure, even if he did not expect viewers
to go on with an imaginative inhabitation of the houses he thought he was
demolishing.

Christmas hygge

I have argued earlier that it is important to think contextually about the effect
on a viewer of walking from the Christmas atmosphere of a Copenhagen
street a few days before Christmas into a theater performance of A Doll
House, which used the same tokens of holiday hygge to deconstructive ends.
Once one has become alert to the way A Doll House landed in this particu-
larly hyggelig time of year, as, in Carl Thrane’s witty remark, “an unusual sort
of Christmas gift” (en Julegave af ualmindelig Art),47 the reception of Ibsen’s
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remaining prose plays gains extra resonance. Except for Pillars of Society,
which was published in October 1877, the ten plays following A Doll House
were all published in November or early December, just in time for the
Christmas book-buying season in Denmark and Norway. This was a con-
scious marketing strategy for Ibsen; for many years, his writing schedule was
built around this crucial timing. His longtime British translator and advo-
cate, Edmund Gosse, shared his amusement in 1891 about the writing
schedule that had become as regular as a Christmas comet:

During each period of four-and-twenty months Ibsen is the least accessible of
European authors. Then, early in December of the alternate year, the mephitic
vapour begins to rise from the well of Cassotis, the journalism of Scandinavia
shudders in prophetic paragraphs, the chasm of theGyldendalske Boghandel is
shaken, and suddenly, about a week before Christmas, the Pythian utterance,
in four acts, and in prose, is communicated toGermany and Italy, toHungary
and France, to the parts ofMassachusetts about Boston. The whole proceeding
has the regularity of an astronomical phenomenon.48

This publication strategy had two consequences, each slightly at odds with
the other: every two years Ibsen’s plays were put into circulation within the
advantageous economic context of Christmas gift giving and reading, and
they were presented at a time of year that was particularly devoted to the
production of hygge.
Since the plays were often intended to undermine precisely the con-

sensus cultural values enshrined by holiday celebrations, this made for
sometimes jarring contrasts. Just after the publication of Ghosts, Ibsen
addressed this issue directly in a response to a Christmas skål (toast)
given in his honor at the Scandinavian Club in Rome. The Norwegian
scholar Francis Bull conveys the gist of Ibsen’s speech that day: “Christmas,
which otherwise brought joy and peace, brought him battle as a rule,
because his books were published at that time; but then it is true that in
his view battle was a joy, and peace just a moment of rest before taking it up
again.”49One only has to imagine a provocative play likeGhostsmaking its
debut on the Christmas market to understand the particular vehemence of
the negative reaction. One outraged reader built an entire review on this
point, namely, what horrors one might expect to see on the next Christmas
table – perhaps a drama about the wholesale murder of old people who
have become too burdensome to society: “A Christmas play of that sort
could be recommended to many elderly people as edifying, if sobering,
Christmas reading.” That reviewer’s comments end with, “The book does
not belong on the Christmas table of any Christian home,”50 a line often
quoted as typical of the vituperative public criticism of Ghosts but rarely
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noted for its emphasis on the Christmas context and connection with other
similar statements.
Ghosts in particular seems to have elicited such comments about the

disparities between Ibsen and Christmastime. Another Norwegian critic
noted that “it was that kind of ‘slice of reality’ that Henrik Ibsen gave us as
a Christmas gift,” complaining further that Ibsen’s muse inappropriately
gave birth to a monstrosity just before Christmas.51 A Swedish review made
the point even more vividly:

There are two strange Christmas presents that have been released into the
literary Christmas market: Ibsen’s Ghosts and Kielland’s Else. Amidst the
atmosphere of Christmas peace and Christmas joy [julfrid och julglädje] that
tends to flow through the individual’s heart, family life, yes, all of society at
this holiday time, these books will sound a strange, discordant tone, like
marshal trumpets in a psalm; they tell of strife, friction, and misery. It is a
tone of suffering, unhappiness, and torment that forces its way into circles in
which just for a moment one would like to listen to a mild symphony of
peace, calm, prosperity, and happiness.52

Even Sophie Adlersparre, cited earlier for her sympathetic lecture on
Ghosts, deployed the gift metaphor in the culmination of her remarks,
albeit repurposing the metaphor to more positive ends: “The skald has in
actuality with this, his Christmas present, not invited us to something
pleasant, but in many respects to a repulsive task; not to enjoyment, but
instead to suffering; not to a lesson for the moment, but instead a purpose for
life. And for that reason, we convey to him our thanks.”53 In essence,
Adlersparre defends Ibsen’s unwanted Christmas gift as educational but
implicitly admits that the timing may be difficult for many.
A literal way of recovering the emotional context of Ibsen’s Christmas

publication schedule is to scan a historical Scandinavian newspaper page in
which a book review of an Ibsen play appeared in mid-to-late December in
the years 1879–99. Alongside in-depth discussion of the play, its character-
izations, and its provocative philosophies andworld view, one is likely to find
sentimental Christmas short stories, Christmas poems, holiday advertise-
ments, and the like. The newspaper layout itself, in other words, reproduces
the discordant tone of the plays in their seasonal context and provides a
visualization of the strange cultural adjacency that governed their initial
publication.
Not all of Ibsen’s plays were produced on stage as quickly as A Doll

House, so it was most frequently the printed publication thereof that
performed the Christmas sabotage. Moreover, the collision of expectations
was strongest with the earliest of Ibsen’s prose plays, through the
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mid-1880s, before the public had become accustomed to the regularity of
tone and timing in Ibsen’s onslaught. Only gradually did the sometimes
hostile reading public accustom itself to expect Ibsen’s inappropriate
Christmas presents, perhaps growing to regard them like the real-life
holiday gifts of a tactless, impossible relative. By the time The Lady from
the Sea came out in 1888, the Christiania writer and journalist Alfred
Sinding-Larsen had come to expect the worst:

Over Ibsen’s two most recent works – The Wild Duck in 1884 and
Rosmersholm in 1886 – there hovered a dark, chilly grey, oppressive winter
mood, and since they both were published precisely in the depressing
darkness before Christmas, they had that same coloring and did not con-
tribute any spirit of light and warmth to that season.54

Here Ibsen’s usual playwriting strategy is equated with the forces of natural
gloom (Mørketid ) pressing in on the home around Christmastime in the
Northern climate, against which the festive, light-saturated holiday nor-
mally functions as the cultural defense.The Lady from the Sea, with its more
conciliatory ending, seemed to Sinding-Larsen to change the dynamic,
although we see in retrospect that the milder effects would be temporary
(after all, Ibsen would publish Hedda Gabler during the Christmas season
two years later on December 16, 1890, gifting the Nordic region with one of
its most famous literary suicides). By 1896, the gloomy tone of Ibsen’s plays
was apparently no longer even worth much comment; a review of John
Gabriel Borkman that was also published on Christmas Eve that year makes
no mention of the seasonal disparity at all, even though that devastatingly
bleak wintry drama would have again provided a maximum of contrast.55

Ibsen’s assault on hygge through its association with Christmas was more
than a coincidence of marketing strategy and holiday calendar, as important
as that timing was for an author who for years had felt insecure about his
finances. It was a substantial, aggressive intellectual tactic as well, a way of
striking out at the home at its most hyggeligmoment. Lest there be any doubt
about this, a close examination of a section from one of Ibsen’s most
important poems (“On the Heights [Paa Vidderne],” written in late 1859
and published in early 1860, republished in 187156) provides a pointed
example of the way Ibsen used Christmas to undermine the values of
homey hygge. In this poem, the poetic “I” describes the process of detach-
ment from domestic life in favor of a wilder, freer life as a hunter on a
mountain plateau, where another hunter he meets there teaches him the
ways of steely indifference and detachment from society. The poem has
usually been read as a personal artistic manifesto of sorts, following the lead
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of Georg Brandes’s early review,57 or more recently as a conflict between
ethics and idealist aesthetics, as TorilMoi has suggested.58 I would add to this
range of interpretations a particular emphasis on the narrator’s rejection of
home per se, as a way of getting at the complex of ideas that attaches to
domesticity in Ibsen’s thinking.
Chief among them in this poem are the comforts of fur covers andmothers

singing children to sleep with cats curled up at the foot of the bed – in short,
warmth and cozy security. The narrator’s hunter-mentor scorns such plea-
sures and teaches resistance to the soft temptations of the home. This
culminates on Christmas Eve as the narrator looks down on the valley
below and is momentarily seized by a longing for an imperfectly remembered
coziness as he hears the church bells ring (here in my literal translation):

They ushered in solemn Christmastime
with the old familiar bells.
There is a light behind my neighbor’s gate,
from my mother’s cottage proceeds a glow
that strangely charms and entices me.

Home, with all its impoverished life,
became a saga of rich images!
Up here lay the mountain plateau, vast and rigid,
down there I had a mother and wife –
it is no surprise that I would yearn for them.59

The setting down below when viewed from the heights is not just literally
“familiar,” but “homey”: the adjective describing the “familiar” bells in
Norwegian is precisely that, hjemlig. Their sound entices the narrator to
ignore the harsh memories of scarcity and need that actually marked his
childhood experience “on the ground” and to imagine instead on this
Christmas Eve an idealized home of comfort and ease.
At this moment, his strange companion breaks the spell with a scornful,

dismissive remark: “it seems to me that my young friend is moved, – / oh of
course, the homey cottage!”60 With the help of this sudden deflation, the
poem’s narrator quickly recovers his hardened composure:

Once again I stood there with arm of steel,
and felt that I was the strong one;
the breeze of the mountains cooled my breast,
which never again will stir up in warmth
for a blinking Christmas beacon!61

The poem then takes a horrifying turn as the beckoning light from the
narrator’s homey cottage reveals itself to be a conflagration. As the narrator
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watches, the light and the curling smoke transform themselves from typical
signs of the hygge of cottage life into something quite uhyggelig: the total
destruction of the narrator’s childhood home and the certain death of his
mother. But as the narrator cries out in sorrow, the other hunter remon-
strates: “But the hunter comforted him: ‘Why the fuss? / After all, it’s just
the old house burning up, / with the Christmas beer and the cat!’”62 With
an awful, unsettling turn of perspective, the mentor urges his pupil to step
back and look at the scene precisely as a scene, framing it with his hands in
a certain way “to get the perspective right [til vinding for perspektivet].”63

Seen through a frame, from that angle, and with enough distance, his
childhood nest becomes just an “old house.” Of course, it is more than
that: since the narrator’s mother perishes in the flames, his last connection
to childhood is destroyed, and the entire complex of Christmas hygge that
was initially called up by that scene is overturned with one stroke. Quickly
the narrator comes to see the scene in the same way as his hunter compa-
nion; as the angels carry his mother’s soul up to the “Christmas-Eve joy in
the heavens [til julekvelds-glæde i himlen],” the narrator is able to appreciate
the aesthetics of her journey: “but it can’t be denied that there was quite an
effect / in the double lighting of the night sky!”64

The poem’s complexity derives from the splitting of the hunter position
into two voices, a hardened mentor and a wavering apprentice. Without
that split, the poem would present a simple contrast between low and high,
between home and abroad, between family ties and individual freedom.
Instead, there are hints of past vulnerability in the mysterious hunter:
“tears play in his laughter, / his lip speaks when it is silent.”65

A further mitigation of the poem’s apparent polemic is conveyed by the
fact that the training of the poem’s narrator in the ways of callous
independence is implied to be a theft of his will. Enticed on both
sides, the narrator wavers for most of the poem between home and
independence without landing clearly with both feet in either camp. The
fifth section of the poem is a dialogic argument in which every imagined
comfort of home is trumped with a superior correlative up in the solitude
of the mountain heights. The effect of this back and forth is not so much to
prove the superiority of a free, isolated existence – though that is ostensibly
where the narrator arrives by the end of the poem – but instead to carve out
an observer position in between. This, I would argue, is the position Ibsen
himself takes up with respect to hjemlig hygge in this poem, interestingly
enough just after he himself had married.66 His overriding impulse is the
rejection of comfort as a cage and a trap, but competing with it is a
hesitation about the isolation from human contact that a completely
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ascetic rejection of hygge would entail. In the poem, the narrator’s resolve
never to fall for that temptation again seems overly strident, as if to cover
up a more persistent ambiguity.
The burning up of that “old house” will not be the only instance of total

loss by fire in Ibsen’s works, as I discuss in more detail in a later chapter.
Here, however, the main point is this: throughout his career, Ibsen con-
sistently shuttled back and forth between the heimlich and the unheimlich
to catch readers and viewers flat-footed entertaining the wrong assump-
tion. The transformational dynamic at work in the fire scene in “On the
Heights,” when the hjemlig slides into the uhjemlig, the hyggelig into the
uhyggelig, is only one early example. A more prominent, even perverse
treatment of homey comfort can be found in Ibsen’s Brand, his break-
through dramatic poem of 1866, written six years after the publication of
“On the Heights.” In many ways, the pastor Brand is an extension of the
isolated hunter from the earlier poem, but the uhyggelig home plays an even
stronger role here, perhaps because Ibsen’s own departure from Norway in
1864 had intervened. It is likely that his new experiences abroad and con-
comitant widening of perspective approximated the experiences of the
hunter on the mountain plateau depicted in the earlier poem. The shift in
perspective allowed the traveling Ibsen to frame his experience of origin “just
so,” transforming it into something more aesthetic and distant, so when he
returned to the theme in Brand, the issues had intensified.
First, there is the itinerant preacher Brand’s relationship to his childhood

home, which he has forsaken even more resolutely than the hunter in the
earlier poem. When he meets Ejnar on the road in the beginning of the play,
he says that although he is close to his home village, he will only pass through
and beyond it. Further, he claims, “Like the rabbit under the forest spruce, / I
have my house sometimes here, sometimes there,”67 signaling a complete lack
of attachment to the idea of home. This creates a link with the two gypsy
characters in the poem: the madwoman Gerd and the old woman at the end
of the fourth act: “we shall travel, we shall wander, / house and home are for
you others.”68 Toril Moi calls Gerd and Brand “symbolic siblings” for this
reason.69

As Brand nears his actual childhood place of origin, though, his con-
fidence falters:

here, as I approach home,
I see myself as a stranger, –
Awaken bound, shaved, and tamed
Like Samson in the lap of the
harlot.70
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Home is a threat, signaled from the start as a force that robs Brand of
vitality, resolve, and transcendent vision, and to follow the metaphor, the
equivalent of Samson’s hair is Brand’s freedom of movement and position
away from home. In the second act of the play, it is easy to see why. When
Brand encounters his mother, she appears as a grotesque and grasping
figure who conveys a distinctly uhyggelig idea of home:

What ice-cold childhood memory,
What puff of wind from home and fjord
drops frost all around this woman, –
drops frost still worse inside me – –?
God of mercy! It is my mother!71

The moment of recognition depicted here follows a textbook definition
of the uncanny – the strange, threatening and icy figure approaching
him turns out to be the most familiar (and familial) figure possible, his
mother. His mother’s house lay in the shadow under the glacier, a
frozen, dark place where years of toil and hoarding of wealth never
created any warmth or emotional connection. When Brand sets up his
own family home with Agnes, he unwittingly repeats his mother’s
choice by selecting a similar location in the shadow of a cliff. The
home is protected in one sense, since the falling rock and ice land out
beyond the domestic structure, but it is depicted as a costly form of
security in real emotional terms.
It is the gloom and the shadow of the spot that proves fatal for Brand’s

infant son and creates his central ethical dilemma: to stand firm and risk his
child or to choose family over his sense of transcendent calling. When he
chooses his “mission,” his child dies. Significantly, Ibsen once again uses
Christmas Eve as the setting for sorrow, depicted at the start of Act Four.
Here, too, we see Ibsen’s transformational dynamic at work on the traditional
Christmas signifier, as the happy holiday recalled from the previous year has
turned ghastly and funereal. This Christmas Eve interior finds Agnes sorrow-
ing in the shadows, with Brand lighting a single, faltering candle upon
entering. Desperate for some shred of comfort, she lights the Christmas
candles, but they simply cast more light out onto the cemetery where the
child lies buried. Agnes concludes bitterly that the “God of Christmas
[Julens Gud]” is busy listening to the celebrations of the rich and has
abandoned them completely.72When he requires her to give her last remem-
brance of her dead boy, a small piece of clothing, to the traveling beggar
woman on this Christmas Eve (Figure 2), it is as if she has been asked to put
the last shred of family hygge on the altar of sacrifice. In Brand, as elsewhere,
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Ibsen used these reversals of Christmas hygge as a convenient way of under-
mining the cultural attachment to home in its most instinctive form.
It remains to evaluate how these viewpoints are positioned within the

entire dramatic poem, given that the depiction of Brand’s all-or-nothing

Figure 2: Agnes giving away the last scrap of children’s clothing in Brand, Act Four.
Production: Nya Teatern (Stockholm), prem. March 24, 1885.
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sacrifice of family love at the altar of his demanding god is presented so
equivocally. Awell-worn line of Ibsenian criticism has put great weight on the
contradicting final voice proclaiming a god of love instead.73 But even if one
accepts the line of criticism that sees the ultimate stance of the poem as a
critique of Brand’s extremism, it is hard to find a viable notion of home that
can be rescued from the dramatic world depicted here. Both of Brand’s
homes are cold and dark, where signs of potential hygge slide quickly into
their opposites. For the fickle crowd of townsfolk, who start to follow Brand
away from town at the end of the play, but then abandon him when he
pushes them beyond their limits, “hearth and home” is moreover the place of
retreat and compromise. In the end, the Dean (Provsten) welcomes their
return to society by saying,

Oh, my children! Oh, my sheep!
Now you return to hearth and home [Hjemmets Arne]
let regret clear your eyes
and you will see how well it goes.74

This can hardly be taken as a ringing endorsement of home, no matter how
one feels about Brand’s extreme, uncompromising demands. The most
scathing image, however, comes when Ibsen depicts the human-made god
that Brand despises as a kind of wishy-washy god of hygge: a deity dressed in
slippers, reading glasses, and a skullcap, a kind of Jørgen Tesman of the
skies: “Yes, that is exactly how he looks, / our country’s and our people’s
family god [Familiegud].”75 With critiques of domesticity this potent and
vivid, little can be salvaged from the home.
In all of these examples, Christmas settings present Ibsen with a con-

centrated expression of family hygge that amplifies the power of his critique.
One gets a full sense of Ibsen’s strategy when the appealing Christmas
tableau of church bells, cottage, and family hearth in “On the Heights”
turns suddenly into a scene of flaming destruction, or when the idyllic
family scene from Brand turns grim from one year to the next. Christmas
was not only the season of battle for Ibsen, as he said in his response to the
1881 holiday skål, but it was a well-chosen scene even so. If one is looking to
pick a fight with hygge, there is no better setting than Christmas Eve.

“The master of uhygge”

Ibsen’s invocation of attractive domestic scenes as starting points in plays and
poems prepares the ground for sudden reversals of effect in which hygge slides
into uhygge, while still maintaining the ostensibly realist basis for the play in
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question.On stage, the effect is generally all themore striking, since a constant
physical space gradually reveals amuch different atmospheric potential.When
one looks at reviews and critical accounts, it is clear that the initial positive
reactions to the setting of Ibsen’s opening scenes rarely lasted to the end of
each performance. Ibsen exploited Freud’s insight avant la lettre; it is precisely
the ambiguous instability of the uncanny as a phenomenon that links hygge
and uhygge in some essential way: “Thus heimlich is a word the meaning of
which develops in the direction of ambivalence, until it finally coincides with
its opposite, unheimlich.”76 Or to put it another way: the effect of the
unheimlich depends on a secure and comfortable starting point, an anchor
of domestic comfort. Otherwise, there is nothing to unsettle.
This is perhaps the best argument for thinking of Ibsen as a master of the

uncanny, since the trajectory of “unsettling” is central to all of his plays.
The intensely negative response to many of Ibsen’s plays often came from
the same readers and viewers who responded so positively to the initial
hyggelig atmosphere. The Danish author M. V. Brun, the reviewer cited
earlier who reacted initially to ADoll House almost as he would to a holiday
play, was for that same reason all the more indignant at its conclusion.
Toward the end of his review, he concludes:

All of the pleasure he provides us in the first acts evaporates in the third,
and one sits there in the most painful frame of mind [den pinligste
Stemning], sickened by a catastrophe that departs from universal values in
the harshest manner in order to pay homage to that which is untrue,
something that in aesthetic, psychological, and dramatic respects is equally
outrageous. I ask straight out: Is there one mother among thousands of
mothers, one wife among thousands of wives, who would behave as Nora
does, who would leave husband, children and home in order to herself first
and foremost become “a human being”? And I answer definitively: No, and
once again, no!77

This critical reaction to A Doll House is most often cited for its reactionary
content, to smugly mark the distance between the conservative social posi-
tions of Ibsen’s day and later, more progressive opinions about the woman
question. More interesting for my purposes, however, is the physical pain
that is described as the initial pleasure has given way, leaving the reviewer
“sickened” by the catastrophe witnessed on stage. Many such reactions were
described in the press, especially in response toADoll House, Ghosts, andThe
Wild Duck, that suite of plays in the early 1880s in which audiences began to
assimilate a particular expectation for Ibsen’s plays: hygge as a prelude to pain.
These reactions are worth special attention here because they have not

been emphasized adequately in past studies, a somewhat surprising fact
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given the intensity of the rhetoric. For example, how can one ignore the
fact that a Norwegian reviewer of the Christiania premiere of A Doll House
in January 1880 claimed the effect of Krogstad’s entrance into the idyllic
Helmer home to be the same as “to tear into living flesh [at flænge i levende
Kjød]”?78 The intensity of the comment points to the corporeal aspect of
live theater, underscoring the phenomenological and spatial attachment
to hygge that could be developed in several ways in the performed versions
of the play. This same intensity can be found in another reaction to this
performance; it mentions that even when one is familiar with the plot
of the play from prior reading, the effect on stage for some viewers
resembles “the sight of a vivisection that they find it painful to endure
[Synet af et Slags Vivisektion, som de finder det pinligt at overvære].”79 One
reviewer of the Copenhagen premiere performance in December 1879
writes of the experience of watching the play as time on the “torture rack
[Pinebænken],”80 prompting a counterreaction that admits the intensity
of the suffering but chides critics for not seeing the higher purpose of the
drama, as Christians did in the age of martyrs.81 In Denmark, the popular
conversation in the vicinity of the Royal Theater after the premiere
reportedly included the comment, “I have never before been so tortured
[forpint] in a theater.”82

One does not typically think of the original audience for ADoll House as
writhing in pain – only indignation – so one might be forgiven for simply
discounting this rhetoric as excessive. It should not simply be waved off,
however; it is a fact of the discourse generated by the play that writers
frequently indulged in this kind of description of the audience’s suffering.
This focus on the pain of the response was present even in less flamboyant
accounts of the play:

And it is such a painful and depressing [pinligt og nedslaaende] impression
that one cannot shake it off later – it casts its shadow over daily life and gives
us the feeling that the stench of lies and deception from A Doll House still
encircles us. It is naturally different for each individual: but every thinking
person would have to feel painfully moved [pinligt berørt] at seeing A Doll
House on stage. And to the extent that one does not attend the theater only
in order to suffer and be shaken up [pines og rystes], one could expect that a
writer of Ibsen’s great talent, instead of only assaulting us [at slaa os] also
gave us something to please our minds.83

One catches a glimpse here of a trace of the baseline attitude that
Scandinavian theatergoers brought to A Doll House: an expectation of
pleasure (“something to please our minds”). When that expectation was
reinforced by the initial spatial and atmospheric impressions of Ibsen’s
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opening scenes, it only made the eventual assault on the audience more
torturous. A final example can sum up this response to A Doll House:

The scenes in the first and second acts in which the sun-filled “doll home’s”
comfort and happiness are depicted, and in which the songbird romps
around with the children, decorates the Christmas tree, and plays hide-
and-seek, belong to the most lovely scenes one can imagine depicted on
stage. This luster and charm make an even deeper impression in contrast to
the darker and darker shadows that eventually spread over the home, until
the most unpleasant impression [det Uhyggeligste] gains the upper hand to
such a degree, that it becomes torturous for the spectators.84

Ghosts upped the ante. Actual performance of the play exceeded what
any of the national theaters dared, at least in the usual window after its
initial publication, so there are no corresponding immediate impressions
recorded from the established theater audiences of the sort one can find for
A Doll House. Even so, the mere act of reading it produced similar
hyperboles of pain. One reviewer wrote, “We suffered from its ghastly
horror [grufuldes Uhygge]” and said that the Christiania Theater was right
in rejecting the play for that reason.85 When the play was eventually staged
by the independent touring troupe led by August Lindberg, these effects
only escalated. From the same 1883 performance of Ghosts in Helsingborg
(mentioned earlier) where the audience was presented initially with “a
pleasant [hyggelig] room with Nordic comfort,” we get this view from a
different visiting Norwegian reporter: “On the other hand it is certain
enough that the enjoyment [of the play] was extremely taxing and not very
pleasant [anstrengende og lidet hyggelig]: many had to wipe cold sweat from
their brow, and there will surely only be a few who wish to see Ghosts very
often” (original emphasis).86 Figure 3 is a studio photograph of Lindberg
himself as Osvald andHedvigWinterhjelm as Helene Alving recreating the
final scene of Ghosts for a studio portrait, giving some sense of the pathos
and pain elicted by the ending of that play.
The renowned Danish author Herman Bang, who also attended the

Lindberg production in Helsingborg (and would later himself play the
role of Osvald in that play in 1885), gave this famous account of his feverish
response to the play, which he projects onto the surrounding audience as well:

There is no other way to describe my impression than this: there was not
enough air in the large and empty theater. One gasped as if under a weight
on the chest. There is one single scene that was performed with all the
recklessness that Ibsen has demanded, which allows this anguished terror to
climb almost to mortal fear. I doubt that our public could bear this scene. It
is when Osvald wants to convince his mother to give him the capsules.87
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Figure 3: Studio photograph of August Lindberg as Osvald andHedvigWinterhjelm
as Mrs. Alving in Ghosts. Production: August Lindberg Scandinavian touring pro-

duction, August 1883–May 1884.
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An eventual visit by Lindberg’s itinerant troupe to Kristianstad, Sweden,
reportedly produced similar effects: “The audience sweated and shuddered,
and it will certainly not forget Ghosts soon.”88

This composite picture of a sweating, shuddering, gasping, tortured,
aghast, and sickened audience is not as important to verify factually as it
is to appreciate for its “tellability.” That is, it may not be the case that
most audience members actually found Ghosts physically unbearable,
though there is mention of some spectators in Copenhagen having to
leave during the final act.89More interesting, however, is the fact that this
kind of anecdote had legs in the discourse surrounding the play and was
worth retelling until it became an inherent part of the story. It seems
likely that the vivid description of the audience’s pain was a way of
making sense of its thwarted expectations, of that initially hyggelig
home turned desolate. Perhaps every Ibsenian home was experienced as
sharing the fate of Dr. Stockmann’s in An Enemy of the People, in which
the opening cheery toddy party turns into an uninhabitable wreck of a
home with the wind blowing through the smashed windows by the end of
the play. The audience’s pain was surely intensified by the loss of the
initial, relatively cheery home by means of the typical Ibsenian ambush
partway through each play, which apparently “hit home” with tremen-
dous force when Ibsen’s plays were first performed.
The tension between hygge and uhygge came to a head in the reaction to

TheWild Duck; none of the other plays generated such explicit commentary
on the subject, thanks in large part to two productions of the play, one in
Bergen and the other in Christiania in January 1885. The opening salvo came
in a forceful articulation of the issue by the Norwegian critic, journalist,
literary historian, and eventual Ibsen biographer Henrik Jæger. Jæger had
been quite negative in his critique of Ghosts and had only begun to come
around to an appreciation of Ibsen when reviewing The Wild Duck.90

His assessment repeats some of the rhetoric of pain as cited earlier from
the other plays, but it adds a foregrounded sense of the uncanny/unhomely
aspects of the play in his review of the Christiania production:

It has been said about Henrik Ibsen that he is the poet of unease [Uhygge],
and The Wild Duck shows better than any of his other works how true this
observation is. It is a piece of great scenic effect, but the effect is from start to
finish that of unease [Uhygge]. That is the basic mood of the piece, and it is
varied with unbelievable virtuosity, with a real demonic mastery, compared
to which Paganini’s “Witches’ Dance” or Böcklin’s eeriest [uhyggeligste]
images from the world of sagas and fairy tales count for nothing. Ibsen is
a master of unease [Uhygge]. It cuts through the cheery party in the first act
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in the form of Old Ekdal’s worn-out figure, not like a knife – no, tearing and
ripping like a shard of glass through living flesh.91

Jæger’s review ends in much the same vein: “Unease added to unease, from
beginning to end; there is a veritable wallowing in unease, in a manner that
is both refined and intense [Uhygge og atter Uhygge fra først til sidst; der
fraadses formelig i Uhygge, raffineret og umaadelig].”92

These are rich passages, with several aspects worthy of closer analysis. My
translation of the Norwegian wordUhygge as “unease” in the quotation feels
contextually correct but connotationally impoverished, since that word in
English misses the associate meanings of gloom and visceral unpleasantness
contained in the term. Many of Ibsen’s reviewers (and not just of The Wild
Duck) use the term Uhygge in that general way to convey the feelings of
unrelenting physical oppression that often marked the performance atmo-
sphere of plays like Ghosts and Rosmersholm; in those cases, one might prefer
to translate Uhygge in any number of other ways – as “gloom,” “oppressive-
ness,” “unpleasantness,” or “discomfort.”93This is what seems best for another
review of The Wild Duck not written by Jæger that called it one of Ibsen’s
“most unpleasant and dreary [uhyggeligste og trøstesløse]” plays.94

I would argue in Jæger’s case, however, that the term Uhygge is used
more strategically to convey a specific sense of the uncanny, especially in
the widened sense of the “unhomely” that was discussed earlier. I have
conveyed that sense here by translating it as “unease” in his review, since
the sense of “unhousing” inherent in the experience of the uncanny is
clearly what Jæger had in mind by piling up his mentions of the term. In
The Wild Duck, Jæger sees a home that is not a home, a family façade that
hides some very unpleasant truths, and a lack of any redeeming meaning in
the suffering on stage. These are all forms of “unsettling” the domestic
world and putting the spectator in a position of unease and estrangement.
The physical aspect ofUhygge as a special effect of theatrical performance

is clear when one examines Jæger’s published reviews of the book version of
The Wild Duck, which he published in a series of articles in November
1884.95 As mentioned earlier, he speed-read the play to be the first to review
it as a literary publication, so it may simply be that the uncanny perspec-
tives in the material take some time to recognize. At any rate, in Jæger’s role
as literary critic in the debate about “journalistic” criticism during the week
of November 12, 1884, there was not a hint of the uncanny reading of the
play he would give as a theater critic two months later when he saw it on
stage in Christiania; instead, it is a straightforward reading of the play in
the context of Ibsen’s earlier thematics. It is tempting to attribute this
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change more to the physical immediacy of theater than the interpretive
space of a more leisurely reading.
It is also interesting that Jæger reveals at the outset of the January article

that others before him have regarded Ibsen as a “poet ofUhygge”; by making
that claim, he is apparently consciously joining an ongoing discussion on the
topic in the cultural discourse of the time. When Jæger calls attention to the
frequent repetition of the term, however, it seems to add up to more than a
public consensus that Ibsen was depressing or pessimistic. The term has a
more technical function in Jæger’s discussion that, even if less complex than
the Freudian model of the uncanny, nevertheless incorporates some of its
same aspects of domestic dislocation and vestigial, temporal layering. It is for
this reason, for example, that Jæger emphasizes the painful discordance of
Old Ekdal’s broken-down figure appearing out of place (and in his decrepit
state, out of time as well) in a cheerful, contemporary high-society party.
Interestingly, Jæger makes use of the same hyperbolic image of ripping flesh
to describe the effect of Old Ekdal’s uncanny appearance on spectators.
Furthermore, if Paganini and Böcklin are the closest neighbors to the kind of
Uhygge that Jæger is describing, it is clear that this is not simply another claim
that Ibsen is gloomy: there is a much stronger presence of eerie haunting in
Jæger’s use of the term.
If we think of Uhygge in its architectural sense of unhomeliness, then

Jæger’s comments on scenography also become quite interesting. He finds
the Ekdal home to be extremely unsettling, provoking in him a surprisingly
intense reaction to the physical space that is worth quoting at length.
Attributing a kind of agency to the idea of Uhygge, Jæger writes:

It [Uhygge itself] arranges the stage in the following acts in the shape of
Hjalmar Ekdal’s studio, this uncanny [uhyggelige] hybrid of a living room, a
dining room and a workroom, just as devoid of a living room’s cozy
hominess as of a dining room’s well-being and a workroom’s busy activity;
this repulsive bastard of a room [denne Modbydelige Bastard af et Rum], in
which the odor of collodion and other photographic chemicals mixes in
with the aroma of food, the smell of beer, and the reek of liquor, in which
everyday clothing, photographic equipment, plates, bottles, glasses, and
living-room furniture have gathered to meet, and in which the fantastic
old loft sends its icy cold in from the one corner, while the great, cold glass
studio roof spreads unease [Uhygge] from another, sometimes in the form of
pale moonlight, which disturbs the harmony of the subdued lamplight, and
at other times in the form of a cold-grey daylight and melting slush.96

The mixed function of the “bastard room” that the Ekdals call home
challenges the received notion of the home as a protected, unified nest, a
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beacon of light set off against the darkness of the exterior world. Jæger
amplifies that effect in his reaction, which in its vehemence provides us in
turn with a measure of the expectations of harmony that had been
thwarted. Instead of a peaceful domestic haven, one gets a room that is
an “uncanny in-between thing” in every way: in function, in lighting, in its
furnishing and other trappings.
No photographs of the 1885 production in Christiania survive, but there

are some ways to get an idea of the effect of the play on stage. An
illustration of the Ekdal interior was published in the Norwegian weekly
periodical Ny Illustreret Tidende in April of that year (Figure 4). For the
most part, this drawing conveys a fairly faithful rendition of Ibsen’s stage
directions for the play, with some minor adjustments to the described
placement of the doors and a bit less clutter than one might expect, given
Ibsen’s written stage directions. Also, here the sliding doors opening onto
the attic in the rear are either wallpapered or painted with flowers and a

Figure 4: Hedvig’s body is carried out from the attic in the final scene of
The Wild Duck. Production: Christiania Theater, prem.

January 11, 1885.
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balustrade for a mild trompe l’oeil effect, a visual flourish not in the original
text, which does not describe the attic doors in detail.
It is important not to be too trusting of stage illustrations drawn from

memory by correspondents and illustrators, but in this case one can with
some confidence confirm a number of the details of this drawing by
looking at Anders Wilse’s photograph of the National Theater’s 1904
production of The Wild Duck (Figure 5), which seems to have largely
reused the scenography from the earlier production at the Christiania
Theater. One can see the repetition of the décor on the walls, the place-
ment of the furniture, the coat rack in the back, the angle of the glass roof,
and the same painted scene on the sliding doors in the back, the added
detail that seems to link the two set depictions most strongly. From the
later photograph, then, one can through a kind of relay confirm with a
sharper picture the probable look of the set in 1885.
In looking at this set, it is hard to recreate Jæger’s feeling of disgust and

revulsion about the mixing of spaces, at least from its architectural qualities

Figure 5: Set photograph from a later production of The Wild Duck, showing
recycled elements from the Christiania Theater set. Production: National

Theater (Oslo), prem. March 16, 1904.
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alone, and in that sense it is a bit hard to understand his reaction. And
when one looks at other reviews of the same production, one finds some
disagreement about Jæger’s characterization of the space as uhyggelig. There
could be a class-based dimension to Jæger’s reaction, since the working
classes at the time almost always lived in “bastard” spaces too small to
afford supposedly “proper” divisions of function. Since Jæger came from a
lower-middle-class background and never made a very secure living as a
writer himself, the constant threat of falling into poverty might partly
explain his unusually intense rhetoric in seeing this kind of hybrid living
space represented on stage. Showing such a mixed space on stage was also
something of a novelty at this point in time, so perhaps a certain upsetting
of theatrical habit is at work in his reaction as well.
It was most likely this article by Jæger from January 13, 1885, that

prompted the response on the other side of the debate, the review by
“H. H.” that was introduced earlier (“The opinion of some that finds the
Ekdal home to be uhyggeligt”). That review’s willful reading of Act Two as a
positive, cozy family scene stands in contrast to Jæger’s claim that the play
positively “wallowed” in uhygge. After all, the reviews came only a week
apart and, most importantly, were written in response to the very same
production and stage setting. “H. H.” cites the general mood of the
audience at the Christiania Theater as evidence, noting the cheerfulness
of the audience and its lively response to the comic elements of the play, as
well as the “quite homey” set. Since these would seem to be elements of the
physical theater experience, and thus not be so open to interpretive
disagreement, it is all the more interesting that Jæger’s response is so
emphatic in its perception of uhygge.
The best explanation for such disparities in reaction is that this play,

more than any other of Ibsen’s dramas, contains strong elements of both. It
is common to describe the play as a tragicomedy; a slight shift of emphasis
allows us to see in that term the culmination of the dynamic of the
uncanny. The Wild Duck is a hybrid of hygge and uhygge as well, an
“uhyggelig in-between thing” not only in terms of genre but also in terms
of architectural setting. Although I certainly find Jæger’s assessment to be
more persuasive now than the naively happy reading of the play – it is fairer
to say that textual evidence of the play tips more strongly toward the
“unhomely” reading – the interesting historical point is that Ibsen’s con-
temporaries, armed with the determined expectation of finding a more
centered home on stage, actually did find it there. These now-eccentric
viewers placed what one today would see as an inappropriate emphasis on
the play’s more cheerful tendencies and came away with scenes of hygge
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playing in their heads. That they did this in spite of what they must have
regarded as that unfortunate bit about Hedvig at the end simply shows the
extent and power of the audience’s “homey” expectations.
We can see this tension played out in a review of the play at the Royal

Theater in Copenhagen, with Betty Hennings in the role of Hedvig.97 The
commentator, Arthur Rothenburg-Mens, clearly understood that to per-
form the play correctly, one had to give spectators a contrast between hygge
and uhygge. His main criticism of this production was that the play
demands a stronger chiaroscuro effect than what was possible on the
massive Copenhagen stage:

Act Two is supposed to present a modest, but pleasantly [hyggeligt] arranged
and furnished room . . . The important atmospheric background that Ibsen
has given the attic space lay there unused. It was arranged with an insistent
clarity; there was nothing dusky or ghostly about it; . . . In thismise-en-scène
there was no eeriness [Uhygge] or horror in the attic space, just as its human
counterpart, the idyllic Ekdal family life, was erased.98

The objection to the flattening of contrasts shows that some critics under-
stood quite well what the play was about: the kind of “ripping flesh” that
accompanies a jarring, precipitous slide from hygge into its opposite.
Perhaps the view that opens up for commentators such as Jæger and

Rothenberg-Mens, the insight that becomes “tellable” in this particularly
painful way, was a shared glimpse with Ibsen into the surprising tenuous-
ness of one’s sense of belonging in a home. By subjecting supposedly
instinctive forms of family intimacy to sudden reversals and estrangement,
he reveals the arbitrary and constructed aspects that might underpin one’s
sense of belonging, creating a distinct impression of unease. By observing
the familiar at a distance, as if through the hunter’s framing hands in “On
the Heights,” Ibsen is able to turn hygge from a given cultural norm into a
proper subject for his probing form of theater. It is this issue of the
theatrical home and its unmasking that will guide my analysis in the next
chapter.
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chapter 2

Façades unmasked

During the summer of 1864, amidst the flood of impressions from his first
summer in Italy, Ibsen wrote a short poem entitled “Fra Mit Husliv.”1

Translated literally, the title would read “FromMy House-Life,” although
“From My Domestic Life” would be kinder to the English ear. In four
5-line stanzas, the poem treats two sudden shifts in mood in a domestic scene.
It begins with the house interior quiet and the street outside “dead,” the living
room wrapped in soft shadows. It is a time of contemplation and implied
intellectual reflection. Suddenly, the narrator’s children come tumbling into
the room, freshly scrubbed and lively, and the mood shifts to laughter and
tumult. Then, just as suddenly, “just as the game was moving along at its
best,” the narrator catches a glimpse in a mirror of a “stocky guest” looking
back at him with leaden eyes, a closed vest, and slippers. At this moment, a
weight falls on both the narrator and the happy children, who suddenly turn
shy, clumsy, and subdued “in the proximity of a stranger.”
Herleiv Dahl’s reading of the poem in his classic 1958 overview study of

Ibsen’s poetic production concurs with those who interpret the “wild
flock” symbolically, with the children standing in for the untameable
characters from Ibsen’s frustrating work on “Epic Brand” in 1864.2 In a
brief mention of the poem in the Centenary Edition of Ibsen’s collected
works, Didrik Arup Seip reads it biographically instead, as an example of
Ibsenian self-criticism and a hint of his sense of failure on the family front.3

Seen in that light, the emphasis would land on a poet plagued by self-
reflection and melancholy, unable to participate fully in the joys of family
life. One might also see continuity in theme from “On the Heights,”
written five years earlier, in which ties to family had to be sacrificed for
the sake of an artistic calling. There, the “higher” perspective involved the
ability to view dispassionately through an aesthetic frame the burning of
the family home. Here, the family tableau of giggling children fresh from
the bath, for all its charm, cannot withstand the power of an artist’s sudden
introspective glance.
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Ibsen’s ongoing attention to the theme of hygge and the uncanny, as
discussed in the previous chapter, adds an extra layer of meaning to the
poem. Key to my reading would be the suddenness of the reversals – the
explosion of “madcap [viltre]” children into the poet’s room of solitary
contemplation, followed by the equally abrupt intrusion of a second self, a
double in the mirror who can logically be no one other than the narrator
himself, yet is identified as a stranger.4 This unsettling appearance of the
strange within the familiar immediately turns the mood literally and figura-
tively unfamiliar – outside the family – and points to the fundamental
instability of the demarcated and protected intimate sphere. In the presence
of strangers, the poem states, even the most lively (de raskeste) boys become
subdued. In this poem, the super-hyggelig becomes the super-uhyggelig.
The unease of the children in the poem is reminiscent of two scenes

from Ibsen’s early prose plays, written a decade or more later. The first
occurs in ADoll House, where Nora is playing a lively game of hide and seek
with her children and the game is interrupted by the loan shark Nils
Krogstad’s first entrance. The mood changes immediately. Nora tells the
children, whom she has just described as having cheeks “like apples and
roses,” that “the strange man won’t do mommy any harm.”5 As in the
poem’s line “just when the game was moving along at its best,” in the play
the intrusion of a stranger disrupts the happy family game of hide and seek.
The second echo of the poem can be found in The Wild Duck. There, the
intrusive stranger is Gregers, who makes his first entrance into the Ekdal
apartment in much the same manner, in the midst of what might be called
the “Family Tableau with Beer and Flute.” Again, the intrusion happens
just as the “game” is going well. Hedvig’s line at the beginning of Act Four,
when the sum total of the Ekdals’ performative family routines has been
definitively disrupted by Gregers, echoes the suddenly clumsy children in
the poem: “it’s turned so strange [underligt] here.”6 These examples all
depict the potential for sudden alienation, even inside the domestic sphere.
The poem’s use of the mirror as a sudden pivot point deserves comment

because that objective reflection of the narrator’s image introduces self-
consciousness into family life for both the narrator and the children. This is
contrasted to the immersive experience of being in the middle of the
“game.” At the moment of greatest absorption, the mirror reminds the
narrator of his position in the scene and his performance of a role. Once
one sees clearly, the poem seems to suggest, the game cannot proceed
unaffected: self-awareness and consciousness rupture the absorption of per-
formance. The parallels to Heinrich von Kleist’s essay “On the Marionette
Theater” (Über das Marionettentheater) from 1810 are suggestive (there the
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anecdote concerns a young dancer who becomes conscious of himself moving
gracefully in a mirror and then cannot intentionally repeat the motion).7 In
this updated, more thoroughly bourgeois scene, family hygge is the illusion
that can easily be disrupted – all it takes is a single look back from the mirror.
In the preceding chapter, I showed that Ibsen’s interrogation of hygge

entailed consistent reversals of otherwise reliable signifiers of family happi-
ness and comfort. Here, I explore more fully the consequences of unmask-
ing the home, focusing on the ways in which Ibsen activates the idea of
walls and façades in the source domain of his architectural metaphor
system. His central questions are these: Can the home absorb the funda-
mental shift in consciousness that an “unmasking” entails, or is “home” the
kind of performance that does not tolerate such interruptions? Further, in
most metaphoric systems, façades are assumed to be false or misleading, so
what does one find when one removes them? If something of substance is
possible behind the domestic façade, how does one then create a building
that is consistent inside and out? In what ways might the rhetoric of
unmasking be compatible with the idea of reform? Or is the act of exposure
too destabilizing and destructive? In this chapter, I concentrate my analysis
on the first two plays of Ibsen’s prose cycle, Pillars of Society and A Doll
House, together with relevant reception material. These two plays contain
some of themost overt use of architectural metaphor in Ibsen’s oeuvre (only
The Master Builder rivals them on that account). They also share a strong
interest in façades and their unmasking. The dramatic fallout is not
identical (Nora’s slammed door does make a difference), but both plays
differ from those that follow by holding out the (fading) possibility of
rebuilding (something) on true foundations.
The unmasking that takes place in Ibsen’s plays, the shift of conscious-

ness that changes everything for characters, can be represented by a single
word pair: the difference between “home” and “house.” In the poem just
cited, “home” is most easily associated with the participatory mode of the
hyggelig scene with the children, games, and smoke-filled room, and
“house” with the unmasking glance in the mirror. “Home” implies the
smooth and absorbed performance of family roles that is set in motion the
moment the children come tumbling in; “house” reflects the more analytical
facts of the situation (stripped of emotional content, the room contains only a
stocky man in vest and slippers and suddenly awkward children). Or to put
it in art historian Michael Fried’s terms, “home” is absorption, whereas
“house” is theatricality.8 This is a complicated claim that will require a
detailed argument. The first part of that argument, the focus of the present
chapter, concerns the aesthetics of unmasking. The second, which occupies
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the following chapter, charts the growing denigration of domesticity in
Ibsen’s plays and the emergence of alternative modes of inhabitation.
First, though, a few commonsense observations about house and home

will suggest why these terms lend themselves to this kind of thinking. As in
most Germanic languages (English included), common usage in Norwegian
would understand “house [hus]” as a lesser version of “home [hjem].”
“House” is often taken to be the more neutral descriptor that denotes the
factual, physical domestic structure. Given that word as a semantic anchor,
“home” is then free to attract all of the surplusmeanings of domesticity, such
as connotations of childhood origin, security, protection, familial connec-
tion, ethnic roots, cultural tradition, or national identity. In Norwegian as in
English, that is, “home” is simply “house” augmented by some positive sense
of attachment.
One gets a hint of this potential already in “On the Heights” from 1859.

As we have seen, in that early poem the mentor braces the poem’s narrator
during the personal test of the Christmas conflagration scene by encoura-
ging him to see the loss of his childhood home in more neutral terms:
“After all, the old house is merely burning up.”9 At first glance, this seems
to tap into the usual distinction between house and home (in the sense that
losing an old house would not be as disastrous as losing a home). There is
more than that going on here, however, because that phrase – det brænder jo
bare, det gamle hus – could also be seen as a kind of artist’s motto. The
ability to call the home a house is the precondition for seeing life stripped of
its feeling (in the same way that to call a house a home is to activate the
whole range of ethical and social obligations that aesthetic distance would
ignore). If the poem’s narrator can watch the scene through the frame of his
hand – a picture frame – he can free himself for what he takes to be higher
pursuits than family, cozy furs, cats, and Christmas beer. We in turn might
say today that by creating a position of observation, Ibsen makes visible the
ideological status of the term “home” and thereby deprives it of its auto-
matic function as a consensus social ideal. The unmasking allows readers
and viewers to see the less desirable aspects of that ideal and to imagine
positions outside the home, such as that of the artist.
The very attempt to describe such a position in language reveals some of

the difficulties Ibsen faced, however: to describe it as “homelessness
[hjemløshet]” casts the issue too clearly as a matter of loss and captures
none of the gains Ibsen saw in leaving the home. An invented (and
awkward) phrase such as “to become un-homed” is more precise and gets
closer to a positive notion of a newly disencumbered individual, but that
too depends on readers and viewers agreeing in advance that “home” is
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damaging or limiting more than it is protective. The fact that there is not a
ready term for this process of detachment that explains itself without the
help of a gloss simply demonstrates the degree to which Ibsen’s project was
(and remains) positioned in difficult conceptual (and therefore new seman-
tic) territory. The question goes beyond simple “homelessness,” asking
instead what exactly one can inhabit outside the home.
In the early prose plays under consideration in this chapter, Ibsen

concentrates his attention on a redefinition of home as an alternative,
unrealized ideal. In his first attempts at unmasking, that is, Ibsen removes
a given home’s false façade to invoke a truer home elsewhere, a home based
in fantasies of absolute structural integrity. The rhetoric of foundations,
pillars, and windows is most relevant to this first stage, since that set of
images is so well suited to expressing the disparity between public appear-
ance and private reality.

The model home

Early in the text of Pillars of Society, the first play of Ibsen’s prose cycle, the
schoolmaster Rørlund leads a ladies’ group in a discussion of a book
entitled Woman as the Servant of Society.10 As this self-appointed “moral
pillar” lectures the prim and proper ladies of the “Society for the Morally
Corrupt”11 – none of whom see any irony in the name – he introduces one
of the central metaphors of the play: the ideal of the structurally sound
social building. Clearly enjoying hearing himself talk, Rørlund expounds
on the dangers of the rapidly modernizing society outside their small
coastal Norwegian town:

This gilded, cosmetic exterior [Denne forgylte og sminkede yderside] that the
great societies present to view, – what does it actually conceal? Hollowness
and rottenness, I dare say. No moral foundation under one’s feet. In a single
word – they are whitewashed sepulchers, these great societies of our day.12

Note the intriguing blend of theatrical and architectural imagery here:
cosmetics mixed with hollow façades, rotting foundations, and white-
washed sepulchers. As Toril Moi has pointed out, a mix of theatrical and
religious metaphor allows us to appraise Rørlund at once as “antitheatrical,
idealist, and completely bigoted.”13 I would only add that among Ibsen’s
fictional characters, Rørlund is one of the strongest proponents of the
social building metaphor as well. As he continues in this vein throughout
the first act of the play, he describes how family life is “undermined” in
modern society and how truths are challenged by “reckless desires to
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overthrow [frække omstyrtningslyster].”14 He suggests to Martha Bernick
that a life full of sacrifice gives “a firmer foundation to stand on” than the
“great roiling human society, where so many go to ruin.”15

Rørlund’s growing architectural euphoria throughout this first scene is
about to culminate in this way: “And in a house like this, – in a good and
pure home, where family life appears in its most beautiful guise, where peace
and harmony rule,”16 at which point comes the first of many Ibsenian
deflations in the play, namely an audible commotion from Bernick’s study
that flatly contradicts what Rørlund has just said. In fact, peace and harmony
do not rule in this home’s interior, where at that very moment a railroad
development scheme is being hashed out by Bernick and his partners.
With this first unmasking, Ibsen sets the tone for a play in which every

equation of moral rectitude with architectural stability turns out to have
the logic of a false façade. The “pillars of the community” – Bernick and his
three partners – are deceptive land speculators. Rørlund’s own “founda-
tion” of moral self-sacrifice shows itself to be guided by various forms of
self-interest. The Bernick household as a “model [mønster] for our fellow
citizens” turns out to be based on a crucial lie in the past.17The ideal model
is constantly unmasked to contain real contradictions instead; the play’s
recurring and excessive architectural metaphors all concern an apparent
solidity that gives way under the pressures of plot. This is the way hypocrisy
most commonly gets imagined in architectural terms, either as a disparity
between superstructure and foundation or between façade and interior.
The first operates on a vertical axis and the second on a horizontal, but both
posit a deceptive surface that conceals the moral lack located “beneath” or
“behind.”
Ibsen’s vertical imagination was noticed early on by William Archer,

who produced an adapted translation of the play in Britain in 1880. He
gave it the title Quicksands (The Supports of Society).18 Although one might
wonder about the adapted title, it does have the virtue of cutting to the
quick of the play’s metaphoric system by giving away from the start the
result of the eventual unmasking. The pillar metaphor depends for its
persuasiveness in our daily architectural experience on the expectation of
solidity; we expect buildings to stand and floors not to give way. The
quicksand metaphor, though cliché, has enduring appeal to the imagina-
tion because a special, elemental horror attaches to the idea of an appar-
ently solid ground that conceals an abyss. In many ways, the opening act of
Pillars of Society fits neatly into fairly traditional notions of quicksand as a
moral metaphor (another version of this abyss image will appear in con-
nection with A Doll House).
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As for the horizontal equivalent – the façade and what it conceals –
Asbjørn Aarseth has pointed out that the idea of seeing through façades has
been commonly associated with the activity of theatergoing throughout
history.19 Especially in the dramatic tradition that culminated with Ibsen
in the late nineteenth century, a play presented spectators with an initial
appearance that changed when subjected to the pressures of dramatic
elaboration. If the façade were sufficient in itself, there would be no need
to explore the building’s interior, so to speak, nothing further for the
theater to discover through its processes of exposition, conflict, and resolu-
tion. Nowhere is this truer than in the form of analytic drama that Ibsen
developed and perfected. In his mode of theater, initial appearances are
categorically deceptive, and the drama’s task is to dismantle the façade to
find out what lies behind it, if anything. (This kind of layered drama of surface
and depth was abandoned in many [not all] forms of twentieth-century
drama, in which more existential approaches offer the stage as all that exists.)
The analytic drama thus almost always entails a system of architectural
metaphor built around the idea of apparent solidity. In this regard, Ibsen’s
dramas show close kinship to novels of the period that similarly thematize the
deceptive aspects of façade architecture, with the Danish writer Herman Bang
providing the prime example in his 1887 novel Stucco.20

The structuring of a play such as Pillars of Society around the logic of the
façade also gives it a metatheatrical aspect, as can be seen in the play’s
striking scenography. The main element is the large glass wall upstage that
separates the home from the garden where the crowd gathers to celebrate
Bernick as a pillar of the community in the last act of the play. The curtains
that cover the transparent back wall of windows – mentioned with overt
emphasis by the characters at several points in the play – mimic the stage
curtain that covers the transparent fourth wall separating audience and
stage, in effect creating a stage playing area with audience space on both
sides. To put it another way, we are not just dealing with the “invisible
fourth wall” separating the realistic stage from the audience, but a fictional
“invisible third wall” as well, separating the main characters inside the
home from the larger fictional world outside it. Figure 6 shows how that
ambitious spatial arrangement – surely the most detailed and layered
scenography in all of Ibsen’s works judging from the almost novelistic
detail of the set decription in the text – was realized in an early Danish
production at the Royal Theater. The actual theater audience has an
advantage over the depicted audience of the staged crowd, since it has
access to all the private dealings of the family and can see both the family
and the fictional audience without being seen in return, as is dictated by the
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conventions of realism. Aarseth finds the physical arrangement of the stage in
this play to be such a compelling expression of the fundamental assumptions
of Ibsenian theater that he subtitles his excellent study of Ibsen’s scenography
En Studie i Glasskapets Dramaturgi, whichwould translate literally as “a study
in the dramaturgy of the display case.”
Aarseth’s organizing metaphor is the glasskab (I retain the original

spelling from Ibsen’s text in the following discussion), the piece of furni-
ture common to middle-class homes in which objects of value are put on
display for guests (“vitrine” or “glass cabinet” are possible translations).
The image comes from the oft-cited exchange between Lona Hessel and
Mr. Rummel late in the play, just as the crowd is about to gather under
torchlight to celebrate the town’s leading citizen and his family. The
complications of the dramatic action have by this point in the play
thoroughly discredited the initial happy façade of family life presented in
Act One; readers and viewers both know by this point that Bernick’s family
life and reputation have been built on deception and that the home is not

Figure 6: Act Two of Pillars of Society, showing the “invisible third wall” in
the back of the set. Production: Royal Theater (Copenhagen), prem.

November 18, 1877.
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the model it is generally taken to be. It is at this juncture thatMr. Rummel,
pillar of the community and political metteur-en-scène, prepares for the
evening’s planned program:

rummel: Damn these newfangled contraptions; I can’t get the curtains
down.

lona hessel: Are they coming down? I thought instead –
rummel: First down,Miss. You do knowwhat is supposed to happen, right?
lona hessel: I see. Let me help (grabs the drawstrings); I’ll let the curtains go

down for my brother-in-law, – although I’d rather raise them.
rummel: You can do that later as well. When the garden is filled with the

teeming crowd, the curtains go up and one looks in on a surprised
and happy family; – a citizen’s home should be like a display case
[glasskab].21

The metatheatrical aspects of this scene have been thoroughly discussed in
several previous studies, where commentary has focused on the obvious
parallels between Rummel’s public display of the private family and the
many family lives put on stage by the nineteenth-century realist theater
more generally. Also of interest has been the disparity between the ideal
tableau Rummel imagines and the dealings on the fictional “backstage” in
Pillars of Society. As Aarseth points out, Rummel wants to present an ideal,
static tableau, not a full dramatization of family life in all of its complexity
and contradictions – that would be closer to what Ibsen actually gives the
audience sitting in the theater in Pillars.22

Toril Moi, using Aarseth’s analysis as a point of departure, elaborates on
the implications of the glasskab sequence for models of theatricality. This
line of research, originating in Michael Fried’s influential discussion of
“absorption” and “theatricality,” has been productive in Ibsen studies for
more than a decade now.23 The main interest of this research has been to
understand Ibsen’s peculiar combination of realist aesthetics, which lean
toward the absorption side of Fried’s schema (in the Pillars example, this
could be found in the “surprised” element of the family caught unawares),
and metatheatrical elements, which demonstrate a more theatrical con-
sciousness (conveyed in the careful posing of the family to create that effect
of surprise for the public). In Moi’s analysis of this problem in Pillars of
Society, it is “unlivable ideals” that produce Bernick’s theatricality (this is in
line with her overall thesis that Ibsen’s modernism is best seen as the result
of his break with idealist philosophy and aesthetics).24 It is important to
note that the model she invokes is not the more celebratory view of
performative role-play common in postmodernism – instead, it is the
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theatricality of insincerity and false performance, evaluated from an ethical
standpoint. To put it another way, it is the kind of theatricality that is
generated by the disparity between appearance and reality, which always
carries an ethical valence. For Moi, Ibsen’s modernism consists in his
recognizing and depicting theatricality as a philosophical and moral pro-
blem, not in espousing it as a positive aesthetic as one might find with more
postmodernist sensibilities.
Sincerity and integrity are not only theatrical issues, however – they

have architectural resonance as well. When Bernick performs his public
confession, he says that before he is entrusted with leading the commu-
nity in the future, his fellow citizens must get to know him thoroughly,
“to the depths [tilbunds].”25The promised unmasking of his personality’s
true foundation shows that the long-standing dream of “being” instead of
“seeming” is as easily expressed by metaphors of foundations and build-
ings (or interiors and façades) as it is by that of souls and masks. The
advantage of the architectural register is that it more easily figures
integrity as a social issue, since buildings are shared spaces that exceed
individual subjectivity. The revelation of a building’s foundation thus
seems more socially consequential than the unmasking of a single indi-
vidual’s true motives.
For this reason, it is interesting to see the way in which Lona Hessel

corrects Bernick’s attempt to redefine the metaphor of “pillar of society” as
the play closes. Bernick claims to have learned that he and his speculator
colleagues are not the true pillars of society, but that women have that
potential instead. Lona implies that this is a limited sort of lesson, hinting
that Bernick’s transformation was not yet complete. This point was clearly
understood even in the earliest commentary on Pillars of Society, and since
that time readers and viewers have often been suspicious of Bernick’s final
stance. Even early reviews seized on the fact that although he has come clean
about the backroom railroad deal and the affair fifteen years earlier, at no
point does he admit to the crowd that he knowingly just sent out an
unseaworthy ship to its near-certain doom.26 Perhaps for that reason as
well, Lona immediately redirects his pillar metaphor in a more abstract
direction, claiming that society’s true building cannot be based on individual
people at all. Instead, in the famous closing line of the play, Lona claims, “the
spirit of truth and of freedom, – those are the pillars of society.”27

Lona Hessel’s invocation of freedom and truth as the most dependable
pillars of society is an important gesture with several conceptual implica-
tions. Most obvious is that she does not reject the metaphor that compares
society to a building, as several of Ibsen’s later, more radical characters will
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do – in her view it is just a matter of finding the right building materials.
Stepping outside the architectural metaphoric source domain will provide
some useful leverage on the idea of “pillars.” As mentioned in the
Introduction, other possible source domains could be used to increase
the legibility of the abstract concept “society,” the target domain. Society
could be compared to a body, or a machine, or a plant, all of which would
entail a different literary figuration were they to be chosen as the play’s
central metaphor. We might then have Bernick appearing as the lead in
The Legs of Society. Or perhaps The Wheels of Society? Or to reimagine the
concluding line, we would get “The sprouts of society are truth and
freedom.” This substitution exercise is not only facetious, though it is
that as well. It helps put some pressure on the rhetorical choice that Ibsen
acctually did make and that was accepted so readily in this early prose play:
society is a building, and the pillars supporting it, which are originally
assumed in a conventional way to be the leading men of the community,
turn out to be abstract principles instead.
The consensus around that metaphor is what allowed reviewers to

respond positively to the play’s essentially “constructive” stance. For exam-
ple, Carl Thrane’s account of the Royal Theater’s production of the play in
Copenhagen in the fall of 1877 mentions approvingly, “This piece thus
does not just tear down, but builds up” and speaks of “truth as the correct
foundation for happiness [Lykkens rette Grundvold].”28 This is almost an
exact echo of what the Norwegian writer Arne Garborg wrote about the
play, as quoted at the outset of this book. Here is the elaboration of
Garborg’s comments:

The “upbuilding thought” that Ibsen has achieved is not new; but it is
good. It is namely that they who call themselves the pillars of society
[Samfundsstyttur] are merely the tools of society [Samfundsreidskapar], and
that it is “the spirit of truth and freedom that are the pillars of society.”We
need to hear that here, where so many would like to prop up society with
artificial pillars and frames and scaffolding [kunstiga Støttur og Stengslur og
Stellingar], and believe that freedom is dangerous for society. [orig.
emphasis]29

Garborg imposes a hierarchy of pillars here when he claims that no one
person could alone be adequate to support the social building, which must
be built on higher principles (more authentic pillars) than the personal. In
his view, individuals can only be the subordinated tools of society, not its
pillars. Further, his insistence on natural, true, or otherwise authentic
building materials in place of false ones makes a distinction between
structurally sound societies that can stand on their own and those that
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would fall if not propped up artificially. Both of these points are in
complete agreement with the stance Lona Hessel takes at the end of the
play and demonstrate that in Garborg’s view, Ibsen was still working
securely within an essentially constructive architectural framework. In
Garborg’s commentary as well, the relevance of the architectural metaphor
is not in question.
It is also clear from that response that the theatrical and architectural

metaphors reinforce each other at the end of the play. No more masks! In
the future, Bernick seems to indicate, private lives of complete integrity
will be open to the public eye. No more façades, either! The new age will
usher in a transparent architecture without backroom deals. This will
indeed be a glass-walled house, but it will be Lona’s unposed version in
which the curtains are constantly open, not Rummel’s artfully arranged
ideal tableau (their awkward agreement about the need to raise the cur-
tains – for entirely different reasons – shows the essential ambiguity of the
unmasking gesture). The interior of the home is thus equated with per-
fectly transparent moral conduct, and a fantasy of complete integrity is
imagined for them both.
What is left unresolved in Pillars of Society is the relationship of this

imagined social building to the forces of modernity. Bernick’s and Lona’s
rhetoric of pillars and foundations makes clear that the play expresses a
simple reversal: at the start of the play, the schoolteacher Rørlund identi-
fied the new social impulses of the wider modern world as hollow and
shaky, as a “white washed sepulcher” in which an attractive façade hides the
corruption behind. By the end of the play, the duplicitous social structure
of the traditional small town has come to be identified in the same terms, as
a former age now put to rest. Bernick even proposes creating a kind of
hypocrisy museum that will ensure the death of all forms of public decep-
tion and disparity: “The old [age], with its cosmetics, with its hypocrisy
and its hollowness, with its deceptive propriety and its miserable deference,
shall seem like a museum to us, open for instruction.”30 If the past can be
treated as a museum, Bernick implies, one can ensure its death and
cooperative burial. An Enlightenment confidence accompanies this
image, since it proposes that the entombment of the past will make it
available for safe observation and instruction. (As we will see in Chapter 4’s
discussion of Ghosts, the museum-memorial effort develops its own
uncanny side effects.)
Interestingly, Bernick’s metaphorical museum is given a strongly mate-

rial turn as Bernick asks his three fellow “pillars of the community” to
donate the actual honorary gifts they have received from the townspeople
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that evening: the tea set, the goblet, the album, and the collection of
sermons. These would be fitting starter pieces for the Karsten Bernick
Museum of Hypocrisy because they are precisely the sorts of objects that
might be found on display in a bourgeois glasskab. Bernick begins by
suggesting a figurative museum, but the metaphor’s material turn brings
it closer to architectural-theatrical practice, especially when the stage before
the audience’s eyes is itself conceived of as one giant display case.
When Bernick suggests the museum, Rummel’s notion of an artificially

composed tableau of ideal family life is with one stroke equated with a
display in the past and put to rest – if one imagines that all those newly self-
examining townspeople really would go home and upon reflection come to
the same reasonable conclusion. What is left uncertain is this: if the old age
seemed authentic but turned out to be false, can the new age that was
intitially claimed to be hollow and superficial at the start of the play now
take its place unproblematically as a burgeoning age of sincerity and
authenticity? Is there really no residue of suspicion about that substitution?
Ibsen’s ongoing tussle with architectural metaphor in subsequent plays
demonstrates the difficulty of defining the new in architectural terms by
replacing old structures with new ones. The final consensus position
reached at the end of this play about society’s true pillars is undercut
slyly by an offhand comment from young Olav, the future of the
Bernick family, who rejects the idea of being a “pillar of society” when
he grows up: “because I think it must be so boring.”31

In Ibsen’s first prose play that really engages with architectural metaphor
in a sustained way, then, we see a consensus metaphor of the social building
being contested by the fictional characters, but not in any radical sense.
When the discussion among the characters centers on what the pillars
should signify, and not on whether there should be any pillars at all, the
basic architectural thought structure set up at the start of the play remains
intact. Similarly, when Ibsen’s contemporaries (such as Thrane and
Garborg) in response to the play praise Ibsen for his “constructive” impulse
in this play, they perceive a structure in which some pillars are solid and
some artificial and claim the task of the author to be essentially that of a
building inspector pointing out code violations and where the structure
could be improved.

Doll housing

A Doll House (1879) continues an overt foregrounding of the architectural,
and not just superficially in the title of the play. As in Pillars of Society,
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Ibsen asks how one best might imagine a true home on a solid foundation.
The home of perfect structural integrity, however, is more elusive in ADoll
House than in the final redemptive (and ultimately misleading) tableau of
the previous play. A Doll House has no positive architectural finale; in place
of a positive redefinition of the key metaphor, as in the previous play, there
is here the famous slamming of the door. Even so, the implicit social
critique in Ibsen’s best-known drama depends on a comparison with a
fuller, more authentic form of home.
Nora’s final door slam and departure from the home signifies on several

levels. On the one hand, it is the logical outcome of a specific configuration
of plot and character, which is to say, Nora slams the door on Torvald and
leaves home because the fictional trajectory demands that ending.
Although some early reviewers outside Norway tried to restrict the ending’s
sense of universal necessity, claiming that the play’s outcome reflected
specifically Norwegian cultural conditions,32 Nora’s departure has more
often resonated as a late nineteenth-century woman’s paradigmatic rejec-
tion of a bourgeois, patriarchal form of marriage.33 The door slam can also
be read metatheatrically on the level of architectural metaphor, however, as
a powerful challenge to the notion that the human subject – especially but
not exclusively the female subject – can ultimately reconcile itself to
constraint within architectural structure and what it represents. But what
does that freedom look like when it is imagined outside the home? What
are the poetics of detachment, and of possible reattachment? A Doll House
extends Ibsen’s thinking on all of these questions.
As was the case with Pillars of Society, it is possible to begin the analysis of

A Doll House with its overtly architectural title. The first thing to emphasize
is its fundamental strangeness in Norwegian, for the word dukkehjem (lit-
erally “doll home”) is a neologism. Ibsen reportedly used the term in a
personal context in the 1870s as an invented diminutive describing the
home of an acquaintance, Laura Kieler, who would later also serve as the
model for Nora in the play. The source is a retrospective account that claims,
“She was even visited by the famous author in their [the Kielers’] home
in Hillerød, which on that occasion he characterized as a doll home
[et dukkehjem].”34 Ibsen himself claims the word as his invention in a letter
on January 3, 1880, to his Swedish translator, Erik af Edholm: “the situation
is exactly as you have surmised, Lord Chamberlain, that the title of my play,
‘ADoll Home,’ is a new word, which I myself have invented, and I would be
pleased if the word were reproduced in Swedish in direct translation.”35

The word dukkehjem is not listed in the current Bokmålsordbok, and the
older Riksmålsordbok lists it only in reference to Ibsen, marking its literary
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status and defining it thus (translated here from the Norwegian): “an
apparently idyllic home where the husband spoils his wife, but doesn’t
treat her as an independent personality.”36 In other words, the dictionary
definition of the word dukkehjem, when it is listed at all, has no real referent
beyond the context of Ibsen’s play, and the word dukkehjem, for all its
current fame, remains mainly an Ibsenian term.
My interest here is in the first part of the dictionary definition, an

“apparently happy home,” since that can serve as a concentrated expression
of the problem of façades. It is worth asking why Ibsen did not use the
common word for a miniature toy house, dukkestue, since he does have
Nora use that word at a crucial point in the first full draft of the play, when
Nora says to Torvald, “Our home has been a dollhouse [Vort hjem har været
en dukkestue].”37 In the final published version of the play, the key word in
this line gets changed to legestue (Rolf Fjelde translates this into English as
“playpen,” but literally it has the stronger architectural dimension of
“playroom”).38 In both the draft and the final version, Nora’s speech at
this same juncture reinforces the dollhouse metaphor with her realization
that as Torvald’s wife she has really only been a “doll wife [dukkehustru]”
and a “doll child [dukkebarn].”39 By the time Ibsen finished his final draft,
however, the only remaining invocation of the doll home phrase as an
architectural structure was in the title.
Given Ibsen’s pointed instructions to the Swedish theater to retain the

term in translation, it is interesting that no published English translation
that I am aware of renders the title literally as A Doll Home.40 Instead, the
attention to the title in English has centered on the question of whether to
call the play A Doll House or A Doll’s House.41 The distinction is primarily
one of language conventions in American and British English, respectively,
but neither of those translated titles captures Ibsen’s slightly jarring original
combination of the words dukke and hjem: the neologism pits the doll’s
association with an empty mimesis against the presumed authenticity and
rooted emotional depth of the home. By using his own term instead of the
usual dukkestue for his title, then, Ibsen foregrounds a clash of perspectives
that challenges widely held assumptions about “home”; readers are left to
consider which half of the term – the “doll” or the “home” – overcomes the
other rhetorically.
Taking the doll side of the neologism first, several considerations are

relevant. As Moi has pointed out, one set of associations with the doll is the
philosophical “problem of other minds,” namely this: how to be sure in
one’s interaction with the world that one is dealing with subjectivities as
full as one’s own.42How can one know in a philosophical sense that others
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are not merely convincing automata or dolls? Moi brings out the ethical
aspect of this question, especially as it pertains to gender relations.
Approaching Ibsen’s doll imagery from this angle helps foreground tradi-
tional gender hierarchies that have assigned doll-like subjectivities to women.
It also advances Moi’s overriding philosophical considerations about the full
recognition of “others” being at the center of Ibsen’s concerns.
Moi also gestures in the direction of the uncanny by mentioning the

tradition that regards the doll as an object of simultaneous horror and
fascination precisely because of the potentially evacuated subjectivity of the
human figure (E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Olympia figure comes most readily to
mind). That said, it seems unproductive to emphasize the dukke at the
expense of the hjem when examining the title. If a strong connection is to
be made with the uncanny in A Doll House, it is in the realm of the modern
unhomely rather than a traditional understanding of the uncanny – the
“doll” of the dollhouse does not signify an eerie form of experience, just an
evacuated and miniature one. Ibsen’s introduction of the doll metaphor
goes beyond a reference to Nora’s own diminutive existence in the mar-
riage – it extends quite quickly to include the entire familial, social, and
architectural system, which is the effect when the dukke-compound words
(dollhouses, doll wives, doll children, etc.) proliferate in Nora’s speech
during her confrontation with Torvald. (Frode Helland makes a similar
generalizing gesture in his sociopolitical interpretation of another Ibsenian
doll motif in The Master Builder [the nine dolls Mrs. Solness lost in the
catastrophic fire]: the doll not only represents Aline’s immaturity and the
incapability of a child, but also alienation, or fremmedhetmore generally.43)
Nora’s (and Torvald’s) whole situation is doll-like, if one takes the

metaphor to mean inauthentic, façade-like, and performative (when used
in the pejorative sense of “empty” and devoid of real feeling). This is what
Aarseth takes as the main point of the doll metaphor, which shares with the
Alving home inGhosts and the loft apartment inTheWild Duck the quality
of an “artificially protected sphere.”44 This gives Nora’s experience of
sudden estrangement the stamp of relative authenticity; the home’s
façade is the source of that artificial protection, and when that is lifted, it
is assumed, one is given access to the real and the natural Nora instead. But
the central ambiguity of A Doll House remains precisely this problem of
what one finds behind the façade. Is it only TorvaldHelmer’s kind of home
that has been exposed as false, or does the critique not stop there? To put it
in the terms of the previous play, has one kind of pillar simply been
substituted with another? Or does the whole complex of ideological
entanglements that create the effect of “home” get taken down with the
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lifting of the façade? If it all gets pulled into the wake of this specific
critique of the Helmer household, then the very idea of home is a casualty
of the unmasking. Given the nature of synechdoche, which leaves unstated
the extent of the whole for which the part stands in, the represented slice-
of-life in Nora and Torvald’s marriage could either be limited or vast in its
reference, and that is exactly the rhetorical uncertainty that generated so
much debate. If there were thousands of households like the Helmers’,
then the slamming of the door would have much wider “unhomely” and
“unfamiliar” consequences, with Nora’s specific departure from her family
being only the most literal manifestation. Seen in this light, the play and its
effects were “unhomely” in a much wider sense.
One can infer some of these possible meanings from the usual, well-

worn connotations of doll imagery, but what were the available cultural
meanings of the “dollhouse” at the time Ibsen was writing? It was with
considerable surprise that I realized recently that in all of the time I had
worked with Ibsen’s A Doll House over the years, I had never once asked
myself what the material object referred to with the term actually looked
like in Ibsen’s day – what was the lived experience of dollhouses among
Ibsen’s cultural interlocutors? I had always assumed that he and I were
working with the same mental image as the source domain for the meta-
phor, namely the sort of interactive children’s toy that might fit on a
tabletop or be played with on the floor, in other words a strongly minia-
turized model house. However, a dukkestue in late nineteenth-century
Scandinavia was much more likely to be a substantial piece of furniture
than a toy. One example comes from the exhibit of the Wessels gate 15
building at the Norwegian Folk Museum.45

Some quick background on this exhibit will be useful: the building on
display at the museum was itself originally located in the Oslo city center
but was painstakingly dismantled, moved from its original location a short
ways out to the Norwegian Folk Museum on the Bygdøy peninsula, and
rebuilt there between 1999 and 2001. The eight interior apartments have
been staged to represent daily life in Oslo at different points in time over
the last 125 years. This creative approach gives what otherwise might be a
static museum object like a building a temporal dynamism more repre-
sentative of its actual multi-generational life. The most recent time period
represented is that of a Pakistani immigrant family from 2002, and the
earliest, entitled “Et Dukkehjem – 1879” (“A Doll Home – 1879”) models
its suite of rooms after Ibsen’s stage directions for his most famous play.
Since it is an actual apartment, the floor plan goes beyond the one room
that would be seen on stage; here, there is also a kitchen, a dining room, a
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maid’s room, and a nursery. The resulting hybrid of museum and theater
is perhaps conceptually not so far from the imagined Karsten Bernick
Museum of Hypocrisy, in the sense that this exhibit presents the archi-
tectural attitudes of past moments in time to make them “open for
instruction” (the Folk Museum’s curation of the 1879 room, for example,
instructs visitors about the disparity between public and private space in
the home).
In one corner of the “Helmer” apartment in the Wessels gate 15 exhibit

stands a dollhouse (a dukkestue) from themuseum’s toy collection (Figure 7).
It is nearly 4 1/2 feet high and is split into three levels. The first depicts an
imagined view from the street, and the upper two the interior rooms of the
house. It was originally custom-built by a watchmaker for a Kristiansand
family in the 1860s, and the piece came into the museum’s possession in
1937.46 It was moved from the museum’s toy collection into theWessels gate
15 exhibit when the Doll Home room was prepared. The choice is appro-
priate, for once one has decided to base the design of the exhibit on
descriptions from the play, it seems fitting to have a dollhouse standing in

Figure 7: Dukkestue used in the Norwegian Folk Museum’s display of “The Doll’s
House 1879” interior in the Wessels gate 15 exhibit.
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the corner of a re-created Helmer apartment; the toys are mentioned as
Christmas presents in the first scene of the play and then thematized
metaphorically in the final discussion scene as well. The elements of
meta-theater from the original play here translate evocatively into a kind of
meta-museum: a dollhouse from the museum’s own collection is depicted
within the “ADollHome – 1879” apartment ofWessels gate 15, a building that
is itself like a gigantic, walk-in dollhouse.
The dollhouse piece at the Norwegian Folk Museum is typical of the

period for upper-middle-class families, the only ones who could afford to
custom-order such an expensive item in the years before mass production.
One gets a better sense of the period dollhouses as a genre by comparing
the Norwegian example to a display of Swedish dollhouses at the Nordic
Museum in Stockholm.47 Some of these pieces in that exhibit are quite
large, and in particular the one shown in Figure 8 corresponds in age, size,
and style to the one in Oslo.48 This dollhouse belonged to a Swedish
middle-class family with parents who married in 1856 and eventually had
thirteen children. The dollhouse was on display for the children in their
home during the 1860s and 70s.49

The word for a dollhouse in Swedish (dockskåp, “doll cabinet”) under-
scores the most obvious characteristic of the high-end dollhouses: larger than
a child, their scale was imposing. Moreover, information from the Nordic
Museum indicates that in some families at least these dollhouses were not
intended for hands-on play but rather primarily for display (that was true of
the piece shown in Figure 8).50This is clear from the see-through glass doors
(the doors on the Norwegian piece have been removed, but they too were
likely of glass).51 In other words, these high-end dollhouses are functionally
the same and physically similar to the glasskab, or vitrine, mentioned in
Pillars of Society: they are status objects used to display an image of bourgeois
material life through a transparent glass wall. In this sense, it does not matter
whether the object is called a dukkestue or a dockskåp or glasskab – the
important point is that the material characteristics of these objects had a
strongly observational and representational function for family life. They
encouraged an analogy between careful display and family structure.
If this was the image Ibsen had in mind when he carried the doll-home

metaphor over to his play, one can see a strong line of continuity from the
architectural imagery of Pillars of Society. Aarseth has suggested this con-
nection on a thematic level,52 but it is interesting to see the shared material
basis for both the glasshouse and the dollhouse metaphors as well. Whereas
Rummel’s glasskab in Pillars of Society was redirected and rehabilitated
by Lona to refer to her newly renovated, imagined transparent house of
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integrity, the dollhouse metaphor in the following play has little such
positive potential; in that sense, the choice of the metaphor matters. In A
Doll House, the idea of a transparent home competes with the added
diminutive qualities of the metaphor’s referent. It is simply too hard to
reconceive of a “doll life” as a life of authenticity and substance. That is

Figure 8: Swedish dockskåp from the 1860s–70s, from the display of dollhouses at the
Nordic Museum.
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why it proves such an effective weapon for Nora at the end of the play:
when she tells Torvald that she has “merely” been a doll wife and doll child,
he has no obvious way to argue against or redirect her metaphor (it is not
possible to conceive of a “truer” doll existence in the same way that one can
imagine “truer” pillars, or the way Lona Hessel flipped the image of the
theatrical glass cabinet to create a positive sense of transparency and
integrity). Here, Torvald can only object with bluster and reject the term.
One would think that the second half of Ibsen’s neologism – home, or

hjem – would be equally potent in its associations, if not more so. After all,
as we have seen from the reception material in the previous chapter, Ibsen
was very successful at presenting a seductive, if temporary, image of the
ideal home to the readers and viewers of A Doll House who invested the
home depicted in the first two acts with their own associations of hygge and
beauty. What then is the process in the play that empties the term “home”
of its positive content? A closer look at the use of the term hjem reveals a
degree of willful assertion in Nora right from the start, showing the happy
home to be only an “apparently happy home,” to use the phrase that was
repeated in many reviews of the time, and eventually in the very dictionary
definition of Ibsen’s neologistic title. At the beginning of the play, Nora
piles up reassuring adjectives around the word “home,” almost as if to
protect the term from scrutiny by calling up its habitual connotations. She
confides to Fru Linde in Act One that Torvald must not find out her secret,
for “It would completely shake up the relationship between us; our
beautiful, happy home [vort skønne lykkelige hjem] would no longer be
what it is now.”53 Later, when trying to win Krogstad’s job back for him,
she adds no fewer than five positive qualifiers to the idea when she begs
Torvald, “We could have it so nice now, so calm and happy here in our
peaceful and carefree home [så godt, så roligt og lykkeligt her i vort fredelige og
sorgløse hjem].”54

Since this happy notion of home is already under some pressure when it
makes its debut in the play (from the start, the “snake” is in the garden of
paradise, as M. V. Brun put it),55 it is interesting that readers and especially
spectators nevertheless accepted so uncritically the happy home and fought
off any inklings of the on-marching catastrophe. When one further con-
siders that despite the immediate notoriety of the published version of play,
whose outcome was already well known by the time of its performance
weeks later, audience members in the theater nevertheless held on tightly to
the initial impressions of family cheer, though they must have known it to
be doomed in advance. In spite of that foreknowledge, the idea of home
had an almost irresistible and instinctive appeal, hard to counteract with
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rational distance. When the play’s catastrophe hits, one of the immediate
collateral effects – in addition to Nora’s disillusionment about “the won-
derful thing [det vidunderlige]” and Torvald’s expected heroism56 – is the
sudden tilt in emphasis in the hybrid title of the play from “home” to
“doll.” Readers and viewers who had latched on to the positive potential of
“home” were unnerved to find it increasingly contaminated by the empty
associations of the doll. In Ibsen’s play, “doll” trumps “home.”
As the play progresses to the immediate aftermath of Krogstad’s first

letter, the word “house [hus]” begins to make headway in the text as an
alternative. It appears, for example, in Torvald’s feverish attempt to talk his
way through the potential blackmail: “And concerning you and me, every-
thing has to look as if everything between us were exactly as before. But of
course only in the eyes of the world. You will stay here in the house; that
much is clear.”57 What remains for the Helmers in the future is the reality
of going on living in a house that for Torvald can only be seen as a much
reduced form of existence. “Going on living in a house” with Nora is an
extremely painful prospect for him, the equivalent of “saving the remnants,
the fragments, the appearance [at redde resterne, stumperne, skinnet],” as he
says immediately afterward. From Torvald’s perspective, the house can
only be conceived of as a ruined home, a home evacuated of all its hygge and
other pleasures. It is indeed a home manqué.
All the more surprising, then, is the way Torvald positively rushes back

into the embrace of the term “home” after Krogstad’s second letter
famously saves first only him, and then both of them, which Ibsen inge-
niously depicts as an afterthought for Torvald. He says, as if nothing has
happened, “Oh, how our home is cozy and beautiful [hvor vort hjem er lunt
og smukt], Nora. Here is shelter for you; I will protect you like a hunted
dove that I have saved from the hawk’s claws.”58 For both readers and
audience members, the rhetorical reappearance of the snug and cozy home
comes as a shock at this point, given what has just transpired; today, one
might even see in Torvald’s quick return to the rhetoric of “home” the
unnerving language of an abuser. How can the original idea of home really
emerge from such a terrible onslaught unscathed? After such a sudden
unmasking of the violence behind the façade in the home, after such a
sudden detachment from the domestic ideal, is it really possible to reattach
to it so effortlessly, as Torvald asks us to do? Nora’s near-silent, open-
mouth bewilderment at the return of the cozy rhetoric is really the only
understandable response to this abrupt reversal. Even if Torvald’s words
convince him that all is as it was before, it is hard to see them convincing
readers or audiences, who most likely share Nora’s amazement. If one
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analyzes that reaction carefully, it becomes clear that both readers and
viewers have been carefully led by Ibsen into a double reversal of meaning
to estrange them from a widespread, accepted rhetoric of the home and
make it highly difficult to reinhabit unproblematically that once-natural
discourse. By having Torvald reintroduce the earlier rhetoric as if nothing
has happened, Ibsen is able to return familiar phrases to the reader and
viewer in uncanny form (emptied of life, repetitive, out of proper time and
place) at the end of the play. For those of Ibsen’s contemporaries who were
especially invested in the rhetoric of domestic comfort, that must have
been an intensely uncomfortable experience. Entrapment by metaphor –
the way Ibsen maneuvers his audience into non-intuitive associations with
the home – goes far in explaining the intensely negative physical reactions
to the play presented in my previous chapter.
What is at stake here is a poetics of detachment, or to put it differently, a

poetics of unmasking: what is the effect of “exposure” on ideals? Logically,
it either entails a rejection of all ideals as deceptive or the substitution of
better, stronger ones in their place, as was the case at the end of Pillars of
Society, but there is little sense in Ibsen’s worldview that ideals can survive
the light of day, a notion that grew stronger in the transition to A Doll
House. Ibsen’s contemporaries sensed that something new was afoot in this
play as well. A more pessimistic view of reform can be seen in a prominent
review of A Doll House written by Edvard Brandes in 1879, soon after the
publication of the play. Offering his own version of the quicksand rhetoric,
Brandes describes the effects of unmasking in Ibsen’s new play in this way:

Sometimes events occur in our public life that demonstrate in the most
unpleasant way how different what one says and does can be and how brutal
the passions are that can be hidden beneath the greatest refinement. When
something of that sort suddenly becomes apparent one gets the impression
that our entire society is built on a sinkhole [Hængedynd]. One becomes
suspicious beyond one’s years, not the least towards those who boldly
promote themselves as the official representatives of morality.59

When public hypocrisy is “revealed suddenly,” Brandes says, this experi-
ence is like stepping on a Hængedynd (a thin cover of vegetation over a
mire or bog that gives a deceptively reassuring, weight-bearing appear-
ance), the effect of which is to make one question all apparently solid
surfaces. Whether the idea of unreliability manifests itself as a sinkhole,
as quicksand, as a false façade, or a mask, the poetics of detachment
depicts such sudden revelations as irreversibly disillusioning. Edvard
Brandes and other Modern Breakthrough writers of the late nineteenth
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century were especially inclined toward this progressive, Enlightenment
bias about the simple and irreversible effects of “seeing.”
This was Ibsen’s mind set, posits Brandes, when he wrote A Doll House:

he was filled with “a feeling of bitter mistrust [Mistillid].” He chose to
depict “a bourgeois home that appears to be a dwelling devoted to peace
and comfort [et indviet Bo for Fred og Hygge],” whose qualities of culture,
wealth, beauty, love, and happiness – all Brandes’s words – would “blind”
the world like a “shining surface [glimrende Overflade].”60 Mixing meta-
phors, Brandes then writes that although a golden-ripe fruit of happiness
hangs above the house, it is fruit with an unnoticed bruise, a mark of the
decay that “spreads, eats its way in, undermines and destroys the radiant
happiness.”61 Brandes clearly spares no metaphor in describing the full
force of a façade aesthetic in which unmasking trumps all. One does not
recover from this kind of insight, Brandes suggests – it puts one in a
position of permanent skepticism, of “bitter mistrust.”
Still, it remains to explain what happened to the position arrived at in

Ibsen’s previous play, a position in which the stripping away of the home’s
façade seemed more akin to opening a window for fresh air than it did to
the sudden collapse of a sinkhole. If the reassertion of a positive architec-
tural metaphor at the end of Pillars of Society seems glib to modern ears,
perhaps it is because it provides no dilation of the moment when the initial
architectural structure has been taken away, no gazing into the void before
quickly rebuilding the structure with the new pillars of “truth” and “free-
dom.” If, as mentioned in the Introduction, the effect of Ibsen’s plays was
increasingly “to pull back the covering of habit and everyday language from
the abyss that they hide,”62 the stance in Pillars provides nothingmore than
a quick peek (if even that) before looking away. A Doll House, by contrast,
spends its entire relentless last act in that territory. As Torvald himself puts
it, “There has in fact opened an abyss between us. O, but Nora, couldn’t it
possibly be filled in?”63

At the time of the play’s initial publication and performances, the intense
cultural energy devoted to imagining Nora’s future – in the many parodies,
sequels, newspaper articles, letters to the editor that appeared in response to
the play – demonstrates the sort of reflexive rebuilding instinct that for many
came in response to that glimpse into the void. The cultural response
resembles Torvald’s when confronted with the abyss of unhomeliness:
“couldn’t it be filled in?” To be sure, the fact that “the public on its own
initiative continues the storyline in the newspapers [digter videre i Aviserne]”
might be due to the new sense of overlap with real life that was encouraged
by the aesthetic of the new realistic theater, as one Norwegian reviewer
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suggested.64 It also speaks to the need for closure where none was provided.
But “closure,” it is worth reminding, is also a metaphor with architectural
overtones, and that insight is helpful when thinking about the ending of A
Doll House. That is, it was not just the uncertainty surroundingNora’s future
that incited heated debate; it was also Ibsen’s act of stranding a woman
outside the architectural structure of the home, which given the bodily basis
for metaphor easily created more subliminal reactions as well. Many of the
responses seem in some way guided by the almost involuntary need to get
Nora back inside – somewhere, anywhere.
Thus, scenes in this elaborative discourse – the public discussion that

“keeps on composing” – depict an “Act Four” at Mrs. Linde’s, or show
Nora returning home to Torvald. One such attempt, “The Happiness
that Surpasses Understanding – A Sequel,” which was serialized in a
regional Norwegian west-coast newspaper (Aalesunds Blad) in the spring
of 1880 and then published in book form as well, does both.65 One first
finds Mrs. Linde in her room admonishing Nora “to go home to the place
where you belong [hvor Du er sat]; you cannot stay here with me”66 and
urging her not to “become a stranger in your own house [Fremmed i dit eget
Hus].”67 The imagined melodramatic coda in this piece ends with Nora
being visited by an apparition of her own missing mother who convinces
her not to abandon her own children, at which point Nora returns home to
Torvald and is forgiven. “The wonderful thing has arrived! [Det vidunder-
lige er kommen!],” she exclaims at the end of this extra act, while Dr. Rank
has reappeared to wonder if maybe he should conduct another medical test
on himself just to double-check.68

There is also Ibsen’s own infamous rewriting of the final scene for the
German stage, in which Torvald convinces Nora to stay by melodramati-
cally showing her the children one last time. Biographer Michael Meyer
reports that the alternative ending came into being when the actress
playing Nora at the Thalia Theater in Hamburg, Hedwig Niemann-
Raabe, refused to play the scene as written, and that upon receiving the
theater’s request for permission to revise, Ibsen wrote the alternative end-
ing to maintain a degree of control over any changes.69 In an article
published in a German literary journal twenty years later, the story appears
with a different slant, with the actress claiming retrospectively that she
never would have dared to demand that of so famous an author. She says
instead that the request to revise came at the instigation of the Thalia
Theater’s director Chéri Maurice, who had quite independently developed
misgivings about the tolerance of his German audience for the ending as
written. Her famous statement that she herself “would never leave her
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children” was not the cause for the revision, according to her later interview,
but simply clinched the decision for Maurice. This retrospective account of
the incident has to be read through Ibsen’s subsequent ascendance into the
canon of untouchable authors by the year 1900, so Niemann-Raabe’s mem-
orymight have altered the story to her advantage in the intervening years, but
it is interesting for the purposes of the present argument to see the infamous
decision to revise Nora’s departure as an issue of audience expectation. As
Niemann-Raabe explains in the interview, “a departure like the one Ibsen’s
Nora had originally would leave the spectators dissatisfied.”70 I would add
that this anticipated audience dissatisfaction had its roots in unquestioned,
culturally dominant architectural metaphors.
Many of these attempts to rehouse Nora seized on the imagery of the

“wonderful thing [det vidunderlige]” that Nora guards so cryptically
throughout the play as an idiosyncractic private metaphor. In doing so,
Nora’s critics joined Torvald in his desperate attempt to muster some hope
after Nora leaves – “The most wonderful thing [Det vidunderligste]?!”71 –
but without including the answering sound of the door slam that is so
inextricably tied to that question in the play. The substitution of an ideal
marriage and home for the one that has been unmasked is in other words
something that the audience continued to do in spite of the open ending
that separates ADoll House from the resolution in Pillars of Society. It is as if
readers and viewers, joining in Torvald’s desperate hope, attempted to
force the idea of “truer pillars” from the previous play onto a notion of a
“truer marriage” in this one. A commentator in Bergens Aftenblad even
carries the earlier metaphor into his reading of the later play, a reflex
perhaps more typical of the literary readings than the theatrical viewings:

The author has unrolled for us a gripping picture of an unhappy marriage, a
marriage that even with all its smiling surface is at its base unhappy,
unhappy because it was built on fragile pillars [skjøre Piller] and lacked the
firm foundation [faste Grundvolde] of true love, a reciprocal, complete
respect, and unqualified trust.72

The commentator seems still to be thinking of Pillars of Society here, with
his façade rhetoric and the suggestion that a marriage building constructed
on true principles would provide a firm foundation to replace the defective
one that is depicted in the text. He goes on to write that since Nora’s
decision seemed rash, it is even possible to imagine her returning:

It might be tempting to believe this and imagine the reconciliation that
comes into view at the end as the author’s actual solution; the ideal that is
contrasted with all of this bungling, all of the confused steps taken during
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the conflict, is a marriage where true love forms the foundation for a true life
together between people with real ethical worth.73

The reviewer is sensitive enough to the facts of the text that he notes his
imagined scenario as something one can almost believe about the play; he
ends by claiming that Ibsen has actually left us “stranded in uncertainty
[staaende i uvissheten]” and that “nowhere in the play do we find a hint that
any higher principle stands behind the confusion of human life.”74 But the
strong presence of a residual idealism on the reviewer’s reading of the play
is actually quite helpful in marking both the difference between Pillars of
Society and A Doll House and the carry-over of reader expectations when
encountering the latter play. This observation is entirely in keeping with
Moi’s main argument about Ibsen’s break with philosophical idealism;
what the present analysis adds is the observation that the public’s continu-
ing attachment to idealistic world views expressed itself so often in archi-
tectural terms.
In contrast to the extratextual elaborations of Ibsen’s “fellow writers,”

there is the position that Nora carves out for herself in the text. If leaving
home in the middle of the night without a cent does seem conceptually
viable, even “inhabitable” as a position in life, it is only as a sort of
emergency shelter. In the play itself, once she has seen the house behind
the façade of the home, she hangs on to that clarity of vision and
embraces it for its sober reality. She refuses to stay at home, both literally
and philosophically, a stance that marks a profound difference between
Nora and Torvald. Indeed, it almost prevents them from understanding
each other in the final scene in a very literal sense. One of the many
failures of conversation occurs when Nora mentions offhandedly in her
famous dollhouse speech: “Then I came into your house [Så kom jeg i
huset til dig],” and Torvald interrupts by calling attention to the term
itself: “What kind of expression is that to use about our marriage? [Hvad
er det for udtryk du bruger om vort ægteskab?]”75 Torvald’s reaction fore-
grounds her use of a word – “house” – as a deliberate marker of difference
and distance from his world view. The word “home,” that is, no longer
has any rhetorical power over her, even when Torvald tries to call up its
former magic – its unseen ideological power of social assent. He cries out
in the final conversation, “Don’t you even have a grasp of your position
in your own home?”76

Nora fends that off not only by pointedly translating Torvald’s term
“home” into “playroom,” as mentioned earlier, but by becoming very
cautious about her own use of the word in its former context. When she
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tells Torvald she is leaving, she catches herself in the old habit and quickly
corrects herself: “Tomorrow I am traveling home [hjem], – I mean, to
where I grew up [mit gamle hjemsted].”77 In Norwegian, Nora’s substitu-
tion of hjemsted for hjem – “home-place” for “home” – is quite brilliant in
the way it dilutes with a slight revision any positive emotional affect the
latter term might have. As a parting shot, when Torvald asks if she will
think of him after she leaves, she responds in terms that seem carefully
chosen for their neutrality: “I will certainly think often about you and the
children and the house here.”78 After so suddenly losing her illusions about
one home, Nora is clearly not about to call up those of another. Homes are
for idealists; Nora has become a distinctly “unhomely” heroine, which is to
say, clear-eyed and realistic.
One remarkable aspect of A Doll House is that by using reality criteria as

the measure of value, Ibsen has inverted the house-and-home dichotomy
so that now “house” emerges as the more authentic of the two terms. The
authenticity criteria have shifted in Ibsen’s hands and have become a
question of accurately assessing one’s situation, not of the set of prescribed
models and feelings that form the consensus conception of a “true home.”
“Home” has been exposed as the theatrical effect; “house” is the reality left
behind when the illusion of home is dispelled under pressure. Many years
later, we can now see that we find ourselves on the other side of a
conceptual divide, in a position where “home”may have as many negative
associations as positive. Errol Durbach has made this point in his book-
length study, A Doll’s House, where he writes:

If we pride ourselves that we no longer live in dolls’ houses, it is because
plays like Ibsen’s have undermined so thoroughly the Victorian foundations
of “home” and “family,” exposing them as empty and oppressive shams in a
world where such ideals are maintained only at the expense of self-negation
and deceit.79

It is not overstating the case to say that Ibsen helped introduce this
suspicion of the home into Western thought. Judging from the responses
to Ibsen’s first two prose plays, however, the ideals of home seem to have
mostly survived the unmasking; for many, that is, especially those who
imagined the happier endings, the force of the critique stopped at the level
of the façade. As one tracks the further development of house and home in
the remaining dramas, it becomes more difficult for readers and viewers to
maintain that position. Increasingly, Ibsen came to expose the contingency
of home and hygge in ever-more powerful and far-reaching critiques. As we
shall see, it was still possible to disagree with the domestic architectural
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model implied by Ibsen’s houses, but as his dramatic housing experiments
became more generally familiar across Western culture, it became increas-
ingly difficult for Ibsen’s readers to accept the assumption that “home” was
a natural and given entity. As will now be shown, in his later plays Ibsen
introduced an idea of elective and strategic relationships to built structures
that point to a more modern repertoire of housing choices.
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chapter 3

Home and house

The title of this chapter is not intended to roll off the tongue. The idiom in
English should read “house and home,” so phrasing it differently here goes
against the grain of verbal habit. The point in reversing the terms is to
reflect the process at work in Ibsen’s later plays: the dislodging of home
from its privileged association with domestic ideals and the testing of
“house” as a modern alternative, a more temporary and contingent form
of inhabitation. As his dramatic characters and their commentators bandy
these two terms about, “home” in Ibsen’s plays slides in connotation from
the ideal to the trivial. His strategic contamination of the term “home”
would strip away its redemptive associations with hearth, origin, and
authenticity, gradually elaborating it as the idea of a copy without vitality
or substance, the process that Nora began with the insight about her “doll
home.”This kind of rhetorical reversal creates the possibility that the home
might be confining, squelching, or in other ways detrimental to individual
freedom.
Many of Ibsen’s dramatic characters seem unusually interested in the

linguistic distinction between house and home; they both discuss it openly
and convey their interest indirectly in their use of domestic metaphor. One
might not think that debating the semantics of domesticity wouldmake for
compelling dramatic material, but Ibsen’s characters do just that. The talk
of house and home clearly struck a chord with many of Ibsen’s commen-
tators as well, because they continued to dig into the linguistic resonance of
“home” in their reviews and discussions of his plays. Along the way, their
accounts reveal much about the attitudes and assumptions that propped up
those terms. In one sense, the dogged support of the old domestic ideals by
some commentators provides a useful corrective to those who would
overestimate the efficacy of Ibsen’s domestic deconstruction. After all,
the entire complex of emotional attachments to home (and the ideological
use thereof) in Western culture was not likely to be undone by a single late
nineteenth-century Norwegian playwright, no matter how forceful his
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articulation of the issues. “Home” is a powerful source domain for meta-
phor. The “evacuation” of home took place primarily within the Ibsenian
world of characters, stage sets, and plots; in the real world, people went on
living in homes, attempting tomake them cozy, and perpetuating domestic
ideals. And yet, Ibsen introduced a powerful intellectual legitimacy to the
alternative position, a suspicion of the domestic that introduced hesitation
and contingency into previously unassailable values. Ibsen’s treatment of
home and house was an extended experiment that deconstructed the most
“natural” domestic ideologies of the late nineteenth century and tested the
viability of his opponents’ positions. That in itself is no small accomplish-
ment; if the concept of a “dollhouse existence” has become established as a
ready-at-hand cultural metaphor for the limitations of prescribed gender
roles, to choose just one example, then Ibsen succeeded in establishing an
alternative position from which to view that formerly mainstream ideol-
ogy. Perhaps that is the most that can be required of a writer, after all.
The composite phrase hus og hjem is as idiomatic in Norwegian as is

“house and home” in English: when the words appear together in that order,
they serve to capture the totality of one’s domestic situation, including
everything from its factual basis to its attendant emotions. This usage is a
way of intensifying the idea of the domestic, and Ibsen’s characters fre-
quently use the joint idiom in that casual way. Karsten Bernick in Pillars of
Society links the phrase tightly with “family happiness” and “my whole
upstanding reputation [min hele borgerlige stilling].”1 Both Nora’s and
Mrs. Alving’s threatened departures are described as running from house
and home, just as Dr. Stockman’s increasing involvement in politics in An
Enemy of the People is said to take him away from the same.2 In these cases,
the phrase usually means something like “all of one’s domestic responsibil-
ities” or “house, home, and family.” Thus, in The Wild Duck, Gina Ekdal
can tell Hjalmar, “you became such a good husband as soon as you had
gotten house and home.”3

Given this often mainstream usage of the phrase “house and home” in
the plays, it is striking that Ibsen goes to work so doggedly on both terms,
moving their semantic boundaries and prying them loose from each other,
in some cases staging semantic battles quite directly. Although in common
usage, hjem was (and still is) assumed to be a positive augmentation of the
concept of house, Ibsen attempted to make that association less automatic.
Increasingly in Ibsen’s later plays, domesticity moves from its association
with the intimate warmth of the hearth to its figuration as a sphere of
diminished vitality, boredom, suffocation, and even imprisonment. Paired
with this rejection of “home” and its usual resonances is an ascendant
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notion of “house” that is something different and more interesting than a
deficient or empty version of “home.” Several of Ibsen’s characters see a
distinct advantage in the neutral ground provided by the term “house,” a way
of defending oneself from the negative encumbrances of “home.”
Ibsen’s plays form an unusually coherent set of intertexts, so it should

come as no surprise that even after Nora’s slammed door, the interest in
house and home continues unabated. Nora’s dramatic rejection of home
settles nothing. Ibsen’s ongoing engagement with the issues raised by his
doll home/house found much to uncover and replay in dramatic form; the
hold of “home” on his imagination was extremely persistent for both him
and his cultural interlocutors. While there is not a simple trajectory leading
through Ibsen’s ten prose plays after A Doll House, we might identify three
major tendencies that define Ibsen’s continuing unease with the concept of
“home.” The first concerns his depiction of the gradual decline in persuasive
authority of the idea of a “true home”; the second involves his increasing
denigration of home as the realm of the trivial; and the third concerns the
inversion of value between the concepts of “home” and “house.” The
following section deals with specific scenes in four plays (Ghosts, An Enemy
of the People, The Wild Duck, and The Master Builder) that put pressure on
the ideal of the “true” home and contributed to its demotion from a position
of automatic cultural assent.

True homes

The discussion in the previous chapter suggested that reviewers’ notions of
the ideal home often rushed back in to fill the void left by unmasking a
façade. It was also suggested by Edvard Brandes that there were potential
difficulties for some in reattaching to that ideal after having become more
generally suspicious of domestic façades and sinkholes. In the plays follow-
ing A Doll House, Ibsen explored this aesthetic of wariness, subjecting the
concept of a “true home” to the closest scrutiny. Increasingly, Ibsen
suggests in his plays that the notion of a true or “proper” home was a
borrowed concept, an image, an idea, or an assumption about ideal families
that did not proceed from real experience. His idea is that talk of a true
home correlates directly with not feeling at home; in other words, whatever
a true home is, it is not this – true homes are always elsewhere. It is quite
literally that sense of falling short that motivates the effort to imagine the
perfect alternative. In fact, the more “unhomely” the situation becomes,
the more frantic the invocation of the home ideal, as is clear in Torvald
Helmer’s willful reset to the ideal at the end of A Doll House. As Ibsen
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develops the issue, one sees quite clearly a process of evacuation underway,
until the concept of a true home is shown to be nothing but a copy and
a shell.
The play Ghosts contributes in two ways to this complex notion. The

first comes in the extended exchange between Pastor Manders and Osvald
about the alternative, more Bohemian homelife Osvald witnessed in Paris.
Manders provokes the discussion by introducing a normative notion of
home, saying that because Osvald was sent away from the Alvings so early
on, he “has never had the opportunity to become really acquainted with a
proper home [et ordentligt hjem].”4 Osvald objects immediately to this
claim, and the ensuing conversation becomes a tussle over competing
definitions of “home”:

manders: So? I thought you associated almost exclusively with artist circles.
osvald: I did.
manders: And mostly with younger artists.
osvald: Oh, to be sure.
manders: But I thought that most of those people couldn’t afford to start a

family and establish a home.
osvald: There are many of them who can’t afford to marry, Pastor Manders.
manders: But that is precisely what I am saying.
osvald: But they can still have a home, even so. And here and there they do:

and a very tidy [ordentligt] and very cozy [hyggeligt] home at that.
Mrs. Alving follows along excitedly, nods but says nothing.

manders: But I’m not talking about a bachelor home. By “home” I mean a
family home, where a husband lives with his wife and his children.

osvald: Yes, or with his children and his children’s mother.
manders: (taken aback; clasps his hands) Merciful heavens!5

This is an important turning point in the thinking about home in Ibsen’s
writing, because two competing definitions square off to form a continuing
thought dialectic for the remainder of Ibsen’s career: Osvald’s more expan-
sive definition of home as an elective affiliation, and Manders’s restrictive
notion of a home as a defense against social change. Note the search for a
more precise vocabulary as Manders splits the term hjem into two hierarch-
ical variants, “family home [familjehjem]” and “bachelor home [ungkarlsh-
jem],” to shore up and protect the “proper” definition. The important point
is that under the pressure of their discussion, the unmarked term hjem can no
longer stand on its own as obvious in its own right. Osvald is strategically
effective when arguing his view with the terms “tidy” (ordentligt) and “cozy”
(hyggeligt), because they are the usual currency of the traditional discourse of
home, as we have seen. Tidy, cozy homes but with unmarried parents – for
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Manders and others like him, this disgusting, unheard-of combination was
scandalous in its own right, an effect that is harder for us to recover than
those generated by discussions of sexually transmitted diseases and euthana-
sia simply because those social tensions have not melted away in quite the
same way over the years. It is impossible now to share Manders’s shock at
Osvald’s idyllic description of the artists’ homes; the juxtposition is just not
jarring anymore, even for those who might reject that lifestyle. The disso-
nance for Ibsen’s contemporaries, however, was reflexive and immediate,
contributing greatly to the almost instinctive reactions against this play.
More devastating still is the relentless undermining of the notion of

home throughout the play as the readers and viewers come to understand
the accumulating references to “Captain Alving’s Home.” Readers are first
introduced to what we might neutrally call Captain Alving’s house, which
would refer to the play’s given setting and the actual Rosenvold estate
where the Alvings lived their married life and Osvald his first seven years.
The truth of life in that house is this: that Alving Sr. seduced his maid and
frequented prostitutes, leading to the syphilis that claimed his life; that
Osvald was sent away before he could see his father for what he was, but not
before becoming invisibly infected with syphilis himself; that Mrs. Alving
has secretly run the household and all of Captain Alving’s business dealings
for years while hiding her husband’s debauchery from the public; and that
she is building the orphanage not to revere his name, but to rid herself of the
captain’s influence once and for all and to keep the secret of his promiscuity
hidden from sight.
On the surface, the term “home” used in the new orphanage’s name

seems entirely appropriate for an institution intended to provide orphaned
children with shelter. As the reader quickly discovers, however, picturing
the image of Captain Alving standing at the threshold to welcome the
orphans “home” is more than a bit incongruous. As it turns out, however,
Mrs. Alving’s project has not been undertaken to honor the captain, but to
build something as powerfully distracting as possible to hide the true legacy
of her dead husband behind a respectable façade. To do so, she uses up the
money paid for her dowry, which she now regards as the price of her unholy
purchase. Her original plan is thus a building built with dirty money and a
clean face. If that building had not burned to the ground, it would have
become the ultimate in façade architecture, actually a perfect mirror of the
captain’s public reputation. Such is the value of “home” in the play.
Captain Alving’s Home is actually a complicated imagined structure,

built up offstage through multiple oblique references strewn throughout
the text. Moreover, it is a dynamic structure, since the names for the
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building dedicated to his memory undergo a steady transformation
throughout the play. The first mention by Pastor Manders is the legal
name of the orphanage from the official papers mentioned in Act One,
“The Captain Alving Memorial [Kaptejn Alvings minde].”6 In subsequent
conversations, however, the orphanage is most commonly referred to as an
asyl, cognate with the English “asylum.” (In Ibsen’s day, that word’s
connotation of protection would have been stronger than that of confine-
ment, so it would have been a perfectly normal synonym for “orphanage.”7)
After the catastrophic fire burns down the orphanage, however, we find that
the money for the orphanage will be redirected to a different project: the
sailor’s home being developed by Jakob Engstrand, the scheming worker
and Regine’s foster father who himself is the picture of hypocrisy in his
fawning interaction with Manders. This sailor’s home is quite clearly a
euphemistic description of a brothel, where one assumes that the real
Captain Alving would feel more at home than in an orphanage. Even the
name for Engstrand’s building project, running parallel to that of
Mrs. Alving, shifts from an initial mention of “a kind of sailor’s home
[et slags sjømandshjem]” to Pastor Manders’s hybrid term in Act Three,
“sailor’s asylum [sømands-asyl].”8 Engstrand revises Manders’s “asylum” to
the loftier status of “Chamberlain Alving’s Home [Kammerherre Alvings
Hjem],” in effect merging the name of the orphanage and the brothel.9

And by the time we hear of the new project at Regine’s last exit, the name has
finally morphed into Kammerherre Alvings Asyl, which Eva Le Gallienne
translates literally as “Captain Alving’s Hostel.”10 Intending to build one
kind of asylum, a tribute to the public Captain Alving, Helene has instead
unintentionally built another kind with the samemoney, this one a tribute to
the captain’s private reality.
The effect on the idea of home of Ibsen’s intentional terminological

slipping and sliding is ruinous. Note that both of the structures called
“Captain Alving’s Home” are marked by façade disparities: the orphanage
by irony, and the brothel by euphemism. But the unveiling of the struc-
tures does not leave much possibility for salvaging ideals in its wake. By the
end of the play, “home” has become the sort of word that Engstrand can
use with a salacious wink and a nod – it has almost become a kind of dirty
word. The connotation of “home” has become rhetorically arbitrary by the
end of the play, when the term “Captain Alving’s Home” can resonate in
all directions at once, as it does. The crowning irony is reserved for the end
of the play, as the bright rays of the sunrise fill Mrs. Alving’s living room,
and she tells Osvald, “Now you can truly see your home [Nu kan du rigtig
få se hjemmet].”11 He can do no such thing, since one of the symptoms of
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tertiary syphilis is blindness. The moment of greatest clarity, when the
home should finally have become a transparent glasskab in Lona Hessel’s
positive sense, is its moment of greatest opacity instead – that is, “home” at
the height of its ideological and rhetorical entanglement. Following Ibsen’s
lead going forward in his authorship, one might need to reserve the clarity
model for “houses,” not “homes,” if one accepts that term as the more factual
of the two. After all ofGhosts’ interrogations and redefinitions of terminology,
a more self-reflexive, ironic glimpse is possible inMrs. Alving’s line: “now you
can truly see ‘home’” – that is, from a distance, and as a contaminated term.
It is interesting in this regard to see how the sinkhole metaphor becomes

more consequential in response to Ghosts than in reaction to the preceding
plays. In Henrik Jæger’s discussion of the publication of the play in his 1888
biography of Ibsen, there is no longer the slightest hint of a foothold once
the abyss opens up. He writes:

[Ibsen] knew on what shaky ground all of society rests. Society’s morals were
like a great sinkhole [hængemyr]; only the lightest beings could walk over it
without noticing that there was no solid ground under the feet, and the one
who fell through first had the experience that the deeper he sank in, the
more unstable the soil. Panic gripped him, he fought to find a foothold; but
he found none, there was nothing to find. It was worse than a sinkhole; it
was as if the firm, secure ground [den faste, trygge jord] had been yanked out
from under his feet and he at the same time had been thrown out into the
open sea. Such was the impression that Ghosts made at its appearance.12

The hængedynd from Edvard Brandes’s earlier review (here called a
hængemyr) has at this point become an established trope in the Ibsen
commentary, with the difference that even that image seems insufficient
to Jæger to express the experience of losing one’s foundations; one can see
that he is searching for something even more debilitating in the image of
being left adrift in the open sea. Interesting also is the idea that the “lightest
beings” – presumably those unburdened by artistic consciousness – can
pass over the thin surface covering without falling in. For travelers like the
stocky, endlessly questioning Ibsen, there is not a chance that they could
make it across without seeing the abyss opening at their feet.
An Enemy of the People’s erosion of hygge was discussed in Chapter 1; there

is more to say about its conclusion, when the inordinately hyggelig toddy
party of the first scene seems a distant memory. Stockmann’s home has by
that point instead become a bunker under siege, with broken window panes
and stones piled on the table as evidence of the townspeople’s intolerance
and willful ignorance. The pile of rocks, says Stockmann, will be the
inheritance he leaves to his sons. There will be no traditional family home
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to pass on through generations, only the relics of its destruction; the
protected private sphere of the home has clearly been violated by the end
of this play.
Figure 9 shows a set photograph from the 1899 production of the play at

Norway’s National Theater and gives some indication of how one
Norwegian production handled the final scene in visual terms with over-
turned furniture, torn curtains, and the like (although without any clear sign
of broken glass, at least in this photograph). Even if this particular version
portrays more of a disheveled than a traumatized home, the important point
would be to imagine the visual contrast between this and the opening toddy
party, something that Henrik Jæger mentioned as the uncanny visual poten-
tial of the final scene when he first read the written version of the play: “over
the entire act unease [Uhygge] spreads from the broken windows and crushed
stones, an unease [Uhygge] that will certainly be very effective as a contrast to
the energy and warmth with which the hero faces all opposition.”13

Most of the familiar architectural tropes from the other plays surface again
here when Stockmann attempts the same kind of unveiling of façades. Here,
it is the town’s spa project that is polluted, and Stockmann’s revelation of

Figure 9: Set design from the final act of An Enemy of the People, showing the ruined
home. Production: National Theater (Oslo), prem. September 2, 1899.
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that fact is motivated by yet another dream of architectural integrity –
namely, to have a resort that is exactly as healthy as it appears to be. This
is the familiar refrain that emerges when he compares the baths to a “white-
washed poisonous sepulcher [en kalket forgiftig grav].”14 The sinkhole meta-
phor makes another appearance here as well: in the raucous town hall
meeting, Stockmann links it to the imagery of cleaning the social house:

But luckily it is only an old hand-me-down folk fable, the idea that culture
corrupts. No, it is stupefaction, poverty, ugliness of living conditions that
carry out that devil’s errand! In a house that isn’t aired out and swept every
day –; my wife Katrine claims that the floor should be mopped too; but that
is open to debate; – anyway – there, in such a house, I dare say that people
lose their ability to think and behave morally within two to three years. The
lack of oxygen stunts the conscience. And there must be a tremendous
oxygen deficit in many, many houses here in town, or so it would seem,
since the entire compact majority can be so unscrupulous as to want to build
the town’s future on a sinkhole of lies and deception [et hængedynd af løgn og
bedrag].15

This is a rich passage, one that is rarely mentioned in discussions of that
play’s famous townmeeting, in which Dr. Stockmann’s proto-Nietzschean
contempt of majority opinions usually commands most of the critical
attention. When one is looking for the development of Ibsen’s “truth-in-
housing” idea, however, this passage takes on more interest. Stockmann’s
demand for perfect architectural integrity in the social building now
sounds familiar, as does the talk of sinkholes and hypocrisy, which clearly
continue Ibsen’s earlier dramatic arguments against deceptive façades.
This passage adds something more to the mix, however – an ironic

undercutting of what might be called the Lona Hessel position, namely the
demand for fresh air and architectural transparency. Here, just as
Stockmann’s metaphor of a clean social house starts to soar in his rambling
speech, Ibsen deflates it with the comically literal aside about Katrine
Stockmann’s debatable opinions on mopping. When Stockmann tries to
pick up the thread of the more idealist metaphoric imagery again (“any-
way, –”), the talk of clean houses cannot quite get the same lift. Ibsen
estranges readers from a widely accepted imagery (cleaning house being the
epitome of a consensus metaphor) by foregrounding its rhetorical status
and the disparity between its literal and symbolic registers. The new
difference added in this scenario is that the deflation comes at the expense
of the zealous reformer, not the conservative defender of façades. To be
sure, Ibsen’s disdain for the latter is still firmly in place: after all, the most
cowardly rearguard characters in the play are members of the “compact
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majority” defending their respective property values through membership
in – what else? – the Homeowners’ Association [huseierforeningen].16 Even
so, it is as if Ibsen has reserved some of the ridicule he had directed toward
Rørlund in the earlier play and pointed it toward Stockmann instead; as a
consequence, he adds some conceptual distance to the evaluation of ideal
architectural transparency.
This newly undermined ideal creates a restless last act in terms of housing

alternatives. The action takes place in a home that has lost its protective
shell – windows smashed in by the crowd the night before. Stockmann
makes a biting joke about the “drafty [luftig]” room himself, andMorten Kiil
comments sardonically that Stockmann’s home is now certainly not lacking
in the oxygen he had mentioned in his speech at the town meeting the night
before.17 But since this is a rental home, not a family possession in the same
way as Rosenvold inGhosts or the family estate in Rosmersholm, the landlord
no longer dares to have them as tenants. The fifth act begins with the
Stockmann family being served an eviction notice, the first in what actually
becomes a rather hyperbolically comic series of rejections and firings for all of
the remaining family members. This is the poetics of detachment played for
derisive amusement; everyone associated with the Stockmanns gets cut loose
from their former ties to home, school, and work by the end of the act.
The action of the last act thus takes place in a home to which the

Stockmanns no longer belong, not even as renters. No matter, because
Dr. Stockmann has grand travel plans: to emigrate to the new world, or to
some “primitive forest” or “little South-Sea island,” if he can find a good
deal on one.18 The conversations with the subsequent series of visitors
change those plans, prompting him to reverse course abruptly and play out
his role as “enemy of the people” on a local level instead. The only door still
open to the Stockmanns in town, however, is that of Captain Horster’s
home, where the town meeting was held, which Horster has offered to the
family as a temporary place to stay. The play thus ends asking us to imagine
the evicted family in the borrowed house of an inveterate traveler – quite
some conceptual distance from the opening scene’s hyggelig toddy party
and enthusiastic promotion of the hospitable home. After all this casting
about for housing alternatives, one senses the sobering aftermath of having
lost both the unmasked façade of a house and any ideal, reformed alter-
native; what fictional space is there left for them to inhabit?
When one turns to the play’s contemporary reception material for both

its debut publication and premiere performance in Christiania, it is clear
that the interpretive discussion of Ibsen’s central metaphors continued
to occupy his cultural interlocutors. Although Doctor Stockmann’s
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discussion of the exceptional individual as a member of society’s “advance
troops [forpostfægtere]” in the new play prompted several lengthy journal-
istic explorations of the parameters of that new military metaphor,19 the
play’s frontal attack on (or should one say “undermining” of) society and
all of its political parties continued the appeal of socio-architectural dis-
course that had begun with Pillars of Society and ADoll House. Johan Irgens
Hansen, for instance, described Ibsen’s links to the thought of John Stuart
Mill on the issue of the sovereign individual, concluding that “only
through its [the individual’s] emphasis can the pillars of society be pre-
served, and these are the spirit of truth and freedom.”20

Irgens Hansen continues the more apologetic reading of Ibsen’s archi-
tectural project in the same series of articles forDagbladetwhen he writes of
An Enemy of the People, “In the fourth act he knows what needs to be torn
down and wrestles with society, [and] in the fifth act he knows what he
wants to build back up; in that sense, the usual (unjustly leveled) complaint
about Ibsen, that he does not provide solutions, is inapplicable here.”21

Irgens Hansen somewhat willfully wants to continue to see Ibsen as the
architectural reformer he saw in the earlier play, claiming that the play-
wright gives mankind an assignment that is “within the range of human
abilities, realizable within society itself, with the overt goal of infusing the
same with a new spirit through a renewal of the individual.”22 Perhaps not
surprisingly, a review of the published play in a Lutheran periodical of the
time also read the play somewhat against the grain of Ibsen’s intent and
claimed, “Even if he himself remains stuck in pure negation – because pure
individualism is not a social principle; on the contrary, it is a denial of all
society – he nevertheless in one sense clears the ground for a truer, more
organic social principle.”23

The reviewer in this case was Johan Michael Færden, the Norwegian
priest and editor of Luthersk Ugeblad who engaged often in the public
theological debates of the day. His deft switch from an architectural to an
organic metaphoric register (Ibsen tears down the social building; in its
place, something grows) seems to acknowledge the difficulties in imagining
a new, substitute building when he abandons one metaphor for another.
More complicated still is his remarkable extension of that argument in a
more architectural vein:

But even if Ibsen does not have any stone to carry over into the true society of
the future because he is one of those builders [de Bygningsfolk] who have
rejected the Stone that was intended for and has become the “main
Cornerstone,” and if the heavy stone of social problems [Samfundsproblemets
Sten] that he relentlessly rolls up the hill will never come to rest, but only rolls
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back down again, he nevertheless is able with great power and remarkable skill
to throw the stone down into the lies and misery of our age.”24

Drawing on two discourses at once in this striking passage, Færden refers
both to the Biblical image of Christ as the proper cornerstone for the
church and the Greek myth of Sisyphus, implying that without the true
foundations of religion, all building work with the “stone of social pro-
blems” is condemned to ultimate frustration. The fact that Færden could
nevertheless write approvingly of Ibsen’s strategic stone throwing is one
further example of how both conservative and liberal forces found things to
like and hate in An Enemy of the People. It further demonstrates the central
role that architectural thought structures play in a variety of discourses,
including the religious.
To judge from some of these responses to Dr. Stockmann, there were

clearly readers and viewers who persisted in reading Ibsen’s architectural
skepticism in more positive, oblique ways in 1882, but it seems fair to say
that The Wild Duck completes the demolition of the reformer’s version of
the social “vitrine.” It is common to note that The Wild Duck is a turning
point in Ibsen’s depiction of idealism, and this includes the ideals of home.
Here the “housing activist,” if one can put it in those terms, is Gregers
Werle. He opens the architectural motif with a familiar charge when he
says to his father of Hjalmar Ekdal in Act One: “That which he calls a
home is built on a lie!”25 Like Stockmann, Gregers is a devotee of ventila-
tion as well: in the comically inclusive “family lunch” in Act Three, Gregers
is asked, “Now how do you like this for a change, sitting here at a well-set
table in a happy family circle?”26 The implication is that Gregers, as an
unattached wanderer-activist, is better known for running from door to
door with his “claim of the ideal” than he is for any opportunities to enjoy
family comfort and cheer. Surely, this situation must be a rare pleasure for
him, the other characters assume. Instead, Gregers responds with an
abrupt, “I, for my part, don’t thrive in swamp air.”27 In Gregers-speak,
this is an elaboration of the metaphor he has imposed on the entire Ekdal
home: that it is a swamp of deception full of wounded wild ducks. His
impulse is to force the home’s inhabitants to return to life, as a clever dog
might do in fetching a wounded duck from the bottom of the sea. In this
sense, his motivation is the same as all of Ibsen’s previous unmaskers; like
Lona Hessel and Dr. Stockmann, he is working with a model of air-and-
light housing hygiene.
Once the life-lies of the Ekdal Family Theater have been exposed,

Gregers waits for a tableau of reconciliation between Hjalmar and Gina:
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“I had expected so surely that when I came through the door, waiting for
me there would be a light of transfiguration [et forklarelsens lys] shining
from both man and wife.”28 Instead of finding an ideal behind the curtain
he has pulled back, he says that he finds only the “dull, heavy, gloomy –
[dumpe, tunge, triste –].”He has not even finished the sentence when Gina
removes the lampshade on a lamp in the room. This masterful rhetorical
deflation reduces Gregers’s abstract rhetoric of light and dark in the home
to a practical question of lighting devices, dramatizing the metaphorical
gap between target and source domain experiences.
Joan Templeton elaborates these examples of Gina’s corrective “sense”

against the male characters’ rhetorical “sensibility” in her book Ibsen’s
Women,29 and her treatment of The Wild Duck remains the most thorough
and convincing account of the gender dynamics of the play. One of the
lasting contributions of her reading is the view that the Ibsen criticism’s
fixation on the contest between Relling and Gregers to control Hjalmar has
obscured what all of the male characters have in common: a fatal weakness
for “theorizing and sentimentality.”30 I would only add to this analysis that
much of Relling’s and Gregers’s sentimental rhetorical activity is theorizing
about the “home”: about what makes it true (Gregers), what makes it
comfortable (Hjalmar), or what makes it liveable (Relling). In this view,
Gregers’s demands for structural integrity and transparency are not so
different from Hjalmar’s sentimentalizing; both depend on borrowed
images rather than the insights taken from the practicalities of living.
Hjalmar, for example, expostulates after the scene we might call “Family

Tableau with Flute and Beer” in Act Two: “So what if it is cramped and
humble under our roof, Gina. It is home all the same. And this much I will
say: it is good to be here.”31 On the one hand, the expectations for home
seem lowered to a common sentimental threshold: one can hear the echoes
of many nineteenth-century humble hearths and homes in Hjalmar’s lines.
At the same time, Hjalmar’s notion of his modest but happy home is as
suspect as Gregers’s imagined home filled with the light of transfiguring
reform; it is a mental image fetched from somewhere outside the place
where they actually live. Thus, when Hjalmar responds to Gregers’s first
mention of swamp air in Act Three, it is actually a response in kind, despite
their apparent disagreement:

And there isn’t any swamp air here, as you put it. In the poor photographer’s
home the ceiling is low, I know, – and my means are poor. But I am an
inventor, Gregers, and a family provider as well. That is what sustains me in
spite of my meager conditions.32
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Who is this “poor photographer” that Hjalmar speaks of in the third
person? Both himself and someone else at the same time, perhaps someone
from a home he has seen depicted elsewhere. Likewise, the home he
describes is both his own and one that he mimics.
This is what makes his notion of home so vulnerable when he finds out

the facts of his domestic situation. In no time at all, it seems, he is already
exclaiming pathetically, “My home lies in rubble around me [Hjemmet er
styrtet i grus omkring mig].”33 The rubble image is also a cliché, and the
home’s “ruin” might easily be contradicted by the continued devotion of
both Gina and Hedvig, but the ready-made image of the ruined home is
perfect for Hjalmar precisely because it is so well worn and sentimental.
Yet even more rhetorically deflationary is Hjalmar’s line in Act Four, after
Gregers reveals to Hjalmar the devastating facts of his situation. Hjalmar
repeats almost word for word the negative inversion of his earlier line from
Act Two about it being “good to be here” in the home: “I thought too, that
home was a good place to be. That was a delusion.”34 Figure 10 depicts this
moment of reversal and disillusionment from the production at the Royal
Theater in Copenhagen in 1885, which was apparently performed by the
actor with all of Hjalmar’s theatrical gestures intact. The consistency of
Hjalmar’s maudlin posing throughout the play (at the apparently happy
beginning, after his eyes have been opened, and even after his daughter is
dead – it makes no difference) is an indication of Ibsen’s growing suspicion
of “home” in all of its guises.
Relling, too, has his own theory of home, namely that to be liveable,

home life must necessarily be founded on lies. His “model” home thus
takes the protective aspects of shelter to extremes, arguing that the truths of
life are too harsh for these wounded creatures. Like the rabbits and ducks
sheltered in the theme space of the studio’s attic, the Ekdals find protection
in the form of life-lies and illusions. In this sense, “home” saves them from
“life.” The occupants of this house may have been viable once in the full
light of truth, but now they have been thoroughly domesticated; these are
not “people turned toward the sun,” as mentioned in Chapter 1. To call
Doctor Relling’s position a theory of the home is simply to recognize that
when he dispenses life-lies to everyone in the house (one prescription fits
all), he does so out of a belief that homelife for the weak needs to be
arranged with tailor-made life-lies as the remedies. His housing theory
assumes the necessity of domestication.
At some point, the proliferation of domestic theories in The Wild Duck

suggests that the question ought to be shifted away from which domestic
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model is best to whether one should be speaking of models at all.
Templeton’s suggestion that the play’s two “housekeepers” (a deliberately
contrastive, more neutral term), Gina and Mrs. Sørby, deserve more
attention as representatives of a truly alternative position is a fruitful way
to think about how Ibsen sets up a positive potential of “house” as a defense
against the seductive ideologies of “home.”35 Following Templeton’s argu-
ment, “housekeeping” is the conceptual position that develops out of the
particular experience in a specific house and remains steadfastly focused on

Figure 10: From Act Four of The Wild Duck, with caption beginning: “Even I
thought that home was a good place to be.” Production: Royal Theater

(Copenhagen), prem. February 22, 1885.
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present realities. Gina thus suggests one possible stance in response to all of
the home building going on around her by men who consistently see the
real house only through the filter of some borrowed ideal.
I turn now to a late moment for the rhetoric of “true homes” in Ibsen’s

career: what we might term “life in the rubble.” The play is The Master
Builder (1892), and the aspect relevant for the immediate discussion is the
debilitating effect that the idea of a true home has on both Aline andHalvard
Solness, although in different ways. Here too one of Ibsen’s poems, written
unusually late in his career, is relevant as a preview of the themes in the play.
Entitled “They Sat There, Those Two – [De sad der, de to –],” it is short
enough to cite in its entirety (again in my overly literal translation):

They sat there, those two, in so cozy a house
in the fall and the days of winter.
Then the house burned. Everything lies in rubble.
Those two can only rake in the ashes.

Because down there a jewel lies hidden, –
a jewel that can never burn.
And if they search diligently, it might simply happen
that it will be found by him or by her.

But even if they, those fire-damaged two,
find the precious, fire-proof jewel –
she will never find her seared faith,
he never his seared happiness.36

Like the house burning from “On the Heights,” discussed in Chapter 1, the
conflagration here comes on abruptly, and the first three lines create as
schematic a reduction of Ibsen’s housing scenarios as can be imagined: cozy
home → fire → rubble. What, if anything, comes next?
Ibsen is a poet of the aftermath (which is just another way of saying, of

the analytic drama), andmany of his dramatic characters find themselves in
the equivalent of this situation, poking through the ashes and rubble of an
ideal that has been destroyed by a fire of one kind or another. Even in plays
that are not so overtly architectural as The Master Builder, lost ideals often
find expression in the idea of a lost home. The reaction of “those two,” the
couple in this poem, is to search repeatedly and obsessively for what was
lost, a jewel “that can never burn.” The association of the jewel with some
ideal of home life suggests itself, but the interesting dynamic of the poem is
that Ibsen indicates that the object of their search misleads them; even if
they were to find the lost jewel buried in the ashes, it is not what they need,
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since the actual underlying losses of faith and happiness cannot be recon-
stituted no matter how endless their search. TheMaster Builder occupies an
end point in Ibsen’s thinking about true homes because even if there were
an indestructible ideal of the home that could survive all fires, the experi-
ence of displacement and estrangement is such that one never gets past the
effects. The loss of the original attachment changes the value of the jewel,
even when it is technically left unscathed.
In The Master Builder, Halvard Solness’s current building project in the

play is a home intended to replace his wife’s family home, which is reported
to have been lost in a fire that not only burned everything to the ground,
but reportedly also contributed indirectly to the death of the couple’s
infant twin sons. That home, Solness informs Hilde, was “a great, ugly
dark wooden box when seen from the outside. But rather cozy and
comfortable inside even so [en stor, styg, mørk trækasse at sé til udvendig.
Men nokså lunt og hyggeligt inde alligevel].”37 The house, like the equivocal
inheritance that it represents, is at once both oppressive and cozy, unheim-
lich on the outside and heimlich on the inside, and its destruction corre-
spondingly brings both relief and regret to Solness. His home-building
activity – the “homes for people [hjem for mennesker]” that he touts as his
life’s main accomplishment38 – could not begin until the lot had been
cleared of its traditional clutter; however, in eliminating the eyesore home
that monopolized the space, the fire also placed the experience of a true,
original home out of reach. Once one accepts the idea that only the original
home can be true, one gets locked into the logic of authenticity that makes
loss impossible to replace. By definition, every subsequent home will be a
pale copy.
Aline Solness remains frozen in this position: “You can build just as

much as you want, Halvard – but forme you’ll never manage to build up a
true home [noget rigtigt hjem] again.”39 Frode Helland has effectively
discussed Aline’s stalemate as another instance of the play’s structuring
aesthetic of melancholy. He writes:

For Aline the very thought of a “true home” [riktigt hjem] has become an
impossibility. For her there can only be talk of a new place to stay [et nytt
tilholdssted], and not only because of her miserable life together with
Halvard. She has had a home that now is destroyed, and “the new one”
can never make good the loss of the old one, it can’t be “rebuilt.”40

Ibsen uses the term “place to stay [tilholdssted]” in the play’s text as well; it is
introduced by Halvard Solness at the very start of the play to describe the
kind of compromises young people have to make to “move into their own
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place.”41The term is used quite clearly in that passage to mean a lesser form
of home, a simple place to stay that has to serve temporarily until one can
obtain something true and proper. Helland’s point in introducing that
term here is that Aline has come to regard her situation as a fire survivor as
deficient in a similar way, except that in her case she sees the change as a
painful demotion or regression with no prospect of improvement in the
future. Of all of Ibsen’s characters, she presents the most extreme case of
“the home’s impossibility.”42 The impossibility of her reattachment to a
home is a leading symptom of the melancholy Helland describes – in the
Freudian/Benjaminian sense of the endless repetition of trauma and the
loss that can never be made good.
Halvard Solness has also accepted the impossibility of home – for

himself, that is. The life-lie that allows him to continue building at all,
however, is that he excels at building homes for others. For Solness, this is
not simply a matter of building houses in the material sense, but precisely
the kind of true home that he has relinquished for himself: “Comfortable,
cozy, light-filled homes, where father and mother and the whole flock of
children could live with the secure and happy feeling that it is an extremely
happy thing to exist in the world [Hyggelige, lune, lyse hjem, hvor far og mor
og hele barneflokken kunde leve i tryg og glad fornemmelse af, at det er en svært
lykkelig ting, det, at være til i verden].”43 This belief is counter-indicated on
several fronts, however. Helland points to the inflated rhetoric of the
passage and encourages the reader’s skepticism toward the wishful thinking
of a contractor who imagines himself to have any significant influence over
the intimate life of the homes’ inhabitants.44 Jørgen Dines Johansen points
to even more damning evidence: the stage directions at the beginning of
Act Three that describe “low, dilapidated houses [lave, forfaldne småhus],”
located in the exact spot of the happy villa homes Solness has described for
Hilde in the earlier scene.45 Helland comments further that this dilapida-
tion is rather extreme for a mere ten years of wear and tear, so the houses
could not have been so ambitious to start with.46 Aline’s own description
of the subdivided lot also seems more in keeping with these other defla-
tionary hints.When she discusses those “homes for people”withHilde, she
pointedly shifts away fromHalvard’s “homes for people” and speaks of the
project as that phrase’s alienated mirror image: she says that “they,” not her
husband, have “built houses for strangers [bygget huse for fremmede men-
nesker]”on the lot that used to be her intimate family space.47 The disparity
between the ideal as Solness describes it and the real evidence on stage and
in the text is perhaps the best indication that this play should be regarded as
the graveyard of true homes.
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Mere homes

In Ibsen’s later prose plays, the declining possibility of the true home of
warmth, security, and hygge is matched by an increasing figuration of home
as synonymous with stagnation and vacuity. “Home” becomes domestica-
tion in the most pejorative sense, connoting a loss of vitality, wildness, and
freedom. As denigrating domestic imagery accumulates in these later plays,
it becomes possible for the first time to regard a living situation as merely a
home, a formulation that would not have made sense in the earlier plays (or
in the public discourse at large) where reformers could still think of homes
in terms of “true” and “false.”
The obvious place to start this discussion isTheWild Duck, since its attic

loft full of formerly wild inhabitants clearly depicts domestication as a form
of wounding. The extended account of the wild duck’s provenance comes
in the second act, in response to Gregers’s question to Old Ekdal: “How is
it that a man like you, – such an outdoorsman [en friluftsmand], – can live
in the middle of a stuffy city, in here between four walls?”48 The more
Gregers presses that point, the more Ekdal urges the others to open the
attic and show the creatures living inside: chickens, pigeons, rabbits, and a
wild duck. The duck is clearly the most valued, having been retrieved from
a pond where it would have drowned after being shot in a hunt that left it
maimed and unable to fly. Now that it has become accustomed to its
situation in the loft, it actually seems to be thriving and growing fat.
The word used about the duck at several points (trives) is cognate with

“thrive.” It normally carries a positive semantic load: to thrive is to be
protected from danger, to get all that one needs (and more), to be able to
grow and develop. It is the sign of plenty and abundance. But here, the
duck’s thriving is instead clearly seen as a kind of plump contentedness, a
consolation prize for its lost life in the wild:

gregers: And in there in the attic it is thriving really well.
hjalmar: Yes, incredibly well. It has gotten fat. Of course, it has been in there

so long now that it has forgotten the true life in the wild [det rigtige
vilde liv]; and that is what it really depends on.

gregers: You are right about that, Hjalmar. Just don’t let it ever see sky and
ocean again.49

The phrase “the true life in the wild” is striking in this passage, because in
other contexts in the earlier plays, det rigtige (the true, the genuine, the
proper) is often associated with ideals of home: a “genuine home [et rigtigt
hjem]” is what provides leverage for the critique of homes that do notmeasure
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up. Here, however, the concept of the genuine has been relocated away from
the home out in the wild; “home” is filled instead with connotations of
wounding, simulation, forgetting. It is the existence of fat contentment.
Ibsen manages this reversal with a little help from Darwin, according to

Aarseth, because that way of thinking created the possibility of regarding
domestication as a weakening of the species. Aarseth writes of Ibsen:

He has made room for an implicit moral-philosophical evaluation of the
transition from a wild to a tame state, from natural to artificial existence, from
freedom to prison. In that context the wild, natural, and free is experienced as
authentic life, while the tame and confined is branded as second-rate.50

In other words, Gregers is able to argue that “life between four walls”must
be a reduced form of existence because of the Darwinian turn that privi-
leges a free and strong evolution in the wild. The domestic sphere shelters
its inhabitants artificially, and by protecting them also weakens them. They
grow fat and vulnerable on their hygge.
One should not underestimate the contradictions of Gregers’s position,

however. The standards of truth and freedom that he imposes on the Ekdals
are in a sense a fatal collision of the old notion of a true home and the
ascendant notion of a strong, viable individual in the wild. He demands that
the Ekdal marriage be built on the same ideal pillars of truth, freedom, and
transparency that Lona Hessel promoted, but at the same time his model of
truth requires that they expose themselves to the full force of a wild existence
that they are actually no longer fit enough to survive. The problem is that the
remnants of the home ideal are no match for the forces of domestic
denigration in the play: even if one takes Relling’s side about the utter
necessity of a “home-lie,” if we can shift his favorite term slightly, it is clear
that the previous domestic ideals have been severely eroded by that cynicism.
Home has become “second-rate,” a compensatory existence for those unable
to face facts.
The spatialization of a delegitimized domesticity is the main contribu-

tion of The Lady from the Sea to my argument. The setting for this 1888 play
is liminal in the full sense of the word: all of the action takes place in border
zones, with the home’s innermost interior and the wild ocean occupying
the conceptual extremes of the play. In between, one finds either men-
tioned or depicted in the play an extraordinarily nuanced gradation of
space. Moving from most enclosed to the most open, this sliding scale
would move from the undepicted interior of the Wangel home to the
garden room, the veranda, the garden, the arbor, the shaded corner of the
garden with the carp pond, the viewpoint clearing on the hill, the boat
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landing, the inner fjord, the outer fjord, the coastal mountain peaks,
Ellida’s childhood home at the lighthouse on the coast, and finally to the
open sea. One might call this a continuum of freedom, or moving in the
opposite direction and adopting the play’s own eventual terminology, a
continuum of responsibility; although until the very ending of the play,
the notion of freedom prevails as the play’s central concept. This
spatial continuum is nowhere visible in the play; one constructs it in
one’s mind the same way one reorders the details of an Ibsen plot –
analytically and retrospectively. The pieces accumulate and fall into place
from visible parts of the set (if viewing the play in the theater), from the
adjectives in set descriptions (if reading the play), and from dialogue along
the way. Thus, Act One takes place in the open garden spaces, Act Two on
the hilltop clearing, Acts Three and Five by the carp pond, and Act Four in
the garden room.
As one of the few Ibsen prose plays with an exterior setting, The Lady

from the Sea would seem to be one of the least relevant for an analysis of
architectural metaphor. As Aarseth has suggested, however, the play retains
many of the characteristics and issues developed in Ibsen’s preceding
examples of glasskab dramaturgy, most particularly the contrast between
enclosure and openness.51 These are architectural concepts, and it makes as
much sense to call the many progressive border zones of The Lady from the
Sea quasi-architectural as it does to call them quasi-natural. With its glass
doors and potted plants, the garden room of Act Four is the most archi-
tectural of the depicted spaces, but the covered veranda is also enclosed
enough that Ellida finds the air there to be oppressively stagnant.52 The
arbor that her husband Wangel built for her farther out in the garden is
called a løvhytte in the Norwegian stage directions, literally a “leaf-hut,”
which itself indicates its hybrid combination of the architectural and the
natural. (Ellida calls it a lysthus, or garden pavilion, but the effect is the
same.53) The carp pond is also enclosed and stagnant, but even the Act Two
setting at the hilltop, with its “large rocks, suitable as seating places,” has an
architectural aspect.54This is the one dramaturgical setting in Lady from the
Sea that Aarseth excludes from his overall claim,55 but there is enough of a
living-room logic in this natural clearing that it could strengthen his point
even further.
As an aside, the same could be said of the outdoor setting in Little Eyolf

(1894), where the outdoor setting similarly preserves an architectural structure,
shown in Figure 11. Dramas such as Lady from the Sea and Little Eyolf that
depict exterior spaces while continuing to emphasize long conversations and
psychological dialogue require as a practical matter some sort of seating,
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so in some sense the preservation of the interior logic in outside settings is
forced by the continued reliance on the conversational model. Even so, it
can also be seen as a continued engagement with vestigial architectural
principles, even as the plays’ settings move outside in Ibsen’s late dramas
(the bench in the snow from John Gabriel Borkman would be another
example).
In Lady from the Sea, the one extreme of this continuum that seems

without any architectural definition, the open sea, is referred to many times
in the course of the play (the lighthouse at land’s end would be the last bit
of architecture before reaching the formless waves, in that sense). As the
stated object of Ellida’s attraction and homesickness,56 the ocean symbo-
lizes a radically open, free space. It is identified as the realm of the Stranger
and Ellida’s mystical marriage pact and is the setting for the reported sailor
stories.57 With all of the attention clustering around the imagined outer

Figure 11: From Act Two of Little Eyolf, a trace of the architectural in an outdoor
scene. Production: Christiania Theater, prem. January 15, 1895.
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limit of freedom, though, it is remarkable how little we know of Wangel’s
family home at the other extreme of the continuum. The qualities of the
farthest interior space are cloaked in complete silence in the text – the silence
of the grave, one might say, since it still seems to be completely given over to
the dead wife (the daughters decorate the house and raise its flag every year
on her birthday, despite Wangel’s discomfort with the practice). The home
seems literally to have been evacuated, with only the structuring absence of
the dead wife remaining. The daughters seem instead assigned to defend it
from their position on the veranda, to judge from the unusually schematic
spatial description of Wangel shuttling back and forth between them there
and Ellida sitting in the arbor. The guests in turn come and go in the liminal
space of the garden.
Ellida’s alienation from the homewas noted in one contemporary review by

Bredo Morgenstierne, who described Ellida in this way: “She is completely
rootless in her husband’s home; is pushed outside and lives outside, notices
little of what is happening around her, and is no support in that space where as
a wife it is her duty to be a support.”58 This conservative comment misses the
dramaturgical shift represented by Ellida’s relationship to space, however. It is
an odd effect of Ibsen’s construction of this fictional world that readers and
viewers are led to imagine that Ellida never goes into the house, simply because
for the duration of the play she is always depicted outside it, even though in
realistic terms this would be absurd – she is after all married to Wangel, and
despite the figurative talk about her being a mermaid living in the fjord, she
must logically be assumed to be living in thehousewithWangel.The fact that
the play worksmore symbolically and allegorically with space points ahead to
a more modernistic dramaturgy, something more like the “impossible”
spatial arrangement in the play John Gabriel Borkman, written eight years
later. When it is claimed that the title figure in that play never leaves his
inhabited space, it is in some ways simply the conceptual match with Ellida,
who seemingly never enters the space she purportedly inhabits.
In more realistic terms, a complete avoidance of the innermost part of

the home is only plausible in a Norwegian play set in late summer, the only
time of year when the outdoors would offer such a nuanced range of
inhabitable positions. But there is something else that is significant about
Ibsen’s silence about the home interior per se. In one sense, that silence
marks the space where the ideal of home used to be located. Ellida’s true
home is by contrast located far away from the actual house: Wangel
suggests that they move “out to a spot by the open sea, – a spot where
you can find a true home [et rigtigt hjem] of your own liking.”59 There is no
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more talk of hjemlig hygge here. In its place are gradations of outdoor
domesticity in which the closer one gets to the interior, the more stagnating
the effect – at least when seen from Ellida’s perspective. Aarseth notes the
connection between stifling air and brackish water, not only in this play
but in others,60 and that is clearly marked as an effect of domestication: the
carp in the ponds are called “those poor, tame, domesticated fish [de
stakkars tamme husfiskene],” in contrast to the “great wild schools of fish
[store vilde fiskestimene]” out in the ocean.61 The invented combination in
the word husfisk (literally, “house-fish”) points clearly toward connotations
of the domestic sphere as a degraded existence.62

The link between the carp pond and the social life of the inner fjord is
made quite clear, so it comes as something of a surprise that Ellida is able to
re-embrace the domesticated existence with Wangel at the end of the play.
Her choice seems to be a counterintuitive turn of events, given the con-
sistently negative associations of domesticity with stagnation throughout.
One commentator, Alfred Sinding-Larsen, attempts to redeem this
degraded domesticity by linking it to the doll-home imagery earlier in
Ibsen’s writing, imagery that still relied on the implicit availability of more
authentic ideals (this passage also has a reference to Selma from The League
of Youth, a character who like Nora sees marriage as a doll home): “With
Ellida it is the same as with Selma and Nora: her husband has let her lead a
doll-home existence [en Dukkehjemstilværelse] that could never lead to any
intellectual communion between them, could not allow her to be his wife
in the true sense of the word.”63 The “true sense” was left unrealized in
those earlier two plays, Sinding-Larsen continues, but here in this play he
sees its ideal fulfillment:

But Ellida stays. – She experiences “the wonderful thing” [det Vidunderlige],
namely, that for her sake and out of love for her, because he truly is her
spouse, the husband forsakes himself, gives up his own wishes, is willing to
renounce everything, including her, for the sake of her happiness. Wangel is
the first husband in Ibsen’s plays who is not selfish. For that reason the
author has here been able to place a period where one has become accus-
tomed to finding a question mark.

To more modern sensibilities, this recourse to Ibsen’s earlier ideals of
domesticity might seem unsatisfying, since Sinding-Larsen seems to imply
that all of the intervening interrogations of the home (the series of “question
marks”) of the past ten years do not matter, since in The Lady from the Sea
Ibsen has returned to the idea of true marriages and true homes built on
secure foundations and has settled those issues with a period, the sign of final
closure. Sinding-Larsen’s positive interpretation of the play is not really
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satisfying as a reading, however; it is not a simple thing to imagine a happy
future for Ellida by the carp pond, no matter how well she and Wangel
manage the balance between freedom and responsibility. The negative
connotative aspects of the stagnation imagery do not really go away, but
linger in the interpretive activity even after the curtain falls.
TorilMoimakesThe Lady from the Sea the climax of a different argument,

one that sees in the disciplined reconciliation scene an ethical negotiation of
otherness that is lacking in the other plays. In Moi’s treatment, the “healing
power of ordinary human conversation”makes possible Ellida’s transforma-
tion and reconciliation to a domestic sphere that is not denigrated, but
“ordinary” and “everyday” in quite positive senses of those terms (whose
recuperation in current critical discourse creates another important shift in
possibilities for interpreting Ibsen).64 The plays after The Lady from the Sea
thus constitute the Epilogue section of Moi’s book, or as it might also be
viewed, the dramatic denouement of an argument that reaches its high point
in The Lady from the Sea. The important point is that the trajectory of this
argument is only possible when one retrospectively fills the concept of the
“everyday” with more positive potential than it seems to have in the meta-
phoric system of the play itself. Following the general trend of Ibsen’s later
plays and their denigration of the domestic, The Lady from the Sea seems
more like the last gasp of a workable home idea in Ibsen’s works than it does
the high point or positive resolution of a theme.
This impression is reinforced by developments inHedda Gabler, in which

Ibsen returns to a negative domestic vision with a vengeance. When Hedda
Gabler appeared in 1890, “home” seems once again to have become a
thoroughly discredited position for Ibsen, represented only by the pathetic
Jørgen Tesman and his aunts. As we watch Tesman’s connections to
ridiculous forms of domesticity proliferate throughout the play, beginning
with the auntly mise-en-scène of the newlyweds’ first home together, the
tenuously positive compromise view of domesticity offered by Ibsen in The
Lady from the Sea recedes quickly from view. Domesticity inHedda Gabler is
the love of lavender and hats left behind in the new home (note that Aunt
Julle is co-owner of Tesman’s new house, having signed the second mort-
gage). Tesman, the slipper enthusiast, is also an archival scholar of “domestic
handicrafts in Brabant [den brabantske husflid] in the Middle Ages.”65 He is
excited to get to work on the material he has gathered, “Especially now that I
have my own comfortable house and home [mit eget hyggelige hus og hjem] to
work in.”66 Knowing the trajectory of the play, it is difficult to imagine any
home where Hedda lives as hyggelig in any positive sense of the term. The
hygge in this play is instead a grotesquely empty remnant, existing only in the
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world of dying aunts and Tesman, their only heir. From Hedda’s perspec-
tive, the association with the domestic makes her famously describe the
whole situation to Judge Brack as “these meager circumstances [tarvelige
vilkår] I have entered into.”67 Put another way, Hedda is the one character
who can see the new space as merely a home. She had hoped for something
more than that: as she says to Tesman earlier, she had hoped to “maintain a
house [føre hus],”68 which is to say, to entertain at a certain level of social
elegance. “Meager circumstances” not only describes her dissatisfaction with
the home that she has gotten instead, but it would be a good description of
the domestic in many of the later Ibsen plays as well.
The idea of the “dream home” is raised briefly in the play only to be

thoroughly debunked. In the same conversation with Brack, Hedda reveals
that what everyone has taken to be the home she has always wanted, the villa
formerly belonging to the widow of a cabinetminister named Falk, is nothing
of the sort: “Do you also believe in that wishful story [ønskehistorien]?”69The
word ønskehistorien carries a specific resonance here because of the closely
related term ønskehus, which would be the Norwegian word for “dream
house.”Hedda tells Brack instead that her current occupancy of the supposed
house of her dreams was all the result of a misunderstanding; when Tesman
used to walk her home from social events before they were married, she
explains, they would pass the old house. Tesman got so tongue-tied one
evening that Hedda, showing uncharacteristic pity for once, simply made up
something to get him out of his difficulties: “so then I happened to say,
purely as a lark [rent letsindigt], that I would like to live in this villa.”70 This
completely arbitrary small talk about the house, Hedda continues, was the
entire basis for their relationship: “But it was in this infatuation with the Falk
villa [dette sværmeriet for statsrådinde Falks villa] that Jørgen Tesman and I
came to an understanding, you see!”71 Hedda continues to note that the
personal consequences of this arbitrary utterance were severe and relentless in
their interrelated logic: “engagement and marriage and honeymoon and
everything else.”
A common complaint about the plot of Hedda Gabler is that Hedda’s

choice of Tesman seems too unmotivated – many a reader or viewer has
wondered along with Brack how this truly astonishing mismatch could
ever have taken place. The passage just cited makes clear, however, that the
utter architectural arbitrariness of the marriage is exactly the idea that
interested Ibsen. What if it all simply started with a whim about a house?
Hedda ends up in it because of a misunderstanding that nevertheless entails
everything else in her situation. Seemingly married accidentally, she is also
the accidental inhabitant of a house that everyone else thinks is her dream
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home. As the play opens, she literally has no history there – although it is
quite clear from the text that she has just returned from her honeymoon, it is
easy to lose track of the fact that she has only slept there one night and will
end up living in “Hedda’s house” for just a couple more, the most temporary
of the house’s inhabitants, actually. The deflation and denigration of the
founding myth of the Tesman marriage is completed with this exchange:

brack: Yes, but now? Now that we have arranged it to be a little homey
[hjemligt] for you!

hedda: Ugh, – I think it smells like lavender and pressed roses in all of the
rooms. – But maybe Aunt Julle left that smell behind her.

brack: (laughs) No, instead I think it was the dear, departed cabinet minister’s
widow who left it.

hedda: Yes, there is something dead about it. It reminds me of flowers from a
ball – the day after.72

The whiff of domesticity that clings to this alien home is intolerable for
Hedda. Without necessarily ascribing her “home allergies” to Ibsen him-
self, it still remains to point out that the equation of “hominess” with the
odor of death is a radically different position from those that existed in the
earlier plays.
The possibility for thinking of “mere” homes becomes even stronger in

the following plays, in which all homes seem to be evacuated of true
feeling. In a previous article, I have argued at length that the idea of
home in The Master Builder is that of an empty copy of a lost original,
with all of the building activity taking on an aspect of endless repetition.73

Here, I might add a few brief comments that follow the thread through the
final plays, such as the way the home in Little Eyolf is associated with the
imagery of the Rat Woman who asks Allmers and Rita, “Do the master and
mistress have anything gnawing here in the house?”74Despite their immedi-
ate denials, that does actually seem to be the case in a more figurative sense.
The Rat Woman’s decidedly uhyggelig image of rats scurrying throughout
the walls of the house makes clear how far from true pillars and solid
foundations Ibsen’s housing imagery has come. In John Gabriel Borkman,
it is not just Erhart who flees the Rentheim estate and its “parlor air
[stueluften],”75 its Danse Macabre soundtrack, its faded décor, its emotional
chill, and its living-dead inhabitants. The smell of roses and lavender – that
nice, homey touch – practically chokes Erhart as well, and Borkman himself
speaks of the “prison air [fængselsluften]” in the home.76 Eventually, all of the
characters flee for the exits: the son and his traveling companions to the
South, Borkman by making his own prison break into the wintry cold, and
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Ella Rentheim and Gunhild Borkman by following him up the mountain-
side. As Borkman says definitively, “Never inmy life will I set foot under that
roof again!”77 The entire house is evacuated at the end of the play.
Ibsen’s final play, When We Dead Awaken, is a drama less often seen in

architectural terms, since the sculptural metaphor clearly dominates. Rubek’s
masterpiece, The Day of Resurrection, lends the imagery for the play’s title;
sets its dominant themes and tone; and, as many scholars have argued,
provides the key to its interpretation.78 For these readings, the sculpture’s
several reported versions, both as described in dialogue and as reenacted
visually on stage in the second act, contribute to a complexly ambivalent and
ironic dramatic statement, a representational mise-en-abîme that precludes
any possibility of secure grounding by the end of the play.79

For a play framed primarily by sculptural metaphors, however, there is
certainly a lot of architectural discussion in the background as well. As
might be expected from the overall theme of his study, Aarseth pays close
attention to the setting in his analysis. He notes that the play supports his
thesis about Ibsen’s dramaturgy of confinement only in the sense that the
bath and sanatorium spaces of the first and second acts seem devoted to the
“living dead”: guests who have come to the spot for health reasons. The key
point for Aarseth is that these are spaces of diminished vitality, even if they
are not as physically confining as the glasskab sets in previous plays.80Thus,
he points out, the climb in altitude from act to act conveys a sense of life
outside cages, a possibility of a freer and more dynamic existence.
For the present argument about diminished homes, however, it is the

repetition of the domesticated animal theme that attracts attention.
Animal imagery occurs in the beginning of the play, when Rubek and
Maja have their tired initial conversation on the hotel veranda. Rubek
confides that the portrait busts he has been sculpting on commission since
he became famous actually have a hidden reality:

rubek: (decisively) Only I can see it. And it amuses me to no end. –Outwardly
there is this “striking likeness,” as it is often called, and which people
stand and stare at with such surprise – (lowers his voice) – but deep
down inside they are worthy, respectable horse faces and obstinate
donkey snouts and drooping, low-browed dog skulls and engorged
pig heads, – and slack, brutal steer images now and then –

maja: (apathetically) – all of the dear domestic animals [alle de kære husdyr], in
other words.

rubek: Only the dear domestic animals, Maja. All of the animals that people
have warped [forkvaklet] in their image. And which have warped people
in return.81
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The ferocity of Rubek’s disdain is the most striking aspect of this passage;
the adjectives pile up to create the effect of a grotesque menagerie. His
contempt for his clients is about to reach its crescendo when Maja gathers
his examples abruptly together under the rubric of “dear domestic ani-
mals.” The resulting clash of terminology produces a scathing contamina-
tion of the domestic, since it is equated with both ugliness and a brutish
lack of consciousness. Like husdyr, Rubek’s patrons react ignorantly to his art,
able only to enthuse about surface effects of realism without understanding
the satire underpinning it. (One is reminded of the Døgn-folk attending the
troll’s church unawares, as was discussed in the Introduction.) This is the
source of the “warping” or “deformity” of the busts. Thinking back on
the loft residents in The Wild Duck and the husfisk in the carp pond in The
Lady from the Sea, we see that the earlier pity for the tame has here developed
into full-blown derision. In Ibsen’s final play, the domestic has become a
severely compromised category.
There is something further to note about this imagery in connection

with the uncanny. I have previously noted Aarseth’s argument about
Darwin’s contribution to the demotion of domestication.82 Freud was
interested in the uncanny potential of “tameness” as well. In his essay on
the uncanny, he includes this example when evaluating available citations
of the word heimlich in the Sanders dictionary:

Of animals: tame, companionable to man. As opposed to wild, e.g. ‘Animals
which are neither wild nor heimlich,’ etc. ‘Wild animals . . . that are trained to
be heimlich and accustomed to men.’ ‘If these young creatures are brought up
from early days amongmen they become quite heimlich, friendly’ etc. So also:
‘It (the lamb) is so heimlich and eats out of my hand.’ ‘Nevertheless, the stork
is a beautiful, heimelich bird.’83

Note the inherently positive aspect of the dictionary definition of heimlich as
a synonym for “tame”; here it means friendly and “familiar” in a technical
sense – an animal that can be included within the family or human circle.
The implication in Freud’s essay, however, is thatHeimlichkeit in an animal
could easily turn to its opposite, an eruption of the strange and wild within
the familiar. Rubek’s description of the sculpted animal faces would resonate
with that view; as he tells Maja, the “dear domestic animals” actually have
disturbing, atavistic qualities instead. Rubek’s hidden animal faces are not
those of the friendly, anthropomorphized “family” animals – they are not
husdyr in that sense – but those showing trailing vestiges of their more
primitive and beastly versions. The earlier layer, the brutishness supposedly
repressed by the process of domestication, peeks through as a remnant
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making an unheimlich return. In addition, the fact that these animal faces are
hidden to all but the artist, who alone can see them underneath the façade of
familiarity (“striking likeness”), sets up this artistic vision as a superior,
unhomely awareness or sensititivity.
A final example from When We Dead Awaken can underscore the

degree to which the home has been evacuated of all positive content at
the end of Ibsen’s career. Throughout the play, Maja’s flirtatious rela-
tionship with the hunter Ulfhejm forms a lively counterpoint to the
brooding conversations about the past between Rubek and Irene. Frode
Helland rightly cautions against seeing a simple endorsement of vitalism
in this character-foil couple.84 Although the contrast to Rubek’s melan-
cholic reflection and paralysis is clear, argues Helland, an overreliance
on that schema can hide the levels of construction and role-playing that
mark Maja’s and Ulfhejm’s supposed immediacy and action. Most
relevant for my discussion here is the deflation that occurs at the
beginning of Act Three when the two of them climb up to the “hunting
castle” that Ulfhejm has promised Maja. Once again, the stage direc-
tions make available for the reader an impression that would be con-
veyed visually in a stage performance: the so-called hunting castle
[jagtslot] is described at the outset of the act as “an old, half-dilapidated
hut [en gammel, halvt sammenfalden hytte]” that Maja subsequently
describes with disgust as “that old pig sty there [den gamle svinestien
der]” when they come upon it.85 The choice of the term jagtslot empties
out the remaining architectural fantasies that might be left over from
The Master Builder’s “castle in the air [luftslot]” by deploying the same root
word as a euphemism for Ulfhejm’s crass seduction locale. And just as the
Master Builder’s self-deceived ideal of the true “homes for people” was
contradicted by the visual reality of disrepair in the “low, dilapidated row
houses” at the beginning of that play’s final act, the romantic fantasy of the
hunting castle is here deflated by the physical decrepitude of the structure
when it appears at a similar point in this play. One senses the final gasp of a
certain kind of architectural imagination in this exchange, just before Maja
and Ulfhejm begin their descent back down into society:

ulfhejm: I have a castle to offer you –
maja: (pointing to the hut) Like that one there?
ulfhejm: It hasn’t fallen down yet.
maja: And all the glory of the world?
ulfhejm: I’m telling you, a castle –
maja: Thanks! I’ve had enough of castles [Slotte har jeg fåt nok af ].86
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One might say that this ramshackle shelter that appears toward the end of
Ibsen’s final play is the last remnant of “Ibsen’s houses.” As the only house-
like structure in When We Dead Awaken aside from the spa hotel, it is all
that is left of the ideal at the end of Ibsen’s career. Moreover, however one
regards Maja’s vitalism, it is clear that the existence she will seek in the
future is a non-architectural mode of being: as she says, she has had quite
enough of castles for the time being. She sings out that position at several
points, including at the very end, in verses that constitute the last words in
Ibsen’s last play (even after the more famous “Pax vobiscum!”), which
according to the stage directions are heard faintly in echo in the distance:

I am free! I am free! I am free!
My life of imprisonment is past!
I am free as a bird! I am free!87

Frode Helland has quite forcefully emphasized this point about Maja
getting the last word, rebutting the many commentators who would
prefer to latch onto the apparently redemptive “Pax vobiscum” uttered
by the nun.88Helland’s point is not to advocate for Maja, however; in his
argument, her position is no more “redemptive” than the nun’s (or that
of Rubek and Irene who have just sacrificed themselves for art). Instead,
he sees Maja’s return down the mountainside as its own form of renun-
ciation. Her “liberation” is also tinged by a loss that comes with her
apparent embrace of “immediacy,” namely the loss of the insight gained
by art and an engaged intellectual life.

Marginal occupants

In their opening conversation on the veranda in the first act of When We
Dead Awaken, Rubek and Maja have an extended conversation about
home or, to put it more accurately, about what is left of the home. They
are unsurprisingly estranged from the homeland they have not seen during
their years abroad, and neither is particularly glad to be back. Rubek, who
has been away longer, says it best: “I’ve just become so completely removed
from all this here, – this hominess here [dette her hjemlige].”89 Rubek’s final
term is not easy to translate into English, but det hjemlige is one of the
Norwegian words that could substitute fairly accurately forHeimlichkeit in
German. In essense, Rubek says in this scene that he has drifted away from
everything heimlich, and even on returning finds that everything that was
familiar is now strange. This leads to one of the most famous modernist
images of the play, his experience of the local train stopping at every small
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station in the middle of the night, with two railway workers mumbling
something “hushed and muffled and meaningless out into the night
[dæmpet og klangløst og intetsigende ud i natten].”90 It is a true stroke of
unhomeliness to make one of the most rural and culturally interior places
reported in the play the setting for the most striking image of estrange-
ment. Ibsen locates the unhomeliest image of the play in the very heart of
the familiar, the provincial, and the homey.
Lisbeth Wærp characterizes Rubek’s and Maja’s return to their home-

land as “a homecoming to a place that is no longer at home, or to a place –
at home – that no longer exists, a place that is not experienced as homey
[hjemlig], but which only resembles in the way a corpse resembles the living
person.”91 Wærp’s last image is especially intriguing and suggestive – that
the experience of returning to find a place “like home” is for Rubek and
Maja a grotesque, corpse-like sort of mimesis. Their thwarted expectation is
that the place should be home, not just resemble it, but their shared boredom
with the trip and each other gives their expectation much lower stakes than
that of the lost Solness home, to choose a contrasting example. In this play,
one senses that if home is not exactly what Rubek and Maja remembered –
oh well.
The opening conversation circles constantly around this complete sense

of apathetic homelessness. Professor Rubek and Maja have lived in a
cosmopolitan city (which Georg Brandes identified confidently as
Munich),92 where they have “an impressive home [et prægtigt hjem],”
corrected immediately to an “elegant house [et herskabeligt hus]” and later
referred to as “the palace in the capital [palæet i hovedstaden].”93 They also
have a villa on Lake Taunitz (Brandes claims this referred to the
Starnberger See outside Munich) that has a complicated prehistory, if
one pieces together the story from the clues strewn throughout the text.
At one point, there was “the little rustic home [det lille bondehuset] on Lake
Taunitz on this spot,”94 and Rubek and Irene reportedly used to come out
to that spot on weekends after the week’s modeling work was finished.
Irene calls it “our old house [vort gamle hus]” for that reason.95 But like the
statue they shared (their “child”), this old house no longer exists in its
original form. Rubek explains in response that he has razed the original
home and in its place has built “a large, magnificent, comfortable villa [en
stor, prægtig bekvem villa] on the lot.” This is where Rubek andMaja live in
the summers when they are not traveling, and it is also the house Maja
refers to as the “cold, dank cage [koldt, klamt bur], where there was neither
sunlight or fresh air, . . . but only gilding and great, petrified human ghosts
around the walls” when she tells her life story to Ulfhejm in Act Three.96
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This housing prehistory helps us understand an odd exchange in the
opening conversation of the play, one that comes so early in the scene that
it initially has the effect of a puzzle. Maja tells Rubek that she is bored with
their trip and wants to go back to their house on the continent:

maja: Why not leave right away? Just think, we who could be so cozy and
comfortable [ha’ det så lunt og mageligt] in our lovely, new house.

rubek: (smiles indulgently) Actually, one should probably say: our lovely new
home.

maja: I prefer to say house. Let’s just stick with that.97

Shortly thereafter, Rubek seems to give in to this way of seeing things when
he catches himself saying “home” again, only to switch back to Maja’s
preferred term. These exchanges suggest that in spite of their shared unease
with the return home, they still experience it from different positions that
the play will spend its time sorting out.
This insistence on correct terminology for the domestic replays a scene

from The Master Builder in which Halvard Solness shows similarly linguis-
tic fussiness. When he and Hilde finish their conversation in the second
act, she mentions that the wreath for the roofing ceremony will be laid
“Over your new home, I guess,” and Solness responds, “Over the new
house. Which will never be home for me.”98 Solness’s insistence on the
word “house,” however, comes from a position of disillusionment about
the loss of a true home, so that his hypercorrection is the sign of disap-
pointed ideals. He still clings to the idea of homes for others, but with
bitterness insists on calling his own situation a house, not a home.
One senses that Maja’s refusal of “home” must be different; there is no

sense of loss, no obvious disillusionment on her part. She does not seem to
be rooting around in the ashes looking for lost jewels – or even the lost key
to a secret chest of creativity, as Rubek claims to be doing. She can even talk
of being “cozy and comfortable” herself – but just not in a home. Perhaps it
is the disciplined abstinence signaled by the word “house” that is so useful
to her, since it does not necessarily entail any sly sense of obligatory
belonging – not to a husband, not to a family, and not to a cultural
context. Maja’s idea of housing as a temporary, contingent arrangement
is, in other words, a position beyond Peter Stockmann’s “weak-tea”
asceticism, or Rektor Kroll’s dismay at his newly fractured home, or
Solness’s building of a seemingly endless series of houses-that-should-be-
homes. Here, “house” seems to be the term for those who travel without
regrets, for those who, like Maja, are confident that they will always be able
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to find a place to be that is adequate – the expectation is no higher than
that. This makes her process of disentanglement from Rubek the most
effortless of any relationship break depicted in an Ibsen play: “So then the
two of us will simply avoid each other. Completely away. I’ll always be able
to find something new somewhere in the world. Something free! Free! Free! –
There is no problem with that, Professor Rubek.”99 This simple, untroubled
acceptance of a marriage breakup and loss of home suggests that forMaja the
expectation of attachment was never very strong to begin with.
In general, when analyzing fictional characters without attachment to

home, the overriding predilection is to cast this unhomeliness as a painful
existential burden. Writing of homelessness in the medieval and
Renaissance periods, Nicholas Howe observes,

If home is problematic as both place and as idea, if it is at once a refuge
against the world and also the site that must be fled to enter the world,
homelessness arouses much less ambivalent response in us. To be homeless
seems, in most of the cultures one knows anything about, to be a condition
of hardship and often unendurable suffering. To be homeless is not, in
conventional usage at least, to be free of home or well rid of its tyrannies.100

Ibsen’s use of the concept of homelessness would in this sense be quite
unconventional, because Maja’s unperturbed itinerancy and rejection of
home is precisely an effort to be “well rid of its tyrannies.” The mere
possibility of this attitude – the ability to leave home without regrets, with
no expectation of return – seems to be a defining characteristic of modernity,
one that would distinguish Maja’s case from the older historical examples
covered in Howe’s anthology. Maja’s attitude certainly comes closer to that
advocated by Lukács in his Ibsen criticism when echoing Marx’s call for a
“cheerful parting from the past.”101To be sure, Maja is noMarxist; my point
is not to load up her character position with an exaggerated positive political
potential. Instead, I simply suggest that she is as unburdened by debilitating
notions of “original home” and “authenticity” as any good progressive
person might be, even if her consciousness is not in any sense a sophisticated
one. Her insistence on occupying the neutral ground of straightforward
“housing” is at the very least the defense of a conceptual space unburdened
by homes.
In other words, I would offer that it seems possible to make this observa-

tion about Maja without turning her into a housing heroine. She is after all
not the main interest of When We Dead Awaken. While Joan Templeton
treats her in basically positive terms in Ibsen’s Women – as Rubek’s “gregar-
ious, simple wife”102 – she ultimately sees her as representing a less ambitious
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life that has renounced all philosophical or aesthetic perspectives, making her
final song an ironic one. For his part, Helland is reluctant to see in Maja an
endorsed position of life-affirming vitalism, preferring instead to see the end
of Ibsen’s play as a clash of parallel positions that ends in an empty, ironic
stalemate.103My interest in advancing the idea of “house” over “home” is not
dampened by these observations; they are fair evaluations of Maja’s sub-
ordinate role in the text. Instead, my curiosity is piqued by the realization
that Maja’s alternative housing stance is developed so incidentally, so much
to the side of more central concerns with Rubek’s lost creativity and its
aftermath. Ibsen’s main interest was indeed in the consequences of artistic
consciousness, but the glimpse of an unburdened unhomeliness in the
margins of his plays provides an intriguing second track of argumentation.
Casting one’s eye back over the conceptual positions outlined in this

chapter and the last, one can discern a genealogy of Maja’s unhomeliness,
beginning with Nora’s tough negotiations with Torvald over acceptable
vocabulary and future living arrangements (“Then I came into your
house –”).104 Nora’s eventual “stranded” position between Torvald’s
dukkehjem and her hjemsted, with uncertain prospects for the future, was
one early example of the refusal of home in its extended meanings.
Nora was willing to lose “home” to gain something else, something
yet to be determined. One can see this “traveler” aspect of Nora depicted
in her costume and demeanor from the world premiere performance
in Copenhagen (Figure 12), where the actress Betty Hennings played the
role. This is a stern traveler, but one who will clearly be viable outside
Torvald’s home.
Gina Ekdal’s attentiveness to the practicalities of housekeeping was

another reaction to the unhomely: amidst the male characters’ tortured
and destructive responses to the collapse of the home, she continues
focusing on the necessities of living, unconcerned with the measure of a
“true home.” Hedda Gabler’s seething rage at the hominess around her
takes the form of a protest, but no habitable alternative positions seem to
be available, hence the suicide in the farthest recesses of the house. In John
Gabriel Borkman, Fanny Wilton and her fellow travelers also work out
some alternative mode of dwelling at the literal margin, fleeing to the
South outside the realm of the play.
The character that comes closest to Maja’s marginal unhomeliness is

HildeWangel. She too is a traveler, having come down to the Solness home
from an extended hike in the mountains, and having left her childhood
home for good with almost no possessions. Figure 13 is a studio actress
portrait, again of Betty Hennings, that gives a strong sense of Hilde, the
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Figure 12: Betty Hennings as Nora, newly dressed as a traveler in Act Three.
Production: Royal Theater (Copenhagen), prem. December 22, 1879.



Figure 13: Betty Hennings posed in a studio actress portrait as Hilde Wangel in
hiking clothes, as described in Act Two of The Master Builder. Production: Royal
Theater (Copenhagen), prem. March 8, 1893. Owner: Theater Collection, National

Library of Norway.



more carefree traveler who is unburdened by the loss of home. When
Solness asks her, “Did you have a cozy and happy home [et lunt, lykkelig
hjem] – up there with your father, Hilde?” Hilde responds, “I only had a
cage [Bare et bur havde jeg],” adding “The woodland bird will never return
to the cage.”105 As we saw earlier, Maja’s description of life with Rubek was
that of life in a cage. Furthermore, Hilde can sleep soundly in a strange bed
(“as in a cradle”), even in as haunted a room as one of the empty, useless,
memorial nurseries in Solness’s present house.106 Maja reports the same to
the supervisor at the spa: “I always sleep like a rock at night,” and Rubek,
by contrast, sleeps poorly.107 The “robust conscience” that Hilde describes
to her master builder could just as easily apply to Maja and would seem to
be a prerequisite to a positive state of homelessness.108

Hilde’s “castle in the air” is quite different from the matter-of-fact, more
neutral relationship to houses that both Maja and Nora insist on maintain-
ing, even when that castle is furnished with the “firm foundation” that
Solness requires. Its defining characteristic is precisely that it is not inhabi-
table in any real sense, as Solness demonstrates in his fall from the tower. It
becomes clear that the characters who are the least fit for living outside the
home are most oftenmale: Torvald, Hjalmar, Rosmer, Tesman, Solness, and
Borkman all come to mind. There are exceptions, of course, but in general,
Ibsen’s men feel the loss of home more keenly, in a debilitating way. One
might note with a bit of surprise that “homemaking” in Ibsen’s plays is
mostly a male concern, but it becomes more understandable if one takes that
term to mean the defense of all of the extended meanings of “home”: social
stability, façade morality, personal comfort and hygge, and the ideology of
patriarchal family life. To extend the sense of Templeton’s term, “house-
keeping” might be used as a contrast to help one think about a more
pragmatic, careful relationship to the entanglements of shelter. And the
achievement of this kind of positively “unhomely” position is generally of
much greater interest to Ibsen’s women.

The resilience of home

To this point, this chapter’s argument has traced mainly a textual trajectory
of decline for the notion of “home” throughout Ibsen’s plays. The con-
temporary commentary on Ibsen’s plays was keenly aware of this interest in
house and home as well, especially after the architectural imagery of The
Master Builder seemingly provided the critics of his day with a ready rubric
for reading the totality of Ibsen’s works. What becomes apparent from
these reactions, however, is that recognizing the centrality of Ibsen’s
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metaphors of house and home did not necessarily create consensus readings
that supported the full force of Ibsen’s critique, perhaps because metaphor
always leaves a degree of interpretive wiggle room. Instead, it is possible to
see in some of these reactions to Ibsen the stubborn resilience of existing
conceptions of home: some commentators held tight to their domestic
ideals in spite of Ibsen’s deconstruction, even co-opting his positions of
critique in what are easily seen as highly willful readings.
One of the best examples of this comes in a lengthy examination of The

Master Builder in 1895 by Hanna Andresen Butenschøn (1851–1928), who
wrote under the pen name Helene Dickmar. Butenschøn was a Norwegian
writer who had participated in the morality debates of the 1880s on the
conservative, idealistic side.109 Interesting for the present argument is that
this debate was also essentially about façades, namely what to do about the
inevitable discrepancy between professed sexual ideals and actual social
behavior. The answer on the political left throughout Scandinavia was to
propose a liberation from outmoded sexual morals (to allow for free love),
while the right argued that the disparity problem would be best solved by
holding men to comparable ideals of chastity and monogamy as those
imposed on women. In Norway, this debate about double standards was
called the “gauntlet controversy,” named after Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson’s play
A Gauntlet (En Hanske, 1883), which made Bjørnson the leading spokeman
for the views of the conservative side, with Butenschøn supporting his
position as a prominent female ally.
It is not surprising, then, to find Butenschøn a strong advocate of the

ideals of home in her extended reading ofTheMaster Builder a decade later.
What is surprising, though, is the utter willfulness of her reading, which
insists on seeing Ibsen as a defender of domestic ideals. She writes,

In none of Ibsen’s previous works does the thought strike one so clearly that
perhaps the most central productive little seed in his entire production – as
impressive, all-encompassing, and all-commanding as it is – might not still
best find its expression in the one little, simple, bourgeois word: a home.110

This claim in itself is not difficult to accept, since as we have seen, many of
Ibsen’s cultural interlocutors focused in on the same theme. As she elabo-
rates on this claim, however, an unfamiliar Ibsen comes into view:

Throughout all of Ibsen’s writing, ever since Love’s Comedy, where in the midst
of the bloodiest satire he nevertheless finds heartwarming and harmonious
strings in order to sing the praise of “the home,” and even more positively
from A Doll House forward, it is as if he, as a wise, conscientious master
builder, repeatedly and ruthlessly unveils and investigates the composition of
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the foundation, which up to now has been laid under these homes that we call
our own.111

The image of Ibsen as a meticulous, protective master builder rather than a
“dynamite specialist” is one striking aspect of this passage; another is the
claim that a positive notion of home increasingly marks the plays from A
Doll House forward. As should be quite clear, the opposite case has been
presented throughout this chapter.
The more one examines Butenschøn’s argument, the more one realizes

how interpolative her reading actually is; her scene-by-scene account of The
Master Builder consistently elaborates on the text by filling its gaps with the
ready-made discourses of home that lie closest at hand. For Butenschøn,
these are notions of the ideal, emotionally grounded and supported home,
precisely the sort of true home discussed earlier. She does not see Aline and
Halvard Solness as poking around in the rubble of that ideal; instead, she sees
all their talk of lost homes as evidence of that ideal’s continued importance.
Butenschøn relentlessly recuperates the negativity of Ibsen’s vision in the
play as if it were solely restricted to a critique of society’s failings:

Shouldn’t one actually be grateful to him because in his art he also takes up
the fight against the false values, the dead things – the dolls, the old moth-
eaten clothing, the empty, hollow shells, the melancholy, the irritability –
which bit by bit have crept into the great truths! Which have confused and
counterfeited words and concepts and require that we shall also pay to them
our life-blood, and our happiness in life and our peace of mind?112

Butenschøn’s frequent italicization of the word hjem throughout her fifty-
one pages of commentary on the play makes clear that the concept she fears
has been corrupted and misunderstood most is precisely a “true” notion of
home. Ibsen’s intent, according to her reading of the plays, is only to clean
upmisunderstandings about the term and re-establish the ideal by showing
society’s failings. In other words, she reads The Master Builder as if it were
simply The Pillars of Society, Part Two.
Butenschøn’s insistence on this interpretation, most would agree, dis-

torts the structure and characterization in the play. In her version of things,
Halvard Solness becomes a disappointed crusader for the ideal:

But gently and firmly as never before resonates the one deep string that
vibrates through his entire being: his unquenchable, glowing need and love
for the home.
The ideal home. The way it has built itself up in his imagination, richer,

more beautiful, more attractive, in exactly the spot where every day’s suffering
and disappointment relentlessly broke down every stone hemanaged to lay for
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the foundation! It has become a hallowed spot for him. Where everything is
shared, and where everyone comes who is not sufficient unto himself [som ikke er
sig selv nok]!113

Butenschøn’s Solness harbors the ideal of hygge deep in his heart. He is simply
so uncompromising that he will only accept the authentic utopian version of
home (the citation embedded in the last phrase makes clear that no Peer
Gynts would be allowed there). This is not Hilde’s (or Ibsen’s) master
builder; here Solness (my master builder, one can almost hear Butenschøn
saying) dies a tragic death in defense of those core domestic ideals. Gone is the
mix of the constructive king and the destructive troll in Ibsen’s architectural
imagination; with her Solness, there is only the king, trying in vain to lay the
foundation stones for the ideal home, all the while they are being constantly
broken down and carried away by everyday concerns.
Another obstinately idealist reading of Ibsen comes in a piece by a high

school teacher in Christiania named Jon Sørensen, who published an
appraisal ofWhenWe Dead Awaken in a Norwegian educational periodical
in 1900. Given the pedagogical context of his writing, it is not surprising to
find him working from within a persistently idealistic framework. This
entails a rousing defense of Irene’s virtue (“Irene is more pure than the dirt
that some peculiar critics hurl at her in the name of morality”) as well as a
particularly disparaging account of Maja (“An inorganic being; she is what
she is, can never become anything else. Good enough for a bear hunter,
but when a sculptor chooses her, he deserves the punishment of having
her”).114 Sørensen essentially takes all of the symbolic activity of this play to
be a positive assertion of ideals of art, womanhood, and life.
He also calls the play an “architectonic masterpiece [arkitektonisk

mesterverk].”115 Like other commentators, he pursues a reading of the play
that makes use of the building metaphors that Ibsen has put into play, but in
his marked preference for Irene and the aesthetic idealism he thinks she
represents, he constructs his own extended metaphor of two types of
building:

Irene is envisioned as the dream that rises from youth’s distant lands and
overtakes a man and hovers over his life as the dream of life. At times it sinks
like a winged bird down on his breast, weighs down this breast like a
nightmare; at times it rises like a castle in the air, a dream castle, a castle
that glows. She lives in that castle, with the key to his burglar-proof picture
chest. Down on earth he builds a house – that shines – and moves in with a
woman he likes. She has the keys to the bedroom closet and the kitchen
cupboard, but no key for a picture chest, – which has been jammed in any
case. And then the dream castle begins to haunt his house, in the hallways
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and rooms. And his house does not shine. All at once it has become so
oppressively low, pinchingly narrow, and first one, then two go walking
around in there freezing.116

In this recap of Ibsenian motifs from both The Wild Duck and The
Master Builder, Sørensen reverts easily to the rhetoric of disappointed ideals,
re-establishing the hierarchy of castles over houses. Interestingly, he too casts
this highly sculptural play as an architectural tragedy. There is no hint in his
reading of the strategic use of the house as a “place to stay” that I argue can be
seen through several of the later, more itinerant characters. Instead, for
Sørensen, a house is only a claustrophobic, disappointing reality, a terrible
miscalculation on Rubek’s part; only the ideal of true homes – castles – can
shine.
Each of these idealist readings of Ibsen suggests a persistence of the

home as a mental construct. However relentless and devastating Ibsen’s
critique of the home, these and other commentators seemed able to recast
all of his deconstructive energy as a continuation of the simple reformer’s
zeal for the unrealized ideal, as if nothing had changed since Pillars of
Society. The resulting readings seem overly cheerful, however, only if one
imagines each play to have accomplished something, to have settled an
issue once and for all – in other words, if one assumes Ibsen’s gradual
dismantling of home to have been immediately effective in changing
social attitudes. Stubbornly idealistic responses like these, however,
demonstrate the resilence and adaptability of the home ideal, which
can seemingly absorb and recuperate even the most powerful unveilings
and critiques and write admiringly of Ibsen’s uncompromising commit-
ment to domestic life.
The arbitrariness of this kind of response can be demonstrated by a

contrastive example, a review of The Master Builder by Theodor Caspari in
1893. Caspari was a headmaster at the Cathedral School in Christiania at the
time and was also a Norwegian poet and friend of Ibsen. Although his review
appears in essentially the same cultural context as Butenschøn’s, he comes to
diametrically opposite conclusions about the issue of true homes: in his
reading, the play is indeed another “marriage drama [Ægteskabsdrama],” but
one that goesmuch further than the previous plays in its open criticism of the
institution itself.117 Caspari would agree with Butenschøn only on the most
general of points, namely that Ibsen’s oeuvre centers on the idea of home:

From The Doll House [sic] forward, in play after play, Ibsen has worked “to
build homes,” “homes for people,” tried to get “life together to become a
marriage,” by raising “towers” on the building of the home. The Doll
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House – Ghosts – The Wild Duck – The Lady from the Sea – Rosmersholm –
Hedda Gabler – all show how persistently but also how completely futilely
he has worked for that cause.118

Caspari argues that the reason Ibsen’s lifelong search for the true home and
marriage (he conflates the two) has failed is that society’s “marriage build-
ing [Ægteskabsbygning]” itself is flawed:

Never before has Ibsen – and here I am providing his own view of the issue –
managed to build a real home for people [et virkeligt Hjem for Mennesker],
because the people, tied as they are to outdated views, by the “Rosmersholm
view of life,” “don’t want any home,” at least not a home after Ibsen’s heart,
no. In other words, marriage is so far from freeing itself from the old sour-
faced religious view of life that it is actually a nursery, a hotbed [Arnested] for
that view, the favorable soil for the old system’s bacteria. Out from the
homes – such as they presently are – these bacteria ooze out into all social
relationships.119

The “home after Ibsen’s heart” would presumably have to loosen its
conflation with marriage, since that social institution is in Caspari’s view
the very source of the most crippling and narrow-minded attitudes. He
locates marriage at the very center of the home metaphor when he
identifies the Arnested as the source of contamination, mixing both archi-
tectural and negatively organic imagery. In Caspari, in other words, one
finds an Ibsen commentator who is himself speaking from a position of
inversion similar to Ibsen’s on the question of home: Caspari shares Ibsen’s
disparaging view of home as the site of wounded ducks, carp ponds, and
lavender-scented aunts and their old-fashioned hats; rather than imagining
a “truer” architecture, he sees that form and what it represents as competely
infected.
No matter how hard Ibsen might try to build a “home after his heart,”

Caspari argues, as long as that effort is built on marriage, it will be doomed
to fail. Those who do not give up on the idea of the “marriage home
[Ægteskabshjemmet]” are condemned to build and build and build in vain.
He describes the futility of Ibsen’s attempts in terms familiar to the present
discussion:

But what more could Ibsen possibly do to free marriage from the “dark
demons”? Hasn’t he already these many years exerted himself sufficiently?
Hasn’t he single-handedly set fire to the entire old system? Hasn’t he in
drama after drama opened all the windows for ventilation in order to once
and for all get rid of that vile musk and lavender smell? What else should he
do, the old master builder, for this recalcitrant “home” that absolutely
refuses to rise at his hand?120
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It is not difficult to see where this argument is leading: if the marriage-
based home is so difficult to redirect toward more positive ends for the
benefit of individuals, perhaps something is wrong with the basic archi-
tectural plan. Both the fires and housecleanings of Ibsen’s previous domes-
tic dramas were dogged attempts that proceeded from the wrong premise,
Caspari claims, namely that homes should be built exclusively on the idea
of marriage.
In The Master Builder, however, Caspari counters that Ibsen has finally

“delivered the sketch of the social building of the future [Fremtidens sociale
Bygning], which one day will be the sanctioned one.”121 In Hilde Wangel,
Caspari sees the positive image of an unencumbered individual of the future
who will be able to enter into open and free personal relationships outside
the entire complex of home building. She is Rebekka West’s “avenger,”
he says, a figure who would never be crushed by the Rosmersholm view
of life:

Because she strides in through the door, happily and confidently, openly
and honestly, and demands: Away with marriage! This hotbed of old-
fashioned views, this storeroom with its dolls and portraits, lacework and
silk clothing, this nest for monomania and sickly consciences, this home
that can never be a home, because inside us in our own sensual nature live
“powers,” “trolls,” “devils” that require richer and more varied joy than that
housed within the marriage-home. Away with marriage! This antiquated
form, which modern life with its richer content must shatter.122

What does Hilde propose in its place? For Caspari, the answer is unequi-
vocal: “Free love, ‘the most delightful thing in the world,’ ‘the castle in the
air with a foundation underneath,’” and he adds, “She is the enfant terrible
of the coming modern society.”123 And although the old master builder
falls in the attempt to climb the tower, Caspari nevertheless sees him as
having shown youth the way into a future without marriage.
Caspari’s vision of the future culminates by the end of his article, where

he envisions his progressive view from the highest possible architectural
vantage point:

What will Henrik Ibsen – if I am right in my understanding – come out
with next? With the most delightful thing in the world: An open relation-
ship – two young people, who from the balcony up there in “the terribly tall
tower” look down “on all those who build churches and homes for father
andmother and for the flock of children.”Two liberated young people, who
sing along with Ibsen himself in “On the Heights,” “the old house is merely
burning, with the Christmas beer and the cat!” and who exult at the end:
“now I exchange my last verse for a higher view of things.”124
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Since Caspari mentions “On the Heights,” it is worth asking whether his
views constitute a return to the callous position of the hunter-mentor and
his hardened rejection of home. The modern position at the very top of a
high tower – again, almost beyond the architectural principle altogether –
looking down on all the futile home-building activity being carried out
with mistaken blueprints, is reminiscent of the view from the plateau in
that early poem. Despite Caspari’s enthusiastic reference to the poem,
however, the young couple he imagines at the top of the tower has nothing
of the hunter’s anaesthetic view, nothing of his grim willingness to aesthe-
ticize the death of a family member; instead, there is almost an equal
idealization in the direction of liberalization.
While Caspari’s reading of the play is a remarkable articulation that gets

straight to the core of Ibsen’s architectural imagination, his notion of the
play as a polemic for free love ignores the complexity of the Hilde/Solness
relationship. His article provoked a pointed response by one of those
“resilient” commentators, Professor E. F. B. Horn, who calms his readers
with reassurances that fictional dramatic characters like Hilde, no matter
what they seem to be demanding, in practice stay confined to the stage.
They are products of an artist’s fantasy, intended only to provide a
temporary imagination of a position of thought but are ultimately of no
lasting consequence.125 By setting up a firewall between art and reality,
Horn ensures the deflection of Ibsen’s architectural metaphorics into the
realm of the imagination only.
Perhaps Caspari’s insistence on a polemic social reading of the play made

Horn’s response inevitable, but his observation that Ibsen keeps pushing
against the limitations of an architectural metaphoric system, even as he
repeats the building and rebuilding of home after home on stage, is a useful
one. Caspari seizes on the potential of that idea and tries to extend it into
implications for the “social building of the future.” His impatient, strong-
arm reading nevertheless reveals the hidden direction of Ibsen’s thinking.
Caspari’s elaboration allows us to see that a more radically open architec-
tural vision would require of Ibsen a rejection of all notions of original and
authentic homes, a more cheerful parting with the past.
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chapter 4

The tenacity of architecture

Judging from the material examined to this point, dissatisfaction with the
architectural status quo for Ibsen’s characters leads to two main alterna-
tives. The first might be characterized as “cleaning house.” This is the
impulse to unmask, to open windows, to air out, and perhaps even to mop
up (as much as Dr. Stockmann might debate its value). This is the position
of the reformer, and the basic architectural expression of this position is in
the idea of renovation. Existing social structures are understood to be
fundamentally sound; in fact, a firm attachment to the enduring value of
foundations despite the contingency of buildings themselves is a key
characteristic of this position. It is the structures built on top of those
foundations that are sometimes in question. If they are poorly designed,
misused, or corrupted in any way, the reformer nevertheless sees no real
threat to the idea of the social building itself, whose essence is understood to
be in the foundation. Matters can be put right by adjusting what is above
ground to bring it back in line with themore constant principles below. This
position can work itself out entirely within a metaphorics of architecture.
Another possibility is to imagine demolishing the existing structure

completely to build anew. The reigning metaphor here is razing. This
stance takes renovation to be an unacceptable compromise with the past. It
views all architectural structure – foundations included – as equally con-
tingent. Since ruins can get in the way of the new, the argument goes, it is
sometimes necessary to start completely from scratch. The assumption here
is that the present and the past cannot easily coexist; there is something
antagonistic and limiting about the past, so that even foundations must be
cleared to make way for something entirely new.
Each of these positions implies a philosophy of time and history; each

typifies a mode of modernity and a stance toward traditional social struc-
tures. Renovation allows for a coexistence with the past, a hybrid of past
and present that posits temporal continuity and an overlapping model of
change. It assumes that there is place for the old within new frameworks. In
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contrast, razing embraces the clean-break mentality of much modern
thought and assumes that change happens in temporal ruptures that
destroy the hold of the past on the present. This was the attitude expressed
by the modernization (Haussmannization) of Paris in the 1860s, in which
entire neighborhoods were demolished to make space for the modern
boulevards.1 Perhaps even more relevant here, it also happened in the
modernization of Rome in the early 1870s, which took place between the
times of Ibsen’s two extended stays there.2 If there is a utopian modern
element to this kind of creative destruction, it is to be found in the assump-
tion of an easily subdued past that cooperatively yields to the demands of the
present and future.
On the more traditional side of the nineteenth-century modernity

divide, one can find competing patterns of architectural thought that
proceeded from entirely different assumptions about the past. In his
book Change Mummified, Philip Rosen identifies these mainstream tradi-
tional positions as the alternatives of “restoration” and “preservation.”3

The former describes the activity of returning to a putative original unity of
form at a previous point in time. Architectural restoration thus attempts to
recreate an imagined pristine condition, even if the building never actually
existed in reality as a completed, unified whole. Themore general historical
attitude that proceeds from this practice is a denial of the intervening
difference between present and past. “Preservation” in Rosen’s schema is
by contrast an embrace of the “corrosiveness of the ever-continuing work
of temporality,”4 in that it allows for the rescue of a more hybrid archi-
tectural object that has developed over time in different styles and in
different ways. It entails a respect for an unfolding historicity and for
existing evidence of wear and decay – at least until the moment of
preservation, at which point the object is again frozen in time.
Having now introduced no fewer than four competing architectural

concepts – renovation, razing, restoration, and preservation – this discus-
sion owes the reader some sorting and analytical distinctions when apply-
ing the terminology to Ibsen’s plays. The main division seems to be this:
though “renovation” and “razing” differ in intent (and Ibsen makes several
important distinctions between them), they do at the very least share a
forward-looking aspect. These activities are not in any way crippled by the
loss of the past; that is not the central philosophical problem with which
they engage. A shared orientation toward future building makes these
terms quintessentially modern, a stance of basic appeal for Ibsen. The
challenge for him was to reckon with the ways that the past can never quite
be shaken off as much as one would like.
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What both “restoration” and “preservation” share, on the other hand, is
“a founding assertion or obsession with overcoming the breaks between the
present and the past,” as Rosen claims.5He continues, “Preserving remains,
reviving vanished lifeways, replicating old artifacts – these share the ambi-
tion to have something of the past available to perception in the present
and thereby to freeze time at the service of a beholder or spectator.” There
was a time when Ibsen participated in this other relationship to the past –
namely, when he himself was writing historical plays earlier in his career.
Many of these plays would fit Rosen’s idea of “restoration” quite nicely,
which is distinguished by a return to an origin that never actually existed as
a unified whole. That is certainly a characteristic stance of these and other
saga-historical plays in mid nineteenth-century Norway. When the more
general national romanticism of the 1840s and 50s in Norway imagined the
recovery of a medieval age of greatness, it attempted to ignore the “corro-
sive” intervening passage of time throughout the centuries of Danish rule.
Preservationism flourished in nineteenth-century Norway as well,

although it did not achieve its fullest expression until later in the century,
around the time Ibsen had moved on to his prose plays in the 1880s and
90s. These energies concentrated around material-culture collections that
laid the groundwork for the invention of the living history museums.
Rosen discusses this preservationist practice at length in its U.S. context,6

and, in previously published work, I have examined the Norwegian (and
broader Scandinavian) folk-museum movement as a contrastive context
for Ibsen’s prose.7 What is worth reminding of here is that the moment of
collection and preservation for these samples of rural architecture in
Scandinavia in the 1880s and 90s was contemporaneous with Ibsen’s own
investigations of modern temporalities, and that the preservation practices
became so culturally consequential that they formed the influential proto-
type for living history museums internationally. The Scandinavian
museum founders were keenly interested in providing spectators with
access to the past in the form of authentic buildings that showed all the
signs of multi-generational inhabitation and the passage of time. The
genuine (and positive) encounter with the past that these museums offered
spectators respected the otherness of the past (distinguishing their main
mode from that of restoration) and at the same time made it accessible to
modern spectators who were invited to imagine themselves at home in the
old environments. This was Scandinavian preservationism in its most
potent expression.
The most important commonality between restoration and preservation

is that the past remains an object of desire. In the folk museums, visitors
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were provided with a preserved environment in which they could seemingly
encounter a physical remnant of an edifying national past in a direct and
material fashion. Similarly, in Ibsen’s national-historical plays such as The
Vikings at Helgeland (1857) andThe Pretenders (1863), viewers were restored to
an age of imagined national unity. In Ibsen’s later plays, by contrast, the
assumptions about the past could not have beenmore different. For him, the
idea of the past had gradually become a disruptively uncanny force that
prevented people from moving forward to embrace the new. A past that
“ought to have remained secret and hidden but has come to light” (to return
to Schelling’s formulation, as cited by Freud)8 was obviously no longer an
object of desire for Ibsen in the latter part of his career; quite the opposite was
the case. The theoretical point, however, is that the past can only be
unheimlich once one intends to bury it, not resuscitate it.
One of Ibsen’s poems captures his pivot between these two fundamental

attitudes toward the past. Entitled “To the Accomplices” (Til de
Medskyldige), it was included in the uncompleted preliminary version of
Brand that Ibsen began writing in 1864, the version known as the “Epic
Brand.” The poem develops at length the striking image of Norway’s heroic
past as a corpse that has been artificially embalmed andmade up to look alive
by Ibsen and his “accomplices,” namely the other Norwegian writers who
like him have devoted national-romantic writings to “a burned-out lineage
[en udbrændt Slægt].”9Here, the idea of restoration is cast in a macabre light;
the joint nationalist search for a useable, living past is equated with the
propping up of a corpse beyond its proper life-span. Instead, the poem’s
narrator states,

That which is dead, can’t be lied back to life.
That which is dead, must go down into darkness.
A dead thing has only one task: namely, to give
itself over as nourishment for a newly planted
seed.10

With this striking imagery, Ibsen urges his fellow poets to give the corpse of
the national past a proper burial instead of artificially and grotesquely
preserving it with the cosmetics and playacting of national-romantic writ-
ing. As the Norwegian literary historian Francis Bull put it, “He himself
was an ‘accomplice’ in the worship of the dead; he had for many years
established a personal and national memory cult, not only through his
historical dramas, but even more so through his poetry.”11

It is likely that Ibsen’s fury at Norway’s refusal to go to the aid of
Denmark when it was invaded and defeated by Prussia in the spring of
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1864 was the catalyst for his abandonment of the pursuit of the past. All the
talk of Scandinavian greatness in former times rang hollow for him in the
face of the cowardice he perceived in his countrymen. For Ibsen, the heroic
past had not only proved to be unusable but distracting and directly
deceptive as well. The narrator of “To the Accomplices” continues:

Thus have I turned my view and my mind
away from the soul-deadened saga of our past,
away from our lying dream about a future dawning,
and enter into the hazy world of the present.12

The turn to these indistinct perspectives of the present manifests itself in
the writing activity immediately following 1864, with Brand ’s fierce con-
demnation of cowardice and compromise, and Peer Gynt’s merciless attack
on Norwegian nationalism. Although Ibsen would return to the topic of
history in his mammoth world-historical play Emperor and Galilean (1873),
which would occupy him for almost another decade, when he did finally
settle on the contemporary prose play as a dramatic form in 1877, he did
not turn back. In doing so, onemight well say that he had not only engaged
profoundly with the present moment, but that he had fundamentally
shifted his valuation of the past. By arguing for its necessary burial, he
had created the necessary preconditions for the past to return as an
uncanny force, thereby adopting the more modern temporal model that
would persist to the end of his career.

Ownership disputes

The notion expressed in “To the Accomplices” is that the duty of the dead
is to give way to the living. Ibsen’s appeal to this “natural” order and
“proper” temporal sequence has such a commonsense aspect to it that one
might not immediately notice the quintessential modernity of the logic,
namely that it is the right of those in the present to assert their priority. The
past is simply not justified in persisting, so when it does, it is understood as
a grotesquely antagonistic force impeding progress. Modern ways of fram-
ing the past include these progressive biases almost invisibly in their
rhetoric, but certain terms such as “leftovers,” “vestiges,” and “remnants”
build them almost imperceptibly into the discourse. Only when that
progressive world view grew in influence in the modernity of the late
nineteenth century did it become possible to think of the past as unruly
and uncooperative whenever it made claims on the present, and without
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the availability of that assumption, there could be no Freudian model of
the uncanny.
Thus, in the first part of his career, Ibsen considered the past to be an

object of desire; in the latter, it was an adversary. This shift goes far in
explaining Ibsen’s markedly increased interest in architectural metaphor in
the latter half of his career because buildings provide a concentrated way of
thinking through problems of an improperly persistent past. This derives
from the simple fact that the life-span of a building generally exceeds that
of its occupants. A building typically has both preceding and subsequent
inhabitants, no matter how completely its current occupants might ima-
gine their ownership of the space. One’s feeling of being at home is thus
always potentially threatened by the realization that the spaces one inhabits
and makes one’s own can never be completely and totally possessed. No
matter how tightly one imagines an equation between inhabitation and
ownership, in some basic sense every occupant is a squatter. This view of
inhabitation would not always have counted as the baseline position or
essential truth of inhabitation, but it increasingly did so in the strand of
modern thought in which notions of belonging came to be seen as mere
illusory effects distracting from a given existential homelessness.
The claims of prior occupants do not have to be threatening; as sug-

gested earlier, a consciousness of the inhabited past, if one can call it that,
inspires in antiquarians and preservationists a positive sense of historical
awe and connection, and in cultures with strong traditions of ancestral
worship, the past is moreover frequently considered a friendly force. For
others, however, that same awareness can give rise to more unsettling
anxieties. An acute consciousness of prior occupants can just as easily
lead to imagining the traces of their continued presence as an alien and
stubborn force, as leftover forms of inhabitation persisting beyond their
proper time in uncanny ways. This threatens the idea that one can assume
rightful control and full ownership of an architectural space, precisely
because the prior inhabitants do not stay properly buried and out of
one’s way. By the same token, the projection of inhabitation into the
future – imagining subsequent occupants of what is now one’s own –
might make one feel just as “possessive” in turn. One might dread giving
way to those who are to come.
Even a superficial experience with Ibsen could produce ready examples

of both of these attitudes – of the ghosts and white-horse ancestors who do
not vacate the house when they properly should, or of youth knocking at
the door, demanding too soon that the old make room for the young. Both
are essentially different versions of the same ownership question, however:
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a competition for “place.” Insecurity about one’s place in the home leaves
one open to attack on both temporal fronts, by the past that persists too
long or the future that encroaches too soon. It is easy to see how a time of
rapid social change (especially but not only in late nineteenth-century
European modernity) could make the hold on one’s present architectural
niche suddenly seem quite precarious, as Helge Rønning has suggested in
his discussion of The Master Builder.13 If the untroubled perception “I am
fully here now” is what makes a space heimlich, the sense that “someone
was here before” or that “someone will follow,” if allowed full rein, can
easily make it unheimlich. This was precisely what Ibsen was interested in
doing.
As hinted, anxieties of ownership have likely waxed and waned through-

out history, motivated by particular social circumstances at any one point,
but it is worth pointing out that they have deep roots in the Scandinavian
cultural tradition, something alluded to quite directly by the title of Ibsen’s
1881 play Ghosts. The title in Norwegian is Gengangere, a word that points
to a notion of the living dead more than it does to spooky apparitions (that
kind of ghost would be a spøkelse in modern Norwegian). Although no
English translator to my knowledge has ever attempted to translate Ibsen’s
title as Zombies, that choice would capture an aspect of gengangere that gets
blocked by other cultural associations with “ghosts.” In Scandinavian
tradition, a genganger is a dead person who “walks again,” or perhaps
more to the heart of the idea, “persists in walking.” William Ian Miller
explains the tradition this way:

Given the very proprietary interests of Norse ghosts it should not be
surprising to learn that Norse ghosts were not really ghosts at all. They
were the living dead, characterized not by airy spirit but by the grossest
matter and tons of it. Icelandic ghosts get heavy in death; they gain weight.
Oxen flounder trying to drag them away. They seem to become the very
earth itself merging with their sod home – their heaviness becoming para-
doxically the way they make their spiritual claim to domicile – and claim a
powerful deadhand control over the property they enjoyed in life.14

This is the tradition that Ibsen activates with his title. In that tradition, as
Miller explains, there are many folkloric variants of ways to confuse a
corpse so that it cannot find its way back home, implying that, at least in
the deeper folk traditions, the underlying assumption is that conscious
measures must be taken to ensure the rights of present inhabitants to their
buildings. Only when protected from the claims of previous occupants can
a proper ownership be asserted in the present.
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When Ibsen uses the word gengangere for the title of his play, he draws on
and transforms that tradition. What he borrows most directly is the idea of a
contest between the living and the dead for possession of an architectural
space, as a matter of intergenerational property rights: the dead assert their
rights of prior occupancy, and the living insist in turn that the dead yield
their claim on the space. He extends the folk tradition, however, by amplify-
ing the problems inherent in the temporal continuity of the building itself.
That is what makes this an intractable problem for modern thinking.
Modernist thought might prefer each generation to build from scratch;
buildings would then not work so potently as symbols of “overlap” and
“leftover” ideas and attitudes. The multi-generational durability of architec-
tural form presented a new kind of problem for modern thinking: buildings
appeared “stubborn” in a new way. Houses and homes were useful for Ibsen
and other nineteenth-century authors in thinking through the temporality of
modernity precisely because they last, and by doing so they impose all the
entanglements of familiarity – values, attitudes, beliefs – on those subsequent
inhabitants who had no role in building the structure.
By calling this a modern problem, I mean to underscore once again that

there is nothing inherently necessary about the way Ibsen uses architectural
metaphor. Instead of fixating on the unreasonable duration and persistence
of buildings, one might just as easily notice the potential for decay and ruin
inherent in architecture, as the Romantic poets were inclined to do.
Competing with the expectation that buildings will last is the possible
recognition that many of them will tumble down instead. When seeing
through that framework, that is, one might be inclined to emphasize the
ways that an apparently solid structure does not persist, as much as one
might want it to do. One could see in buildings a relentless and tragic
struggle with weather, decay, and dilapidation, a view that would instead
make them seem highly vulnerable, not persistent. Metaphors are always
partial and strategic in their comparisons, and recognizing the full range of
possibilities for architectural metaphor makes even clearer the particularity
of Ibsen’s choices. For him, the quality of architectural structure that was
most useful for his writing was the imposition of past structure on present
occupants, the stubbornly durative aspects of buildings.
A look at the reception material reveals that it was quite possible for

Ibsen’s contemporaries not to see the modern logic of the genganger motif:
namely, the way the new application of an old folkloric figure addressed the
problems of temporal overlap created by modernity’s sudden transitions
and rejection of cultural continuity. This early Norwegian review of the
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published version of Ghosts, for example, blends a (foreign) Gothic-
Romantic view of ghosts with that of the gengangere:

The Englishmen say that every home has its ghost [Spøgelse] hidden away
some place or another that constantly threatens to burst forth and show
itself. In Mrs. Alving’s house there is a haunting in every corner and at all
hours of the day, even in broad daylight at the dinner table and in midst of
the clink of glasses and plates. Everyone who exits and enters the house has
their own ghosts [Gengangere] at their heels, but the worst ones are those
who are born and raised in the house itself, if one can use such an expression
about ghosts [Spøgelser]. These are straight-out loathsome and there is no
remedy to drive them out; on the contrary, they grow as the plot moves
forward, with terrifying fertility until they storm forth, exercise their power,
and lay everything waste.15

As is clear from the original Norwegian terms in this passage, this reviewer
shows some indecision about whether the play primarily deals with phan-
toms (Spøgelser) or the living dead (Gengangere). The tug of the Gothic
spectacular is clear in the rhetoric of the passage, betraying a preference for
spøgelser over gengangere. If there is any further doubt on this point, one
might also note the review’s closing complaint that the play lacked “some
kind of supernatural scene” showing the dead Captain Alving’s torments in
the other world, “in the manner of Dante’s Inferno.”16 There is probably
general agreement that such a scene would not have improved the play;
more importantly, that kind of Gothic revenge scene would have made the
play less modern in its logic.
The term spøgelser also does not provoke the same level of revulsion as the

image of dead flesh walking. In this sense, the word gengangere gets much
closer to the notion of the artificially preserved “cosmetic corpse” we have
already identified as Ibsen’s newly emerging modern view in the poem from
“Epic Brand.” This concept of an unnaturally revivified past is a much more
appropriate expression than spøgelser for Ibsen’s eventual intellectual stance
toward the past, namely that these old things really ought to get buried away
once and for all. One senses as well Ibsen saying that if it were not for all the
continuing architectural support these gengangere receive (buildings are
collaborators with the past), that might just be possible. Ibsen takes the
instinctive sense of scandal one feels about the gengangere’s doggedly ani-
mated flesh and links it to the persistent materiality of an architectural
structure living past its proper time.
The equation between flesh and bricks becomes especially potent in

modern times when more substantial structures might carry the weight of
several generations. As Miller points out, the Icelanders and their dead were
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basically fighting to possess nothing more than modest sod structures. In
Ibsen’s plays, the present occupants fight with entire picture galleries of
ancestors to wrest away the possession of large manors and estates for the
new purposes of the present. Rosmersholm is only the most obvious example,
for the dead do not only cling to the Rosmersholm parsonage. They also
refuse to give way at the Rosenvold estate in Ghosts, and in the Wangel home
inThe Lady from the Sea, and in the widow Falk’s villa inHedda Gabler. All of
those structures retain the influence of the dead, not necessarily as a personi-
fied force, but instead almost as a vague, seemingly unbeatablematerial inertia.
When one contrasts these dead zones with the home in Pillars of Society, the
most striking difference is that there is no generational layer evident at all in
that earlier fictional home – as far as the play is concerned, it is as if Karsten
Bernick is the house’s original occupant. It is tempting to conclude that it is
the irrelevance of the dead for the Bernick household that makes their glasskab
house a reformable structure in the first place – when the only tensions in the
plot are those that play out among the living, there is much less to overcome.
Once the rival owners include the dead, however, the architecture becomes
much less malleable and more intellectually problematic.
The Rentheim property in John Gabriel Borkman poses special problems

of ownership, given its configuration within the plot: Borkman, Gunhild,
and Ella are all implied to be living-dead people competing for possession of
the same house. The dramatic situation describes a house that belonged first
to Borkman, but who can in the play’s present no longer own anything legally
because of the collapse of his finances. At the time of the scandal, his home
was protected from bankruptcy when Ella Rentheim purchased it at auction;
when the play begins, however, it is clear that she herself has not been living
there. Instead, having returned it to her sister Gunhild and Borkman to rent,
she lives elsewhere as a long-absentee owner. John Gabriel and Gunhild in
turn have lived apart within the house, with she staking claim to the first-floor
territory and he the upstairs. They have reportedly held to this impossibly
hyperbolic, stalemated contest of possession for eight full years. So even
though the stage directions call this “the Rentheim house [det Rentheimske
hus],”17 the proper inhabitation and ownership of the space are not at all clear.
This exchange between Ella and Gunhild in Act One shows the complicated
ambiguity the reported arrangement has produced:

ella rentheim: I will be staying here for the rest of my days, if needs be.
mrs. borkman: (composing herself) Well, of course, Ella – the estate is yours.
ella rentheim: Oh, please –!
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mrs. borkman: After all, everything is yours. The chair I am sitting on is
yours. The bed I lie awake tossing in belongs to you. The
food we eat, we get through you.

ella rentheim: Can’t be arranged any other way. Borkman can’t have his
own property. For then someone would promptly come and
take it away from him.

mrs. borkman: I know that well enough.We just have to come to terms with
living off your charity and mercy.

ella rentheim: (coldly) I can’t prevent you from seeing it from that point of
view, Gunhild.

mrs. borkman: No, you can’t. – When do you want us to move out?
ella rentheim: (looking at her) Move out?
mrs. borkman: (with agitation)Well, you don’t imagine that I would stay on

living under the same roof as you! –No, I’d rather end up in
the poor house or out wandering the roads.18

This is essentially a typical genganger property dispute in that it is a battle
between predecessors and current occupants, but here played out between
several of the living-but-dead characters in a kind of no man’s land of
ambiguity: the space is contested, and the competing claims on the property
seem impossible to resolve given the financial situation as it is depicted in
the play. The only truly “living” characters in the play (Erhart, Frida,
Mrs. Wilton) all flee as far as possible from the property and the entire
question of ownership.
Occupancy of a house is made even more precarious by the imagination

of an animating presence in the structure itself that makes full inhabitation
and possession impossible: that is the classic formula for a Gothic haunted
house. From a more modern perspective, it is easy to see this flight of the
imagination as a common response to anxieties about the basic fact that
most houses outlive their occupants. In response, one imagines a kind of
living agency in the building itself. Gothic-Romantic forms of haunting
spring immediately to mind: the house façade that functions as a goulish
face, interior doors that open of their own accord, noises with no apparent
source, the active malevolence in the walls that seeks to crush interlopers
and makes the space uninhabitable. The domestic structure in Edgar Allan
Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher” is a paradigmatic example, with its
organic and animating decay. There, the façade is characterized by “vacant
and eye-like windows,” and even the bricks of that home are said to be alive
with fungi.19 The collapse of the house at the end of the tale seems to be as
much an act of some super-architectural will as it does the consequence of
natural processes of decay.
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Although this form of active malevolence was more typical of Gothic
Romanticism, remnants of it appear in Ibsen’s “modern unhomely” as well.
The 1888 play Rosmersholm provides the best example of a house positioned
between traditional forms of haunting and more modern forms of unhome-
liness. In the only Ibsen play to be named after its architectural setting, the
agency of the house is a matter of overt but permanently suspended discus-
sion. In the opening conversation between RebekkaWest andMrs. Helseth,
the housekeeper, one finds two opposing views of inhabitation represented.
Watching from a distance as John Rosmer takes his habitual daily walk, they
note that as always he avoids crossing the footbridge from which his wife
Beate committed suicide in the mill race:

rebekka: (gathering her crocheting) They hang onto the dead for a
long time here at Rosmersholm.

madam helseth: I think that instead, Miss, it is the dead who hang so long
onto Rosmersholm.

rebekka: (looks at her) The dead?
madam helseth: Well, that is to say, it is as if they can’t quitemanage to get away

from the ones who are left behind [dem, som sidder igen].20

Upon further questioning, Mrs. Helseth links the return of the dead to the
coming of the “white horses,” thus introducing the main symbol (and
working draft title) of the play. This deceptively simple opening exchange
is apparently intended to stage a clash between a folk-superstitious and an
enlightened attitude toward the dead and their power over the living
(Rebekka does not appear to believe in the white horses, just as she does
not initially imagine any significant impediments to her own entry into
the house). The initial conversation also contrasts several views of own-
ership: is the best explanation for Rosmer’s traumatized behavior that
Rosmersholm’s emotionally crippled inhabitants simply have problems
shaking off the memory of the dead (Rebekka’s modern view), or is it that
the dead themselves cling to the place and the occupants whom they left
behind (Helseth’s folk-traditional view)? Or does the house itself, by
outliving the entire family line, exist as an architectural idea above the
level of human fate and agency? The dramatic action of the play gets its
power as much from the stand-off these explanations represent as it does
from the personal conflicts depicted there.
This ambiguity about where the power resides – with the current

occupants, with the living dead, or with the house itself and its white
horses – is left unresolved for much of the play, which remains poised
between traditional andmodern models of haunting and inhabitation. The
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fact that the traditional viewpoint seems to get the last word after the final
suicide scene (since we depend on Mrs. Helseth to report the conclusion:
“The dead wife took them [Salig fruen tog dem]”21) led some commentators
to frame the entire drama in more Gothic terms, and more than one of
them referred to Rosmersholm as “the ghost manor [spøgelsesgaarden].”22

Especially when confronted with the materiality of the house on stage, it
was tempting for some early spectators to see in Rosmersholm’s architec-
ture the vestiges of a Gothic malevolence. Take this response to the stage
production at Kristiania Theater in April 1887, for instance. After criticiz-
ing a perceived weakness in the fourth act, the reviewer writes,

The ending has the opposite effect, with wild, genuine Ibsenian eerieness
[Uhygge]. The other doors, which stand there grimacing at the ones who
have been dragged away, and then Mrs. Helseth’s final lines about what is
happening on the footbridge over the millrace, make the spectator feel chills
down the spine. It is an ending that in its unsettling [uhyggelig] effect does
not lag at all behind Ghosts and The Wild Duck.23

The image conveyed here – of the house witnessing the suicides as if
gloating in triumph, of “wild, genuine Ibsenian Uhygge,” and of chills
running up and down the spectator’s back – all combine to make Ibsen
into a would-be Edgar Allan Poe. This viewer clearly read Ibsen through an
older, available Gothic framework – as if Mrs. Helseth herself had not only
had the last word but had also written the review of the play.
In the text, it is Mrs. Helseth’s idea of the white horses and Rosmersholm’s

effects on the surrounding society that perpetuates the notion of an indepen-
dent architectural agency or will in the house itself. She claims that the
Rosmersholm way of life is the reason that nobody under its influence ever
laughs: “It began at Rosmersholm, people say. And then it has probably
spread out like a kind of infection [et slags smitte].”24 Although it is only with
condescension that Rebekka entertains these ideas of an active architectural
infection at the start of the play, by the end she has moved closer to that logic
herself: “Because Rosmersholm has paralyzed [magtstjålet] me. My own
courageous will has been squelched. And bungled! For me, the time is past
when I would dare almost anything. I have lost the ability to act, Rosmer.”25

By using the wordmagtstjålet (literally, power-stolen) to describe the effect of
Rosmersholm on Rebekka, Ibsen gives full rein to the Helseth view of an all-
powerful house crushing the wills of its inhabitants.
If the figuration of the house as a fictional antagonist expresses the

leftover anxieties of older models of inhabitation, what then is unhomely
in the modern sense about the play Rosmersholm? One might point to
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Rebekka’s attempted strategic inhabitation of the space as one example.
Her initial position in the house worked the ambiguous margin between
“housekeeping” (in Gina Ekdahl’s sense) and something more intimate in
the home. Her project was in essence a fine-line strategy to occupy the
house without being occupied in return, or perhaps to occupy it only
enough to gain access to Rosmer without being pulled under by the power
of the tradition the house represents. At one point in their opening
conversation, Rebekka says to Kroll, “I have after all gotten so used to the
house [så husvant] now, that I almost think I belong here [næsten synes jeg
hører til her], I too.”26 The word husvant is some distance from a deep sense
of rootedness – it is a well-chosen term that describes becoming accustomed
to a place with just enough “belonging” to provide some strategic room to
maneuver.
When Kroll mentions that she was really the one in charge of the house

near the end of Beate’s illness, Rebekka corrects him: “It was more like a
kind of regency [et slags regentskab] in the name of the house mistress.”27

This kind of proxy position suited Rebekka perfectly because mastery of
the house (and possibly, the house’s mastery of her) would not be an issue
as long as she could stay at the margins, using the position without fully
inhabiting it, wielding the power without becoming enmeshed with it.
Another way of putting this is that she intended an enlightened, modern
model of inhabitation, one that assumes that one could make use of the
home without activating all of its entrapping aspects. One might even
compare her intentions to Hilde Wangel’s unperturbed stay in the
Solness home – with the difference being that Rebekka’s project fails
and Rosmersholm prevails. The two characters’ strategies of occupation
are similar enough, however, that Theodor Caspari would see the “aven-
ger [Hevnerske]” of Rebekka West’s downfall return in the character of
Hilde.28

Perhaps one way to regard RebekkaWest’s failed conquest of the home is
that when she is on the verge of succeeding in fully replacing Beate, she sees
that she would become fully entangled in the home in a decidedly non-
strategic way. Freud’s famous reading is that Rebekka is caught in the vise of
an unwitting family romance, which is still the generally accepted reading.29

But that, one might say, is in itself simply a more extreme version of the
kind of “entanglements” of home that I outlined in the preceding chapter.
If Ibsen were overseeing a gradual evacuation and denigration of the
domestic in these later plays, nothing would speed up the process of
de-familiarization like placing an incest taboo at the very hearth. Thus,
the moment when Rosmer proposes is when Rebekka both succeeds and
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fails because she realizes that to join with him in marriage inextricably
requires that she assume what we might call an “architectural” position in
the house as well:

rosmer: But do you know what I am thinking of? Don’t you? Don’t you see
how I best can achieve liberation from all nagging memories, – from
all of the dreary bygone matters?

rebekka: Tell me!
rosmer: By juxtaposing to it a new, a living reality.
rebekka: (grasping for the back of the chair) A living –? What is – this?
rosmer: (coming nearer) Rebekka, – if I asked you now, – will you be my

second wife?
rebekka: (speechless for a moment, exclaims with joy). Your wife! Your –! Me!
rosmer: Fine. Let us give it a try. We two shall become one. Here there must

no longer be an empty spot left behind after the dead.
rebekka: I – in Beate’s place –!30

A detail that is sometimes left untranslated in English versions of the play is
that Rosmer is so gallant as to propose explicitly that Rebecca be his second
wife.31 Ibsen’s careful phrasing makes it clear that what Rebekka is actually
being offered is to repeat a role that Beate has already played, not the chance
to make “a new, a living reality,” as Rosmer so hopefully puts it. Second, the
emphasis on her filling the “empty space” left behind by the deadmakes clear
that the proposal entails accepting an existing position within an existing
structure. Her second-wave reaction (“I – in Beate’s place!”), more conflicted
than her first spontaneous exclamation, shows that she sees that there is more
at stake here than her initially wished-for union with Rosmer. As Atle
Kittang has discussed, she suddenly grasps the inescapably triangular geo-
metry of the arrangement.32 My reading would put more emphasis on the
idea of Beate’s place, however, which seems to me to refer to Rosmersholm as
a preexisting structure as much as it does the interference the empty slot
creates in a triangle of personal relationships. In short, what Rebekka realizes
when offered “Beate’s place” is that Rosmer’s proposal has architectural
implications. She sees that she is being offered a spot in a genganger house,
with only an opportunity to repeat, not create.
Rebekka’s ambiguous relationship to the Rosmersholm house was

clearly sensed by the reviewer of the initial Christiania theater production
of the play, cited earlier. He writes,

Rebekka is the driving force in the piece. She is the one who brings the old
house at Rosmersholm into disrepute, but who also awakens the possibi-
lities in Rosmer. She does not believe in the white beasts of death [de hvide
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Dødningsbæste], but even so she herself becomes the smothering and
half-smothered monster in this low-ceilinged, quiet, ghost-like house
[spøgelsesagtige Hus], which she wants to make into a fortress, – at the
same time that this house is her nest and shelter.33

One senses in this response the difficulty the reviewer has in making sense
of Rebekka’s position in the house. She both ruins reputations and awakens
possibilities; she is a smothering (or “choking,” “strangling”) monster, even
as she herself is half-smothered, choked, or strangled in return; she wants
to use the house as a fortress, as a strategic command center, even as it
functions as a more traditional home (a nest and a shelter). All of the
impressions circulating in this review are justified by the text’s own ambi-
guities; Rebekka’s position is strange, a kind of pseudo-inhabitation, and
the fictional place itself is one of the most complicated architectural imagin-
ings of Ibsen’s entire ouevre. It confronts directly the question of ownership,
the potential hybridity of architectural space, and the difficulties that
present themselves in matching subjectivity to an existing built structure.
Because the ending of the play takes place offstage, it is useful to see how

commentators elaborated on something the text leaves essentially unde-
picted. It is clear that the Rosmersholmmanor does not fall in on itself and
bury its cursed inhabitants, as does the House of Usher in Poe’s tale, even
though the Rosmer and Usher family lines ultimately suffer the similar fate
of extinction, with Rosmersholm also emptied of its last rightful inhabi-
tant. For one later critic, writing in 1910, however, the end of the Rosmer
way of life was imagined as the destruction of the building itself. Writing in
1910 of the itinerant Ulrik Brendel’s role in inciting the double suicide at
the end of the play, the Danish author and academic Poul Levin stated,

But before [Brendel] sinks into “the mere [sic] nothing,” he still has the
energy to topple Rosmer and Rebekka, his own unfinished work, down to
death. With a final effort he drags himself to Rosmersholm and blasts it in
the air. After Rosmer’s and Rebekka’s death there is no longer any
Rosmersholm. Rosmersholm is thus a completely anarchistic drama.34

Levin goes on to claim Brendel as Ibsen’s direct counterpart, joining the
interpretive tradition that saw Ibsen as the dynamite specialist, even though
there is not really any textual basis for anything more than a figurative
demolition of the Rosmersholm concept in the extinction of the family’s
last surviving member; only when the building is understood as synonymous
with a world view is that reading possible. But even then, it could be argued
that the Rosmersholm way of life – the devotion to the weighty past – does
not seem the least bit weakened at the end of the play; rather, it is
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strengthened by the elimination of Rebekka, the play’s only potentially
progressive force.
Other commentators on Rosmersholm sensed that beliefs might outlive

the actual walls of the manor. Closer to Ibsen’s own conception of the
tenacity of architectural form would be the view of Theodor Caspari,
whose review of The Master Builder and advocacy of free love were
discussed at length at the end of the last chapter. In that piece, he makes
a comparison with Rosmersholm that is motivated by his profound distrust
of all built structures, precisely because of the tight connection he sees
between buildings and habits of thought:

To be sure, Mrs. Rosmer threw herself in the millrace long ago, and
Mrs. Aline Solness’s family home, the old tumble-down shack – the storeroom
with the portraits, the nine dolls, and all the other junk, just as long ago has
gone up in flames; but what has been gained from it? Aren’t “the white horses”
at Rosmersholm immortal? And while the master builder Solness’s children –
on whom the happiness of the home depended – are dead due to the fire,
haven’t the dolls and all the other clutter – alias all themiserable, old-fashioned
notions – survived the fire? Don’t they continue their empty zombie activity
[sit tomme Gjengangerspil] in the dutiful Aline’s limited mind?35

In Caspari’s view, old attitudes are unfortunately both fire and dynamite
resistant – even after the buildings are destroyed, the attitudes they
embodied persist in something approximating the “immortality” of the
walking dead.

Brand’s church

In this book’s Introduction, the 1864 poem “A Church [En Kirke]” served
as an entry point for understanding Ibsen’s twin interests in building and
demolition. The poem seems especially intriguing for its discussion of the
“double style” that results from the simultaneous activities of the king and
the troll. The argument laid out so far in this chapter gives that idea a
different inflection; seen from Ibsen’s most modern vantage point, the
challenge is not actually how to get something built despite the trollish
forces, but instead how to clear the ground completely of useless buildings
and foundations that refuse to give way. That is to say: the modern
architectural problem is that in spite of one’s best efforts at demolishing
and replacing traditional society’s leftover structures, they persist in exert-
ing their influence.
The best remedy against the living dead would clearly be to raze structures

to the ground, since that would leave no architectural foothold for the dead
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in the present. This is also the purest sort of architectural modernism andwas
the preferred solution of urban modernizers from Haussmann to Le
Corbusier: to clear the ground and build everything new. Henrik Jæger
identified this as Ibsen’s basic stance in his comprehensive treatment of the
plays in 1892 as well. Writing about Ghosts, Jæger says of Ibsen’s view of
conventional morality:

He did not, however, believe that this conception was alive any longer. Like
so many other respectable remnants of the past [ærværdige fortidslevninger] it
existed only as ruins. The common people’s tendency to compromise
sought to preserve that which was crumbling away and patch it with modern
scraps; Ibsen on the other hand wanted to tear the ruins down to rubble [rive
ruinerne i grus] and build a unified andmodern concept on the vacant lot. In
A Doll House he had sketched the plans for the new building; in Ghosts he
went about cleaning up in the ruins.36

Jæger goes on immediately to call Pastor Manders “a full-blooded man of
the ruins [et fullblods ruin-menneske]” because it is in him that the genganger
ideas and attitudes are given full play. Jæger’s depiction of the renovation
alternative as the “tendency to compromise” that one finds in “common”
people makes clear that his sympathies lie with the razing that he sees as
Ibsen’s true calling.
Around the time A Doll House was first published, Ibsen expressed a

similar view himself in a letter to his friend Lorentz Dietrichson, the art
and literature historian he attached himself to when he first came to Rome
in 1864:

But it strikes me as highly doubtful how much it would succeed to get our
goodNorwegian population shaken up and reformed bit by bit [stykkevis]; it
strikes me as doubtful that it is doable for us to get better artistic conditions
in place, unless the intellectual soil in all directions is cleared out and cleaned
up and drained of all the swampiness [grundigt opryddes og renskes og skaffes
afløb for alt det sumpede] . . . My opinion is: in the short term there is no
point in using one’s weapons for the sake of art, but instead against the
enemies of art. Get this cleared away first, then we can build.37

Ibsen estimates Norwegian society to be perfectly resistant to “piecemeal
reform,” echoing with the word stykkevis one of Brand’s famous condem-
nations of the same: “That which you are, be fully and completely, / and
not piecemeal and divided [Det, som du er, vær fuldt og helt, / og ikke
stykkevis og delt].”38 Ibsen links social transformation to a more radical form
of building – a razing and overhaul of the very land on which the social
building lies.
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The first drama in which the issues of razing and renovation get sustained
attention is Brand, and before turning to a discussion of this issue in the
prose plays, it will be helpful to backtrack temporarily and take a careful look
at this earlier verse drama from 1866. Increasingly, it should be clear from the
arguments I have presented that architectural issues seem to have been
especially lively for Ibsen in the time immediately after his departure from
Norway in 1864, when the break from his homeland inspired a range of new
thinking about the home. The immediate fruits of that experience were the
poem “AChurch,” the poem “To the Accomplices” in “Epic Brand,” and the
play Brand itself. Taken together, these might be considered a joint archi-
tectural manifesto about the necessity of creative destruction and razing. Like
all manifestos, however, the initial statement is complicated by subsequent
practice, and in this case the stance toward razing and renovation shifts
with the dramatic context of each subsequent play. Brand, however, is the
crucial place to start the discussion. In its range of architectural vision, it is a
thoroughlymodernist play that anticipatesmost of the issues raised in Ibsen’s
later “housing dramas.”
The key scene for these purposes is the discussion in Act Four between the

local taxman/bailiff (Fogden) and Brand about their respective building plans
for the district.39 The two men have been in conflict for much of the play,
but the Bailiff comes to Brand to capitulate in this scene; Brand has clearly
won a more popular following, and as a purely political opportunist, the
Bailiff sees which way the winds are blowing. In a heavily satirical passage,
Ibsen depicts him confiding to Brand that he has ambitious building plans
that will restore his standing with the public. The first subsection he has
planned for his building is a quarantine (Pesthus) for the poor, which the
Bailiff says can easily be combined with an actual jail (Arresthus). Yet another
wing could contain a political meeting hall (politisk Festhus). He has con-
sidered adding an insane asylum (Daarekiste) as well, but estimates that with
the likely surge in potential patients in modern times, they could probably
notmake the building large enough to house them all.40Besides, he adds, the
other parts of the building could do double duty if necessary:

If the building plan will hold
we’ll get an asylum for free,
we’ll have gathered under one roof,
protected by a single flag,
the most crucial elements
from which our town gets its
color.41
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The imagined civic structure the Bailiff proposes is nothing if not a bastard
building, if we might borrow the evocative term Henrik Jæger later used for
the Ekdal home. The Bailiff imagines a building full of compromises, mixed
use, and calculation, united only by the superficial rhyme of its member parts
(Pesthus/Arresthus/Festhus). It is a hybrid space befitting a highly juxtaposi-
tional age, a “modern” building project in a highly perjorative sense.
Brand, it turns out, has building plans of his own, namely to tear down

the old village church and build a much bigger one in its place, one that can
house the expansive souls that he imagines to be the fruit of his religious
efforts. The opposite of the Bailiff ’s civic center, this church would be built
from a single, uncompromising vision and would be a building of perfect
architectural integrity. The Bailiff bristles immediately at this news of a
competing building project just as he himself is ready to proceed, so he
grabs the only defensible position he can see, namely to become a devout
preservationist:

Let the church stand, that’s what I would advise;
in a way it could be called
a piece of refined heirloom gold.
It is a refined heirloom; –
it should not come down on a whim!42

One can practically hear the Bailiff talking himself into the preservationist
role in these lines as he continues, “I’ll step forward as the champion / for
the relic on our shores! [Jeg træder opp som Riddersmand / for Mindesmærket
på vår Strand !].” In his enthusiasm for the idea, he decides on the spur of
the moment that the church must (why not?) come from King Bele’s time,
a reference to the mythological saga material that was the basis for Esaias
Tegnér’s Frithiofs saga.43 In other words, the Bailiff builds his preserva-
tionist argument on an invented historicity.
As the commentary in the new critical edition of Brand points out, the

Bailiff’s adopted position is most likely a commentary on the contempor-
ary movement to preserve Norway’s stave churches in the 1840s and 50s in
the face of a sudden population growth that necessitated larger meeting
spaces.44 In actuality, the Association for the Preservation of Norwegian
Relics of the Past (Foreningen til Norske Fortidsminnemerkers Bevarelse)
was founded in 1844 with this stated purpose: “to track down, investigate,
and preserve Norwegian relics of the past, especially those that illustrate
the artistic abilities and sensibilities of the people, as well as to make
these objects known to the public through depictions and descriptions.”45

This is an early forerunner of the folk-museummovement and is exactly the
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sort of activity that Ibsen describes himself abandoning in “To the
Accomplices”: according to that poem written in the draft process for
Brand, the remnants of the past, along with all other similar attachments,
should be allowed to decay and “go down into darkness” to make way for the
new. In the final version ofBrand, a conversation in Act Five is almost a direct
incorporation of this material from “Epic Brand,” when the schoolmaster
says, “Themoldymust go down into the dust; / the rotten is nourishment for
the fresh – [Det muggne maa i Muldet ned; / det raadne er det færskes
Næring, –].”46

Brand argues the same point: he tells the Bailiff that whatever the actual
historical status of the church, none of the church’s former glory is now
evident in its present form anyway. This only makes the Bailiff more
adamant:

So I therefore have to say straight out
that the razing of the Church is impossible; –
it would be shameful, an awful
barbaric action without equal!47

Besides, why tear it down, argues the Bailiff, when a bit of superficial
repair would do the trick, at least as far as the present generation is
concerned: “When with a tiny bit of care, / one can shore up the old just
enough / that it won’t fall down in our time?”48 With that, the satire of
both the preservation and renovation positions is under way. The one is
shown to be based in arbitrary historical fantasy, and the other in short-
sighted compromise.
The Bailiff turns on a dime, however, when he hears that Brand will be

using his own inheritance money to pay for the church. Brand will not be
competing with the Bailiff for public funds and donations, as he intends to
rid himself of his mother’s doubtful legacy by spending every cent of his
inheritance on the project. At the same time, he hopes that the church will
express his own ideals and vision (more later on the parallels with
Mrs. Alving’s project in Ghosts). As in everything else, Brand throws
himself into this project completely and refuses to make compromises.
The Bailiff, on the contrary, quickly sees the advantage in tagging along:

You go first, and I’ll follow.
You are in the forefront; you can do the work [virke],
and I can coax my way forward [lirke] step by step. –
Brand, together we will build a church!49

The rhyming pair the Bailiff uses here (virke/lirke) is the same as in Ibsen’s
poem about the king and the troll (“but the king’s work / and the troll’s
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prying / produced a double style [men kongens virken / og troldets lirken / gav
dobbelt stil]”), as discussed earlier in the Introduction. The recurrence of the
word pair may simply be a convenience of rhyme, but it is interesting given
the roughly simultaneous composition dates to see the slightly different
take here, because there is no hint here that this might be an interestingly
subversive lirken, as there was with the troll. Here, to work (virke) is to take
the direct and unbending route, as Brand does, and to coax (lirke) is to go
roundabout as an unprincipled opportunist. The “double style” that comes
from this joint church-building project does not give the church an intriguing
appearance or interesting complexity; instead, it undermines the project and
dooms the church to be exactly the kind of compromise object that Brand
detests. The lirke element is only contamination for Brand.
The Bailiff is the ultimate perspectival man, so his suddenly enthusiastic

shift over to Brand’s razing project leads to his own scathing disparagement
of the preservationist position he had so recently embraced. The very
church whose cause he was going to champion now clearly needs tearing
down, as it looks entirely different from his new position:

And where is style, architecture,
when one actually examines the ceiling and wall?
What should one call arches like that?
An expert would call them horrid; –
And I would have to say the same!
And the roof’s moss-covered tufts, –
I swear they’re not from King Bele.
No, piety can go too far!
Everyone must surely be able to see and understand
that this rotten old shack
is in every respect a piece of trash!50

The sudden reversals in architectural convictions have the effect of paint-
ing preservationism as a kind of humbug, to be sure, but the Bailiff ’s
nimble switch back to Brand’s position undermines the legitimacy of
razing as well, since the Bailiff clearly inhabits every position equally
fervently, depending on the perceived advantage. This rhetorically decon-
tructive effect of inhabiting all possible positions to evacuate their author-
ity is reinforced by the fact that when the church is finished, even Brand
himself wonders about the value of his project. There is a distinct sense of
anti climax, even when Brand proclaims:

The house of God will be built large;
that is what I boldly promised;
clearing out, leveling, sweeping away,
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tearing down was easy enough to venture; –
now the work is all finished.51

But even though the razing proceeded without regrets and the new church
seems big in a relative sense – bigger than any other in the area, for
example – Brand now begins to wonder if it is big in an absolute sense.
He had imagined instead an “image of a temple [Tempelbilled],”52 that

could house every flight of the soul, so he wonders if “big” is big enough to
do that. Perhaps it is merely “big,” still too limited and material for his
aspirations: “Is it big? Is this house / fully and completely, what I wanted?
[Er den stor? Er dette Hus / fuldt og helt, hvad jeg har villet?]”53He wonders if
they have simply traded “an old lie for a new one” or gone “from the musty
shelter of a relic / to a modern spire beneath the sky [fra Mindesmærkets
muggne ly / till Nutidsspiret under Sky].”54 In other words, he suddenly sees
that no matter how big the church might get in a physical and architectural
sense, as long as it takes the form of a built structure, it may still be using
the wrong materials:

You have to want the new completely, –
the clearing away of all rotten buildings, –
before the great temple hall
can be raised as it ought to be!55

With that, Brand locks the main door to the new church, throws the keys
in the river, and tells the crowd that they will have to break in through the
musty cellar if they want to use the building. In other words, Brand’s motto
(“All or nothing!”) applies to his architectural vision as well, with para-
doxical implications. It is clear that he calls for the complete razing of
existing structures because they are all shot through with the spirit of
compromise. Nothing is worth saving from the past precisely because it
is past. But what kind of future building could possibly house Brand’s spirit
in the future? Doesn’t architecture by definition entail a compromise with
the material world? And no matter how completely new, big, and unified a
structure might be at the moment of its building, won’t the passage of time
immediately begin to eat away at its perfection? Time itself is a compro-
mise; architecture’s persistence means that no matter what the structure,
there will always be a point at which it appears old and ready for razing
once again. It is constantly possible that other buildings will replace it as
bigger and more perfect.
Brand seems to realize this in a moment of architectural disillusionment

when he throws away the keys at the very moment of the church’s
inauguration; with that gesture, he assumes a position of profound
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skepticism about any possible fit between architecture and occupant. He
has come to see the architectural as a trap, as a lure, and his project as
misguided. Throwing away the keys, Brand tries vaulting beyond the
architectural to something more – the totality that can never be a building.
He wanted a church that would not only house a limited Sunday faith but
also everything in life. That, however, exceeds the very notion of “housing”
as a kind of containment. He thus urges the crowd to see beyond the limits
of a church that only ends up reflecting their own mediocrity:

Away with the work [Væk med Værket] accomplished here!
Only as a lie is it great;
everything is ramshackle in spirit,
worthy of your paltry wills.56

Vækmed Værketmight also be translated as “away with the building,” a turn
of phrase that reminds us of Caspari’s later discussion of the “marriage
building” (“away with marriage!”). In Ibsen’s first extended architectural
play in 1864, then, we already find the most extreme form of architectural
critique, a disillusionment driven by a demand for absolute integrity that
literally cannot be housed.

Renovation and razing

If Brand’s assessment of architecture as an unacceptable material compromise
had been Ibsen’s final dramatic word on the subject, the shape and theme of
the subsequent prose plays would have been quite different. A philosophical
rejection of all architectural limits would not leave much to do on stage.
Instead, when a decade had passed since Brand, Ibsen began the prose-play
cycle in which one might say that the house had become the very medium of
his dramatic craft. After having Brand toss the keys to the building in the
river, Ibsen seems to have gone fishing to retrieve them in domestic form,
because he goes on testing the resilience of structures from both the interior
and exterior perspectives in the subsequent plays. Like the troll, he keeps
poking and prodding at the walls but now is focused on the bourgeois home.
One can see this in the way his dramatic characters return repeatedly to

ideas of razing and renovation throughout the prose plays: those are some
of the most common architectural images. Some of his dramatic characters
remain in the metaphorical register; Lona Hessel, for example, is a reno-
vator in spirit, with her abstract talk of substituting new pillars for old.
Others, however, enact the issues more directly by engaging in literal
building projects of their own. The more one considers this, the clearer
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it becomes that Ibsen has other master builders besides Halvard Solness in
his aggregate cast of characters. The fictionalized architectural projects they
undertake demonstrate the limits of both renovation and razing and
ultimately call into question the efficacy of both building and housing as
ways of conceptualizing an individual’s relationship to the past.
The most underappreciated of Halvard Solness’s construction-industry

colleagues is undoubtedly Helene Alving in Ghosts. Her development of
the orphanage project memorializing her late husband is her best-known
work, but less conspicuous is the fact that she has been a long-term home
renovator as well. When one pieces together Helene Alving’s building
history from clues in the text, one sees that she has worked through several
alternative stances toward the limits of built structure. She began her
married life with Captain Alving living in town, close enough to Pastor
Manders that she could flee to his house after her first year of marital
misery, when it had become obvious to her that the “rumors” of the captain’s
dissipated behavior were true.WhenManders convinced her to return to her
husband, the couple moved out to the Rosenvold estate in their second year
of marriage. Shortly thereafter, their sonOsvald was born. Over the next few
years, Rosenvold then became a kind of private tavern, with Helene serving
as the captain’s drinking partner to keep an eye on him at home. This did not
prevent him from seducing the maid, however, around the time that Osvald
was seven years old. Helene describes it as an invasion of the home: “But
when the offence came inside our own four walls – [Men da så forargelsen kom
indenfor vore egne fire vægge –].”57

Reconstructing the time line from clues in the text, it is clear that about
nine years into the nineteen-year-long Alving marriage, Helene felt com-
pelled to send Osvald away to keep him from becoming contaminated by
the now sexually polluted home. From then on, Helene Alving took
control: “then I swore to myself: there has to be an end to this! And then
I assumed power in the house – complete power – both over him and
everything else.”58 During the next ten years of fictional time, Osvald was
apparently never allowed to set foot in the house, and the captain himself
seems to have been in serious decline; Helene claims that for the most part,
he lay about on the sofa reading old government yearbooks.
It was also during that ten-year period, however, that Helene Alving

became a master renovator. As she explains to Manders:

I would never have been able to bear it if I hadn’t had my work. Yes, for I
dare say I have worked! All of these expansions of the property, all of the
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improvements, all of the useful innovations that won Alving so much praise
and renown, do you really think that he had that kind of initiative?59

The point of all this renovation activity was to create a public reputation that
would take on a life of its own, a story that Manders and others had for years
accepted at face value: that Alving had reformed and become a “benefactor”
with Helene as his “competent co-worker [dygtig medarbejder].”60 The
Rosenvold estate renovations and improvements are thus in essence the
equivalent of this false story about Alving. Their main purpose is to cover
over the truth of the captain’s decline; as Manders puts it (using rhetoric
cited many times already in this study): “Your entire marriage, – your entire
life together these many years with your husbandwas in other words nothing
more than a covered abyss! [en overdækket afgrund]”61

The orphanage is thus Mrs. Alving’s second big building project, since it
was not begun until after the captain’s death. It continued for yet another
ten-year period, to be rounded off by the scheduled dedication of the
building on the exact anniversary of his death. The reader is told that the
orphanage construction has been funded by the remainder of the captain’s
original fortune, the money that made him “a good match” at the time
Helene married him. In retrospect, she now sees that sum as her “purchase
price” and is building the orphanage to make sure that Osvald inherits
absolutely none of it. She tries in essence to bury both the captain’s money
and influence at once in the new building. Since she insists that she has
calculated the captain’s share of the wealth exactly, the implication is that
everything that is now left in the original Rosenvold house after the comple-
tion of the orphanage is the result of her own hard effort during the years of
renovation work on the estate. These renovations are not all theatrical
façades; they are not the exact conceptual equivalent of the superficial
patching of the ship in Pillars of Society. As the play develops, however, it
becomes clear that despite the inherent value of Mrs. Alving’s work at
Rosenvold, those improvements are still not enough to keep the captain’s
influence at bay. Even the purified and improved Rosenvold, that is, the
imagined future home for mother and son alone, does not play out as
planned since the seeds of decline are already within Osvald as well. In the
world of this play, the new elements of a renovated building are nomatch for
the gengangere that are resident in its leftover, unmodified parts.
The resulting mixed aspect of the current version of Rosenvold pre-

sented in the present time of the play has not been immediately apparent to
all readers, although it seems to have been a major design element in
August Lindberg’s renowned traveling production of Ghosts in 1883.
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Edvard Brandes was not at all enthusiastic about this set, though it seemed
to pick up perceptively on the building’s fictional past as presented in
the text:

The exterior mise-en-scène has been the object of much praise. But is it
deserved? It was difficult to reconcile oneself to this restless room [denne
urolige Stue], with its embarrassing Gothic ornamentation and its half
elegant and modern furnishings. Rosenvold is an old estate, where the
furniture should be kept in strictly consistent style, and the overall impres-
sion should have been dark, “without joy of life, full of duty.”62

Brandes’s criticism is interesting because one can see his expectation of
aesthetic unity colliding with the text’s own information about
Rosenvold, namely that by the time we encounter it in the play, there
has been a ten-year renovation project that without doubt would have
introduced modern elements among the old and produced a mixed style.
It is easy to miss that point, given that the stage directions at the
beginning of the play are silent on the period details of Rosenvold’s
style;63 Ibsen is asking both readers and scenographers to look beyond
the stated stage directions and infer something extra about the look of the
house from stray comments strewn throughout the dialogue. Lindberg
actually seems to have gotten it exactly right by presenting a room on
stage in mixed Gothic and modern styles. When Brandes reads Lindberg’s
version of the room against an aesthetic norm of unified style, he finds it
“restless,” but if Helene’s home has constantly been in transition, a hybrid
appearance is an extremely effective and economical way of conveying the
mix of innovations and architectural leftovers that have reportedly
marked her building activity during the time Captain Alving was alive.
Edvard Brandes may have wanted a consistently old décor to sharpen the
disparity between old structures and new inhabitants, but the fact is that
Mrs. Alving’s renovation activity in the main Rosenvold house has
instead created an architectural monument to the idea of partial reform
and mixed style.
Conservative commentators in Ibsen’s day who would have been alarmed

at the idea of revolution could nevertheless sense the potential for upheaval
at stake in these architectural models, so they clearly preferred the idea
of renovation to that of razing. One contemporary Swedish commentator
on the published text of Ghosts summarized what he took to be Ibsen’s
position:
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Partial reforms thus mean almost nothing: everything must be fundamen-
tally recast [omstöpas]. Hasn’t Ibsen himself said at one time,

I want nothing to do with rearranging the pieces;
To knock over the playing board: that is more like me.64

The cited verses in this Swedish review come from the 1869 poem “To My
Friend the Revolutionary Speaker [Til min Ven Revolutions-Taleren!],” in
which Ibsen suggests his famous improvement on the Noah story, namely
to repeat the flood but this time to torpedo the ark.65That way, none of the
old world’s vestigial traces would be left over to contaminate the resulting
new order. Now that is revolution, Ibsen seems to be saying, unlike the
rhetorical poses one most often hears from would-be revolutionaries. This
kind of rhetoric led another conservative Swedish reviewer cited earlier
to prefer Ibsen’s compatriot Bjørnson. He warned, “It is the difference
between revolution and reform!”66

In Ghosts, the equivalent of the Biblical flood is the fire that destroys
the orphanage. Ross Shideler’s treatment of Ghosts makes an interesting
point about the separation of the Rosenvold estate from the new orpha-
nage project built on the same property: “From one point of view, the
orphanage is Mrs. Alving’s attempt to kill the heritage of the dead father,
an attempt quite literally to get him out of her house and into his own.”67

The fire has burned this structure completely to the ground,68 so if the
captain had been “externalized” in the other structure, one might think
that there could not have been a more complete destruction of his legacy.
But Ibsen’s main point with Ghosts is not really to clear ground for the
new. Instead, it is implied that the income from the investment that was
intended for operation of the orphanage will now be redirected to
Engstrand’s brothel. The captain’s legacy thus lives on architecturally
in spite of the razing of the orphanage itself, as if it had a will of its own.
Similarly, the Rosenvold estate, which Helene Alving had imagined as a
purified haven for mother and son alone, will apparently continue its mixed
genganger legacy:Osvald’s rapid decline at the end of the play, at themoment
he should finally be able to see this idealized home, makes clear that Mrs.
Alving’s renovations were insufficient to banish the captain’s influence on
the present. Perhaps if Rosenvold, that eleborate renovation experiment, had
also burned to the ground along with the orphanage and Osvald himself,
there might be the chance of an unsullied future.
Razing and renovating make an oblique appearance in Enemy of the

People as well, this time in response to the news that the town baths may be
polluted. This would be an obvious case for drastic measures, precisely the
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sort of drainage and hygiene project that Ibsen had described in his letter to
Lorentz Dietrichson three years earlier, with its reference to Norway’s
“swampy” intellectual terrain. Dr. Stockmann is originally dismissive of
such extreme solutions, however, reassuring those around him instead that
the situation is not so serious that a complete razing of the baths would be
necessary:

hovstad: Four to five articles, you said? On the same topic?
doctor stockmann: No, far from it, my friend. They will be about quite

different things. But everything stems from the water
plant and from the sewer. The one thing entails the
other, you see. It is like when one begins tearing down
an old building, – exactly like that.

billing: That is so true, God help me; one can never seem to
finish until one has torn down the whole junkheap
[revet ned hele skramlet].

aslaksen: (from the print shop) Torn down! I hope the doctor
isn’t thinking of tearing down the bathhouse?

hovstad: Far from it; don’t you worry.
doctor stockmann: No, this concerns completely different things.69

This exchange comes in Act Three, before the town meeting radicalizes
Stockmann’s position, so his reassurances here are premature; in fact, when
he lays out his argument at the meeting, one gets exactly the impression of
an initially limited renovation that has gone out of control. As his critique
escalates recklessly up the level of abstraction from the pollution in the
baths to the lies and corruption in individual houses, in the entire town, in
society, and in the entire country, one gets the distinct impression that he
cannot stop the process of social demolition once it has started.
One is reminded of a similar concept in Ghosts, where Mrs. Alving

describes the unraveling of her old belief system. She says to Manders that
the forced return to her husband in the name of “duty” led her to begin
examining all of Manders’s conventional views:

It was at that time that I began to examine the seams in your teachings.
I only meant to pick at a single knot; but when I had untied that one, it
unraveled altogether. And then I understood that they were flimsy
seams.70

Both of these rhetorical images – the demolition and the unraveling that
cannot be stopped once they have been started – seem to aspire to the status
of natural law in the characters’ minds, but there is nothing inviolable
about Ibsen’s idea of an irresistible deconstructive momentum. It is worth
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observing, just to contain the metaphors a bit, that in real life, renovating
and mending often seem to be perfectly adequate as purely pragmatic
solutions. Only when one shares Ibsen’s assumptions about the essential
flimsiness of the social building (or the social fabric) do these metaphors
persuade powerfully of the inefficacy of reform.
Ibsen’s best-knownmaster builder, Halvard Solness, has a complicated

housing history of his own that can only be reconstructed from references
in the text. First, one might note that the original church-building
project in Lysanger that began his strange relationship with Hilde was
not a project like Brand’s. There was no razing of old churches, no vacant
lot, but a new tower on an old church, as Solness reveals when he first
refers to “the summer when I was there building a tower on the old
church.”71 The fact that he later distinguishes between building churches
and building church towers as separate activities further indicates that the
confrontation between the master builder and God on the high tower was
not the crowning moment of an uncompromising construction project
like Brand’s, even though he later describes his earliest church-building
phase as “the most worthy thing I could choose.”72 Instead, by the time
he was working on the Lysanger church tower, he was already engaged in
something more composite: a new tower on an old building. That
combination of new and old never bodes well in Ibsen’s architectural
world; when Solness defies God at the top of the tower by saying that he is
now going into business for himself by building only “homes for
people,”73 it can be seen as a rejection of composite building activities.
The imagined consistency of the simple, single-minded task of homes for
people replaces the complications of church building for another master,
or to put it another way, of building one’s own structures on someone
else’s leftover foundation – which, it should be noted, is the actual
position of every person born into the world.
It has already been noted that this new home-building activity is just

as shot through with contradictions and disappointment as the church-
building activity. He tells himself that he builds happy homes for
others, even though we discover that those homes have become dilapi-
dated after ten short years. He is in the midst of building yet another, a
new home for himself, although he intuits that it is pointless to expect
happiness and hygge in the new setting. Furthermore, he has now
returned to a mixed style – a home, but with a tower that is “much
too high. For a home at least.”74 Even Hilde’s imaginary castle in the
air gets a hybrid characteristic in Solness’s hands, namely the firm
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foundation that he adds nervously to the conversation whenever she
mentions it.75

One might also point out that none of Solness’s recent building activity
seems to have been “unmixed” or free of the influence of the past. The
limits of existing architectural structures exert a constant drag on his work,
as does the limited ambition of building “mere” homes. Perhaps those first
churches, built when he was still pious and humble, would qualify as
buildings of perfect and unmixed structural integrity:

solness: And I dare say that I built these small, poor churches with such an
honest and warm and sincere attitude [et så ærligt og varmt og inderligt
sind] that – that –

hilde: That –? What?
solness: That I thought he ought to be satisfied with me.76

But this naïve approach has been out of reach for some time, if it ever
existed at all for Solness other than in memory. It is in any case clear that
Solness’s more recent building history is marked by the instability of
competing styles of transitional architecture.
A second observation about this play concerns the failure of razing to

produce something new and lasting in its place. The fire that destroyed the
Solness home, like the fire that destroyed the Alving orphanage, burned
everything to the ground. The new aspect Ibsen introduces with this motif
is that the razing seems to have had two parallel effects at once: that of
debilitating loss on the one hand, and an apparent liberation from the past
on the other. We find both meanings represented in this conversation
between Doctor Herdal and Solness in Act One:

doctor herdal: First that ugly old robber’s fortress [den gamle fæle røverborgen]
burned down for you. And that was truly a lucky thing.

solness: That was Aline’s ancestral home [familjehjem] that burned.
Remember that.

doctor herdal: Yes, for her it must have been a heavy sorrow.
solness: She hasn’t gotten over it to this very day. Not in all these

twelve-thirteen years.
doctor herdal: What happened afterwards, that must have been the worst

for her.
solness: Both that and other things.
doctor herdal: But you – you yourself – you got a boost up from it. Began as

a poor boy from the countryside, – and now you stand here
as the most prominent man in your profession. Oh yes, Mr.
Solness, you have been a lucky man.77
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The contrastive emphasized pronouns in the original dialogue make clear
that assessing the outcome of the fire depends completely on one’s per-
spective: for Aline, it meant a trauma with no recovery in sight; for
Halvard, it was the golden business opportunity that made his career.
This fire, like the one observed in “On the Heights,” thus generates only
competing perspectives, not secure meaning. The more Solness broods on
his career, the more hollow his success seems to him.He sees only futility in
all of this building activity. His self-assessment in Act Three could in some
sense be seen as the negative end point of all of Ibsen’s architectural
explorations:

solness: Yes, for now I see it. People don’t have any use for these homes
of theirs. Not in order to be happy, anyway. And I would not
have had any use for such a home, either. If I had owned one.
(with a quiet, bitter laugh) You see, that is the entire reckoning,
as far, far back as I can see. Nothing built after all. And nothing
sacrificed to get something built either. Nothing, nothing – all
of it.78

Solness clearly realizes that his limited equation of homes and happiness
was a mistake, but until this point it does not seem to have occurred to him
that people could seek happiness outside the home. Although the idea of
people no longer “having any use” for their homes is here cast in the
negative light of a despairing master builder who imagines himself put out
of work, these young people with new tastes and needs hint at a more
positive potential as well. Imagine, that is, if people like Ragnar Brovik
truly had no use for the kinds of homes we encounter as readers of the other
plays, the homes advocated by Rørlund, Helmer, Manders, Peter
Stockmann, Kroll, and Aunt Julle. From a youthful, forward-looking
perspective, the cumulative effect of that composite home is something
of a nightmare. Just picturing it suggests great reasons to give homelessness
a try, or at the very least, to work out a new kind of architectural plan.
Also interesting in this passage is Solness’s realization that in his case, the

accidental razing provided by the fire seems to have been pointless, in spite
of the career opening it provided. Even when the ground is completely
cleared in the way that Solness imagined so often earlier in his career, the
old structures seem to persist in ghostly architectural ways. One sees
evidence of that in Solness’s design for the new house that is about to be
dedicated. The inappropriate and distinctive tower is the house’s most
noticeable feature,79 the one that would set it apart from the old “robber’s
fortress” and “wooden crate [trækasse]”80 of an ancestral home that it is
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replacing. Yet, a quality of repetition and empty mimesis is even more
striking, if less obvious. Not only is Solness building the new home on the
same spot as the one lost in the fire, but he has also insisted that it share a
useless architectural feature with the old house: three empty nursery rooms.
Just as Solness has built for a feeling of hygge that he knows will elude them,
he has also built for the children who will never come. Since this house is a
completely new construction on a razed lot, it could have been designed
exactly to suit its inhabitants’ future needs. The nurseries are thus vestigial
in the purest sense of the word: the needs of the past continue to haunt the
new structure.
Although Ibsen’s contemporary Helene Butenschøn saw in the archi-

tectural repetition of the nursery an undying idealism and Solness as
heroically optimistic in the way he holds tenaciously to the failing ideal
of the home and builds the new nurseries against all reason,81 Frode
Helland’s reading is the more reasonable one. Helland frames the inexplic-
able building plans and their inclusion of an unnecessary nursery as a
melancholic reaction to loss, a reading that allows us to perceive the
inherently negative potential Ibsen saw resident in architectural structure
itself: even when given the chance to build fresh, Solness repeats.82 To add
to that argument, though, it can be pointed out that the repetition of the
nurseries might be more than a personal symptom of Solness’s (or Aline’s)
melancholic condition; the persistence of the nurseries might convey a
central point about architecture’s durative features more generally. Using
Helland’s productive framework, that is, one might extrapolate and claim
that Ibsen’s architectural imagination is itself essentially melancholic. We
see that in the tendency of built structures to repeat and rigidly outlast their
original functions, in the difficulties they have accommodating the chan-
ging needs of future inhabitants, and in their overwhelming inertia.
The impression of an empty mimetic pattern accumulates when one

realizes that there is a second house with three nurseries in between the old
and the new, namely the one in which the Solnesses currently live, and
where the couple has presumably been living since the fire occurred eleven
to twelve years before. We know little about this house beyond what we see
of it (or read of it in the stage directions), since it does not attract as much
overt discussion in the dialogue as do the Solnesses’ past and future homes.
We can readily see that it is another “bastard home,” in the sense that like
the Ekdal apartment, it combines workplace and living quarters. We are
not told whether Solness built it himself, although it seems to be situated
on the same general property as Aline’s original home, as it too adjoins the
family garden. Halvard and Aline may or may not have lived in it for the
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entire time of their displacement from the original home – again, the text is
silent on this point. It is likely, however, that the construction of the third
house with the tower was a later idea that came up after Solness had built
many of his “homes for [other] people” and achieved his career success.83

The nurseries in the present home shown on stage are described both as
empty spaces and “fully prepared [fuldt færdige],”84 so that when Hilde
arrives she is able to move immediately into one of them and use it as a
guest room. Helland mentions that although the twin boys might have
motivated the existence of nurseries in the present house, there is clearly no
reason for the rooms in the new one.85 However, since we are told that the
twin boys had just been born before the fire occured, and barely lasted “ a
score of days” afterward,86 it seems fictionally inconsistent that the nur-
series described in the current Solness dwelling could have ever logically
served a practical function, no matter how they ended up in the present
house. They were certainly not constructed with those particular children
in mind, because Halvard and Aline came to the house only as a result of
the accident. In the eleven years that have passed since the twins’ deaths,
though, it seems that the rooms have remained fully furnished, as if still
awaiting future occupancy, and they have been repeated as a set of three
without explanation in the new house as well. Note that the sign of
repetition is not the nurseries themselves, since all houses might logically
contain one; instead, it is the excess of the number three (one more than the
number of Solness children), repeated three times, that makes the presence
of the rooms unusual. The nurseries simply seem to have a logic of their
own, as if no matter where Solness might move, there will always be three
unused children’s rooms. This seeming independence of vestigial architec-
tural structures like the nurseries is what ultimately makes razing pointless
and ineffective at wiping out the past inTheMaster Builder. That is also the
sense in which the actual cause of the fire is beside the point.
A few final examples of razing in the subsequent plays reinforce the

impression of the futility of imagined fresh starts. The first example comes
from a scene near the end of Little Eyolf (1894). There the context is a
discussion of the run-down poor area near the wharf where Eyolf has
drowned. His father, Alfred Allmers, bitter about the lack of response
from the area’s inhabitants to Eyolf’s distress in the water, declares that
everything at the waterfront should be totally torn down as a kind of
payback. His mental image of these improverished families, a caricature of
drunken fathers beating their children while their mothers cry for help,
shows that he does not really care where the families might end up after his
imagined demolition. Rita Allmers has a different suggestion: not to
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demolish the ramshackle housing, but instead to take the poor children
into her own wealthy home to fill the empty place that Eyolf’s death has left
behind: “They will be allowed to live in Eyolf’s rooms. Allowed to read his
books. To play with his toys. They will take turns sitting on his chair at the
table.”87

Most would agree with her husband about the craziness of this plan:
neither Alfred nor Rita seems particularly well suited to be a foster parent.
If, however, one insists on reading sincerity in their eventual reconciliation
as he accepts her plan, as many critics have, one is still left to explain a sharp
departure from positions that have been developed fairly consistently in
previous plays. The substitution of poor children in Eyolf ’s place, for
example, calls up echoes of Rebekka at Rosmersholm (“I – in Beate’s
place”). There is good reason to be pessimistic about this kind of archi-
tectural slot substitution in Ibsen’s later plays, if only because he has
developed a cumulative argument against the possibility of meaningful
repetition that has not really been answered or solved in Little Eyolf. Of
course, there is no need for all of Ibsen’s plays to be consistent in their
architectural vision; as has already been noted, Lady from the Sea hints at
some sort of reconciliation within the home and thus poses a challenge to
claiming a clear trajectory throughout the plays. Helland’s reading of the
final scene of Little Eyolf as melancholic-ironic, however, seems more
persuasive when thinking contextually about the prospects for Rita’s
planned adoption project.88 If Little Eyolf was intended indirectly as a
breakthrough vision of an authentic inhabitation of the house by an
alternative family of choice, it is a singularly unconvincing one. The
children involved seem too much like pawns in a game of forced restitu-
tion, serving only the emotional needs of Rita and Alfred Allmers.
One senses Ibsen trying out another architectural alternative in the next

play with the frozen house of John Gabriel Borkman. If there ever were a
structure that could use a good razing, this would be it. Instead, we get
what amounts to razing’s negative image here: we see what happens in
Ibsen’s world when characters abandon the impulse to struggle against the
inherent inertia of architecture, but become one with it instead. The stage
directions describe a downstairs living room marked by “old-fashioned
faded splendor [gammeldags falmet pragt],” and upstairs, a “formerly
splendid hall [fordums pragtsal]” with tapestries in “faded, bleached-out
colors [falmede, afblegede farver].”89 Empire-style furnishings in and of
themselves would not have been particularly anachronistic in late
nineteenth-century Norway or Sweden, since royal interest in the style
extended its longevity in the North. Combined with Borkman’s self-
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consciously Napoleonic posing, however, the faded décor conveys the
sense of a house frozen in time, not lovingly preserved – it is something
closer to the cosmetically augmented corpse kept alive past its proper life-
span. In short, this is a building suffering from a severe case of lag time, one
in which the living dead refuse the realities of their present situations,
replaying instead the traumas, mistakes, and wounds of the past.
This also a household dominated by hopes of restoration. Rosen’s

terminology is again relevant here. To remind us of the way he uses the
idea: restoration entails the recovery of an imagined perfection, unmarked
by the passage of time, rescued out of the clutches of the past. Architectural
restoration is the historical mode that attempts to make something old
appear in the present as it is imagined to have looked when it was new.
When Borkman and Gunhild use the term “restoration” (oprejsning), they
mean something very similar. For Borkman, it means a complete rewind-
ing of the clock, a return to the height of his previous fame and influence.
For Gunhild, it is the restoration of her reputation and her son’s family
name. When the “hour of restoration” strikes, they imagine that a lost
perfection from the past will be retrieved and made fully present, as if no
trouble had ever intervened.
The visual evidence from the Rentheim estate, however, constantly

contradicts the viability of these restoration fantasies because the corrosion
of time is so apparent. With all colors and fabrics faded, the testimony of
loss is all around them. There has been no renovation here at all, no
attempt to update the furnishings or keep the house moving forward
into the present and future. It simply persists as a perfectly inert object,
looking exactly as it did at the moment of catastrophe. In this regard, it is
interesting that one reviewer of an early stage production in Christiania
complained that the set design there made everything seem too new:

Inside we should be met everywhere by a former, faded splendor. But the
gilding on the furniture in Mrs. Borkman’s living room shines too brightly
at the Kristiania Theater, just as the colors on the murals in Borkman’s great
hall are too fresh and lively. They do not show the blanching of life [Livets
Afblegethed], they do not proclaim the decline of life.90

The reviewer then goes on to protest that the actors’ performances are too
fresh and vital as well – the emotional life of the characters, like the set
itself, is supposed to be “faded” but in this production was too present and
passionate. In other words, the Christiania Theater seems to have per-
formed precisely the kind of restoration that the characters fantasize about.
Instead of a powerful discrepancy between fantasies of the past and the
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visual realities of the present, the spectator in that performance was given
access to a past that seemed all too new, without the noticeable wear of time
called for in the text. It is not an insurmountable challenge for theaters to
create new sets with a distressed look, so it would have been possible, and
the play’s text clearly describes visual discrepancy as a central feature of the
setting, so this seems like a missed opportunity in that production.
For these reasons, we might say that the Rentheim estate is an extreme

example of persistent architecture. It is not a house that conceals its living
dead until moments of sudden, uncanny revelation; the gengangere are
instead the play’s main characters, pacing about in the open. Although the
house itself is stylistically unmixed, frozen in a single lost style of the past,
that does not give it any advantage over the unstable “bastard rooms” we
have seen in the other plays. This is not a naïve return to the modes of
restoration and preservation; unlike the attractively modeled past of Ibsen’s
earlier history plays, here at the end of his career we find a past that is a
grotesquely accessible cosmetic corpse, at least when seen from the position
of modernist bias that makes it uncanny. (As a thought exercise, one might
imagine a preservationist stumbling into the world of the play and enthus-
ing about the house’s authentic time-capsule detail.)
A final encounter with the notions of razing and renovation occurs in

When We Dead Awaken. Although it is not common to treat Ibsen’s last
play as an architectural treatise, at least one commentator at the time, the
Danish literary critic Valdemar Vedel, saw strong lines of continuity with
John Gabriel Borkman’s acute architectural sensibilities:

Ibsen’s new play proceeds directly from its predecessor and takes up the
thread where we left it three years ago. That was in the Rentheim family
estate, with icy mausoleum air in all the rooms, where the “Death Dance”
was played and three “corpses” walked around in hopes of awakening each
other to life again, but it ended with two shadows offering each other a hand
over a corpse.91

The most obvious link to the previous play may well be that between Irene
and the Borkmans as members of the same living-dead extended family,
but there are other affinities as well. One of them is less obvious, namely
that Professor Rubek seems to have been something of a master builder
himself, to the side of his more obvious career as a sculptor (a German
review from 1900 reached even further back with its title, “Professor
Rubek’s Doll House [Professor Rubeks Puppenheim]”).92 Rubek’s building
project can again be assembled analytically through clues, beginning with
“the little farmhouse by Lake Taunitz [det lille bondehuset ved Taunitzer
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See].”93 Irene calls this “our old house” because it was where the two of
them would go after the week’s work of sculpting and posing when they
were first working on the statue together.94 In other words, the sculptural
and architectural activities alternated during that time, with the artistic
modeling taking place during the week and the playing house on the
weekends. For it was at that country house that Rubek and Irene repeatedly
played the game of metaphor by the creek, imagining the leaves in the
water as white swans and Lohengrin’s boat.
The fact that this idyllic memory was limited as an “episode,” as Rubek

describes it coldly, is clear from the fact that he later purchased both the
property and the house, as he had yearned to do back then, but then had
the old house razed:

irene: (glancing at him from the corner of her eye) Do you live
out there now, then – in our old house?

professor rubek: No, I’ve had that torn down long ago. And then I’ve built
myself a large, splendidly comfortable villa [en stor, prægtig
bekvem villa] on the lot, – with a park all around. That is
where we usually – (pauses and changes the wording) –
that is where I usually stay [holde til] in the summers –

irene: (restraining herself) So you and – that other one stay out
there now?

professor rubek: (a bit defiantly) Yes. When my wife and I are not travel-
ing, – as we are this year.

irene: (gazing in the distance) Lovely, lovely was life on Lake
Taunitz.95

Irene clearly has precisely the kind of problems with subsequent occupants
described earlier – she does not easily yield her spot in that house to her
successor. The fact that Maja now lives in Irene’s place as if she were the
second wife – echoing RebekkaWest’s position – is further proof that Irene
was “just an episode” for Rubek. The idea that the shared memory of “our
old house” is permanently out of reach is underscored by the complete
razing of the old structure. Irene reacts to this news by “restraining herself,”
indicating that the destruction of the old house may be as big an ethical
breach in her mind as Rubek’s constant renovation of the sculpture (“our
old house” being the match for “our child”) after she left. In this way, too,
the architectural shadows the sculptural theme in the play.
One senses in Rubek as well the idea that the new modern, comfortable

villa has not actually offered him the fresh start he likely imagined. When
he catches himself to change the wording in the cited passage, it appears
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that he cannot quite bring himself to say the words “we” and “live”
together to describe his life in the house with Maja. Instead, he corrects
himself to link “I” to the weaker expression holde til, which gives more of an
impression of a temporary stay than a rooted dwelling. This is in keeping
with his earlier discussion of the villa in the play’s first scene with Maja,
when Rubek says, “Yes, for it is elegant and splendid all of it, Maja, I dare
say. And spacious also. We don’t need to be always hovering over each
other –.”96 Even in that early expository conversation one senses that
although the villa is big and luxurious, it is a structure without meaning
or real emotional attachments. Most significant is that for Rubek, the
combination of temporariness and extreme regrets does not add to an
unencumbered, modern form of inhabitation, but a crippled one instead.
There is nothing even close to a liberating, “cheerful parting with the past”
when Rubek razes the old farmhouse at Lake Taunitz. In effect, he lives
there in the old house still, as does Irene, even though the structure itself no
longer exists and is out of reach – like the old couple in Ibsen’s poem, they
are searching in the ashes for lost jewels. The last example of razing in
Ibsen’s plays thus remains an exercise in futility.

An architecture of forgetting

Inheritance is a potent form of persistence, one that potentially might
express the range of varied attitudes toward the past outlined in this
chapter. It can be a gift from one generation to another, a prized legacy,
but it can also be a particularly coercive form of memory, as if forced by
older generations onto the young, whether one speaks of inherited traits,
wealth, or property. Legacy can be both a boon and a curse. In Ibsen’s
dramatic world, it is most often the latter, a burden on the free individual
that must be outwitted by a variety of ironic, marginal strategies.
One can find an early inkling of this already in Act Two of Brand, in the

scene in which Brand confronts his mother about her fortune. Her fer-
ocious greed has helped her amass a tidy sum in money and property to
pass on as an inheritance to Brand; she appears in the scene as a grotesque,
grasping figure with stuffed pockets; according to Brand, she had earlier
even ransacked the corpse of her husband looking for money. She imagines
the continuation of her property in the family lineage to be a kind of
immortality and stipulates the only condition of the inheritance to be that
Brand pass on the property and wealth within the family alone. She insists
on a lasting architectural legacy of unbroken property ownership.
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Brand, however, sees only temptation and earthbound thinking in this
kind of coerced inheritance: “And if I instead had in mind / to scatter it to
the winds? [Og hvis jeg tvertom fik isinde / at strø den ud for alle Vinde?]”97

Nothing horrifies his mother more than the thought of that dispersal of her
legacy fortune, but Brand sets as the requirement for his adminstration of
her last rites that she voluntarily give up her hold on all earthly possessions.
As she lies dying, she offers first half, then nine-tenths of her possessions
but ultimately dies without his blessing: he had demanded that she give up
everything and refuses to compromise when she does not.
What this means is that Brand inherits it all. To rid himself of the taint

of his mother’s money, he decides to pour all of the resources into the
building of his church:

I will build with my own resources; –
All of my inheritance, down to the last mite
shall be given over to this task.98

Intended to sever the chain of inheritance, Brand’s building project thus
becomes a form of forgetting, and the church a building of double purpose.
Of course, Brand’s church never pretends to be a memorial site – in fact, as
we might recall, it replaced one. The historical church that the Bailiff
was initially so eager to preserve was called amindesmærke, which translated
literally would be “memory-marker.” That is also the word used for
“monument.” That was the church that was razed, however, so the new
church is intended to aid forgetting in two ways: to forget the site’s own
long architectural history by building an entirely new structure and to
sever the line of inheritance from Brand’s mother by diverting the money
away from her family and into the church. The church is not named in
memory of Brand’s mother, and when Brand throws the keys into the river,
he disowns the building. Building a church is not exactly scattering the
fortune to the winds, but it is also not memorial architecture in the
traditional sense of the word, since it functions as a deceptive façade for
its true purpose.
By contrast, Mrs. Alving’s orphanage project clearly claims memorial

status. Its official name, as mentioned earlier, is “The Captain Alving
Memorial [Kaptejn Alvings minde],”99 Like Brand’s church, the Alving
orphanage has been financed by inheritance money precisely to use it up,
to prevent all continuity from one generation to the next. In addition to
the many instabilities in nomenclature discussed previously, however,
there is also this central irony about the Alving orphanage: it is a memorial
structure that is designed tomake people forget. Or rather, by memorializing
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the “benefactor” version of Alving, the structure forces a forgetfulness of the
other Captain Alving, the drunken lecher. Mrs. Alving is counting on the
decoy effects of her memorial project to “squelch all rumors” and to make it
as if “the dead [man] had never lived in this house.”100 Her memorial
orphanage is intended to be like a cairn of rocks that nails the genganger to
the earth outside the house, never to walk or cross the threshold again.
What is not often noted about Mrs. Alving’s orphanage project, how-

ever, is its obsessive aspect: it is not just a single building. When Manders
reads from the official papers, we are told that an entire section of the
Rosenvold estate, the Solvik farm, has been the construction site for an
entire complex of buildings connected to the new orphanage: “dormi-
tories, a schoolhouse, a teacher’s residence, and a chapel.”101 It is easy to
lose track of how many buildings are involved, especially when the orpha-
nage burns at the end of Act Two. Of six consulted English translations, all
of them speak of the orphanage in the singular and translate Regine’s line at
the beginning of Act Three as if a solitary building were burning – Fjelde
renders it as “it’s burning still in the basement.”102This choice obscures the
fact that all of the buildings in this large complex have apparently burned
to the ground, for in the Norwegian original the word “basements” is
plural: Det brænder endnu i kælderne.103

It is worth dwelling on this picture of a devastating fire destroying an
entire complex of buildings because the scope of the blaze gives a better
picture of Mrs. Alving’s sprawling architectural project. To spend every
penny of the captain’s fortune and clear the inheritance ledger for good,
she has been erecting building after building for ten full years, spending until
the money was gone. On the eve of the dedication, she has ended up with an
extensive, fully functional orphanage complex with all the necessary inter-
related parts. Even so, one senses that what she truly cares about is not the
orphanage itself, but the corollary rededication of the main Rosenvold house
as a newly purified home for herself and Osvald. When she says that she
had “to fight with a vengeance [kæmpe på liv og død]” to keep the truth from
coming out,104 we might as well substitute “to build with a vengeance [at
bygge på liv og død],” for that is how her desperate attempt to deceive the
public has expressed itself: as one long, compulsive building project.
The eventual collapse of Mrs. Alving’s housing complex, however,

brings into focus a central characteristic of Ibsen’s architectural imagina-
tion: buildings can be just as narrowly rhetorical as any narrative story.
Mrs. Alving’s orphanage is theatrical in the sense that she not only creates
an elaborate stage set, but she also creates a fictional character to inhabit it,
namely the deceased philanthropist, renovator, and innovator Captain
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Alving. It is around that imagined character that the orphanage is osten-
sibly built. If the building complex had actually been dedicated and opened
on schedule, an ongoing future performance would have been set in
motion around this fictional deceased protagonist as well, with Regine
playing a supporting role as one of the staff. Mrs. Alving would have
known that all of the participants would have simply been “playing”
orphanage; no matter how realistically convincing the scene, she would
always have known the backstage view and true purpose of the buildings,
namely to forget the captain as he really was.
Although Mrs. Alving thus starts the play as a master builder, her

motivations for building have always been deceptive in nature, whether
when carrying out the renovations in the captain’s name or building the
memorial to a false memory. The dramatic action of the play concerns
the collapse of this elaborate façade structure. The architectural decoy fails,
the buildings burn to the ground, and Mrs. Alving loses all interest in the
building projects that have occupied her for the previous twenty years of
fictional dramatic time.Manders, who through the end of the play continues
to live in the world where real estate still matters, speculates to the very
end on how to sell the remaining land and what to do with the proceeds.
Mrs. Alving, by contrast, has left her building days behind. She responds to
Manders’s suggestions of how to dispose of the property by saying listlessly,
“Do what you will. The whole thing doesn’t matter to me at all now.”105

Given the irresistible force of the past in Ibsen’s dramatic world, given its
power to force its way through both façades and surfaces, it is probably not
surprising that Mrs. Alving’s memorial project failed. As a matter of fact,
given how disastrous the suppression of past truths usually is in Ibsen’s
plays, it is hard to think of anything less likely to turn out well than a
memorial. The partial, idealized version of past lives and events that
characterizes most memorials puts them in the same company as all the
other deceptive stories Ibsen’s characters tell about themselves and their
past, but with a memorial the story is set in stone.
A culminating example of the architecture of forgetting comes from

John Gabriel Borkman. There the memorial takes a strikingly different
form, yet it is so functionally similar toMrs. Alving’s memorial project that
it is difficult not to read them side by side. In the earlier play, one of the
terms for the Alving memorial was hædersmindet;106 translated literally, this
would be “memory of honor.”Here in this late play from 1896, the word in
question is mindesmærke. It shows up in Act Three of the text, after
Borkman has finally come down from his upstairs confinement of eight
years. His wife Gunhild, in her first conversation with him in the same
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number of years, describes her attempt to wipe out all memory of him and
his actions:

gunhild: (without listening to her) I’ll raise the monument [mindesmærket]
over your grave.

borkman: The pillar of shame [Skamstøtten], I suppose you mean?107

The word skamstøtten (“the pillar of shame”) is an uncommon word in
Norwegian – it is not in the current dictionary of bokmål and is in the older
Norsk Riksmålsordbok only in reference to this same line in John Gabriel
Borkman.108 It should not be considered an Ibsenian neologism, however,
as it is by contrast a quite common word in modern Danish. The main
reason for the difference is historical, namely that a famous pillar of shame
was erected in Copenhagen in 1663 to disgrace the Danish traitor Corfitz
Ulfeldt, who was accused of plotting against Frederik III while abroad in
Germany. Since he was sentenced in absentia, an effigy was mock-executed
in his place, his house was razed to the ground, and a monument to his
shame was erected on the spot with the inscription on four sides: “Corfitz
WF Ulfeldt / The Traitor / For Eternal Derision / Shame and Infamy
[Corfitz WF (Ulfeldt) / Forræderen / Til æwig Spott / Skam og Skændsel].” In
the years 1664 to 1842, the square called Ulfeldts Plads in Copenhagen
featured this pillar of shame, which, in keeping with its intended task of
“eternal derision,”was even reconstructed once after it was destroyed in the
Copenhagen fire of 1728. It was eventually moved to the courtyard of the
National Museum (Figures 14–15), and its former location is now called
Gråbrødretorv, the renaming ironically contradicting the previous nomen-
clature’s intended “eternal” memorial intentions.109

Ibsen may have seen the Ulfeldt pillar of shame at the National Museum
in Copenhagen in the late nineteenth century; he may also have encoun-
tered the idea in Germany, where the Schandsäule was known from the
seventeenth century forward, or in Italy, where a colonna infame from the
early 1600s received a famous depiction at the pen of the Italian author
Alessandro Manzoni in 1840.110 Whatever the source, elements of the
cultural practice resonate well with Borkman’s situation as a disgraced
embezzler. He imagines Gunhild constructing a pillar of shame that would
demand something like the “eternal derision” of the Ulfeldt skamstøtte. He
asks if her idea is to create a marker of stone (Ulfeldt’s is made of granite)
that would memorialize his shame and ensure his infamy throughout
future generations. In addition, since the pillar of shame generally stood
in for a house that had been razed as a warning, never to be built up again,
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Figure 14: The Pillar of Shame erected for Corfitz Ulfeldt (1664/1728). Located at
The National Museum of Denmark (Copenhagen).
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it has a certain substitute architectural logic in addition to its more obvious
sculptural qualities. Moreover, Borkman’s dispossessed, voluntary incar-
ceration for eight years in the upstairs apartment of what is now Ella
Rentheim’s house and the impossibility of his owning property again
echo the kind of “unhousing” implicit in the practice of constructing
pillars of shame. Were Gunhild to follow through on the kind of project
that Borkman imagines, she too could be a master builder of the Helene
Alving variety, though clearly not with the decoy intent of preserving a false
memory of her husband. Instead, she simply wants all memory of him to
disappear, to be eclipsed by the reputation of Borkman’s rehabilitated son.
Gunhild refuses that kind of project, however. The monument she

imagines is not a pillar of shame; instead, it will be of a more curious
sort, a mindesmærke designed for forgetting:

gunhild: Oh no, it won’t be a monument of stone or metal. And nobody will
be allowed to scratch some derogatory inscription into the monu-
ment I will raise. There will be planted something like a cluster of
living hedge, of trees and bushes so tight, tight around your grave-
life. All the darkness that once was will be covered over. Hidden in

Figure 15: Close-up of the base of the Pillar of Shame.
Source: National Museum of Denmark (Copenhagen).
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forgetfulness [Skjules i glemsel] for the eyes of all people, John
Gabriel Borkman!111

There are several intriguing revisions here of the earlier notion of memorial
we saw in Ghosts. First of all, Gunhild’s comments convey an understand-
ing of the limitations of permanent materials for a memorial. Suppose that
she, like Mrs. Alving, were to create an idealized version of the financier
Borkman and immortalize it in stone to counteract his current shame (if
one were to match the false image of the benefactor Captain Alving, one
can even imagine an appropriate Napoleonic pose of Borkman caught at
the height of his wealth and influence, since he models that himself in Act
Two). Even if she did that, however, there would be nothing to stop
someone else from coming along with an alternative, negative memory
and using the same permanent materials to immortalize a parallel “dero-
gatory inscription.” Similarly, even a monument to shame made of “per-
manent” materials could shift meaning with new cultural contexts (one
pillar of shame erected to a Protestant heretic in Germany actually turned
into an honorific memorial when the Reformation finally arrived in that
area).112The permanence of the stone or metal itself cannot control shifts in
contextual meaning or future rhetorical juxtapositions.
Instead, Gunhild imagines that Borkman’s “grave-life” will be covered

over by a “living hedge,” a tangled mass of vegetation that will grow so fast
and luxuriantly that it will soon overwhelm all traces of the dead man. This
is a new and bold assault on the power of the past: the line reads, “All the
darkness that once was will be covered over,” with emphasis on the past
tense of the verb. Gunhild Borkman’s memorial is not even ostensibly
designed to remember, but instead to forget the dead completely and
utterly: an “architecture of forgetting,” indeed, and with a vengeance.
But her project has noticeably also substituted natural means for the
more straightforwardly architectural; her plan seems to indicate that to
truly forget, one actually has to leave the idea of built structure completely
behind, that is, to forget architecture. In this gesture, we sense Ibsen’s own
reckoning with the limits of built structure in this, his last play to feature a
house as its setting.
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Conclusion

Ibsen the Architect: as it should now be clear, there is more to that idea
than the (sometimes begrudging) admiration of Ibsen’s workmanlike play-
writing skills or his technical mastery of the stage. Instead, this study has
shown how Ibsen transformed the consensus architectural metaphors of
his day to unsettle his readers and viewers and to dislodge them from habits
of thought. He created a cumulative drama of architectural unease. His
unhomely plays depict characters in various stages of detachment from their
formerly secure dwellings, some who mourn their loss, some who renovate
and rebuild, and others who imagine existence beyond architectural limits.
Taken together, however, Ibsen’s contemporary prose dramas constitute a
sustained and meticulous argument against the notion that domestic com-
fort and security are the highest human aspirations. The fact that he argues
this point so painstakingly should be taken as an indication of both the
dominance and pervasive invisibility of that cultural assumption.
Using the house as his main artistic medium, Ibsen turned ideal homes

into “mere homes.”Or to state his accomplishment even more dramatically,
he made it possible for his readers and viewers to think of catastrophic fires as
“merely catastrophic fires,” and to think of the loss of home as a liberation
from the past. “It’s just the old house burning down – now turn to the
future,” he seems to urge his readers and viewers. As these propositions play
out in his entire series of fictional houses, however, he seems to arrive at the
impasse that the “old home” – the structures ofGhosts, Rosmersholm, andThe
Master Builder, for instance – is not shaken off so easily. In play after play,
those who would liberate themselves from architectural constraint realize
most often that the emotional tug of home does not yield unproblematically
to forward-looking human plans. His dramatic characters might throw open
curtains and windows, slam doors, renovate, tear down, or even wish for
castastrophe, but somehow the home as a psychosocial structure keeps on
returning to them in unheimlich ways. For his characters, homelike thinking
proves to be strangely resilient, outliving the various breaks with the
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domestic that they experience. Even those characters who would rather leave
home completely behind often remain in crucial ways marked by home:
home-less rather than home-free.
Nevertheless, Ibsen’s dramatic world forced into existence a cultural space

for thinking about alternative modes of inhabitation: about the competing
varieties of homes; about the architectural impediments to individual free-
dom; about how to detach from and (perhaps) reattach to domestic space;
and about new, as yet unbuilt structures and what they might look like. He
was more than willing to entertain the possibility that behind the façade or
underneath the apparently solid foundations, there was only “the great
nothing,” as his character Ulrik Brendel put it in Rosmersholm.1Or as several
of Ibsen’s commentators noted repeatedly, Ibsen seemed to be claiming that
underneath all might be one giant sinkhole. At the same time, however,
Ibsen kept returning to the idea of built structure, as if to test whether there
might not after all be some strategy that does not house the individual in a
subordinating or confining way, and by extension, whether there might not
be some room for the individual in given social structures and institutions, a
way of inhabiting the house strategically. This repeated thematic return to
architectural thinking might be proof of Ibsen’s intellectual tenacity, of his
desire to exhaust an entire range of dramatic permutations of the same basic
question; conversely, it might be seen as an empty or compulsive repetition,
more a symptom of Ibsen’s own personal homelessness than an intellectual
virtue. To understand Ibsen’s architectural imagination is to give full play to
both explanations. Clearly, all of this takes one considerably beyond the
view of Ibsen as a simple technician of banal domestic realism. House and
home, as Ibsen depicts them, are muchmore complex issues that resonate in
multiple ways with the complex experience of mobility and belonging in the
world, even today.
Ibsen’s thoroughgoing strategy of architectural “unsettling” was in many

ways a central intellectual precondition for the culture of modernity. His
attack on the central values of nineteenth-century domesticity – the invisible
but consensus priority given to notions of shelter, safety, comfort, patriarchy,
tradition, historical continuity, and rootedness – called into question the
conceptual foundations of home and family. By questioning the typically
unquestioned cultural authority of the hearth, he loosened the automatic
connection between home and happiness and facilitated the imagination of
new ways of “taking place” that were no longer so ensconced in the home and
its various ideological entanglements. The fact that these ideas were put
forward in the conditional mode of drama on stage, precisely as character
positions in a fictional architectural space, should not lead one to underestimate
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their cultural influence. At the height of Ibsen’s fame in the 1880s and 90s,
members of the European literary public read each new Ibsen play in a
remarkably coordinated and simultaneous act of reception. Especially in the
Nordic region, they formed a shared literary culture that for a time collectively
devoted its attention to thinking through the problems of Ibsen’s imaginary
buildings and their inhabitants. Many of those housing scenarios, such as the
idea of the inauthentic gender relations of the “dollhouse” or of the “master
builder” tragically exceeding his natural limits, have left deep tracks inWestern
culture and beyond.
Architectural metaphor was an accepted lingua franca of Ibsen’s day, even

if the metaphoric domains were debated. In a time of rapid social transitions
and the accelerating transformation of urban environments, the participants
in late nineteenth-century social debates saw in architectural imagery the
condensation of many contradictory aspects of their own experience: the
appealing security of middle-class material comfort, regrets about imagined
lost origins, the exhilaration of the new, the claustrophobia of rigidly
supervised interiors, the liberated mobility of cities, and the rapidly shifting
boundaries between public and private. From the entire range of possible
metaphors that might help interpret that social transformation, late
nineteenth-century writers and cultural commentators turned frequently
to building metaphors to articulate that experience. Foundations, façades,
pillars, and doors were all active components in the metaphoric currency of
the day. This shared metaphoric system was used as a means to persuade,
cajole, defend, and object. No matter how fierce the cultural conflicts of the
day, there was little questioning of the architectural basis of the discussion.
Most agreed that such a concept as “the social building” indeed existed; what
was debated were its qualities and its future.
Ibsen both shaped and was shaped by this discourse. He accepted the

assumption that built structure was a key site of conflict for his age, and he
spent his later career pushing and prodding, demolishing and burning,
renovating and testing the limits of the social building in his dramatic
writing. If he did not depict in detail the trajectories of those characters
who left that structural haven in search of other alternatives, that omission
was simply an indication that part of him remained ensconced in those
same social structures and assumptions. At the same time, however, he
pushed the discourse of architectural metaphor beyond its conventional
limits. He asked his readers and viewers to accept the idea that ideals of
homey hygge might be deceptively confining. He created vantage points
from which to see model homes as museums of hypocrisy, to see the most
confident defenders of hearth and home as deceived and stunted. He asked
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readers to see the intellectual value of being lost, or of leaving, or of
traveling. He described impossible, contradictory structures – castles in
the air – that might replace the newly evacuated homes. And he wondered
vicariously, through characters such as Hilde and Maja, whether there
might be ways to conceive of ironic, strategic forms of inhabitation.
The idea that Ibsen both used and was used by the thought structures of

his day comes through in perhaps the most extended architectural meta-
phor in all of Ibsen criticism, a summation in 1960 by the renowned Ibsen
scholar James McFarlane:

As an architect of drama, Ibsen built with thematerials of his age; he displays
to view a great deal of grey, massive, solid masonry; but at the same time he
appears to be doing astonishing things with his conventional material, to be
reaching heights of sublime humdrum, to be performing abnormal feats of
normality, to be operating within a style of extravagant sobriety. At times his
drama seems tremendously firm and monumental, at other times recklessly
audacious and top-heavy; it is only on closer inspection, when one has
worked out the hidden architecture, that one realizes how extraordinarily
steely it all is, how spendthrift even in its strength. When one looks at the
plans, sees from the drafts and sketches (especially of some of the later plays)
the meticulous process of re-designing that went on, one realizes that behind
and within the outer cladding there is concealed a frame of invention of the
highest tensile strength; one discovers not only the pillars of load-bearing
realism but also a steel skeleton of poetic imagination. One sees how he
shored up the fabric with further devices; buttresses of precise and mean-
ingful stage-direction, scaffoldings of symbolism, motifs that appear dec-
orative but which on examination are discovered also to be taking part of the
strain, until the whole thing is braced and strutted into complete rigidity.
Only thus was Ibsen to use so imaginatively such unimaginative language, to
compose dialogue that is so unnaturally natural, to make such a vivid
impression with creations so uncompromisingly monochrome.2

Because the dominant metaphor worth discussing for Ibsen and his
contemporaries was “society is a building,” this subsidiary metaphor of
“Ibsen’s plays are buildings” had easy currency in Ibsen’s day, as was
suggested earlier in this book’s Introduction. When Ibsen’s contemporaries
assessed his dramaturgy, the “used” part of the building metaphor domain
was the idea of careful design and solidity, suggesting that when the plays
were put under pressure by readers and viewers, hidden structures of con-
siderable ingenuity would reveal themselves.Mixed in with those qualities in
the use of the play-as-building metaphor by Ibsen’s contemporaries were
architectural values such as imposing scale, beauty, and verticality that linked
to the more abstract ideas of Ibsen’s fame and renown at the time.
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In the passage just quoted,McFarlane pursues the same play-as-building
metaphor, but in a way that makes clear the later twentieth-century shifts
in Ibsen’s reputation. McFarlane’s admiration for Ibsen here is expressed
with a great deal of the double-voicing representing a different view that
had consolidated after the passage of later, more daring experiments in
twentieth-century modern drama, namely that Ibsen was a workmanly and
skillful playwright, but that his plays were too tied to nineteenth-century
form to be of much enduring modern interest. The terms in McFarlane’s
passage representing that position pile up in this way: “grey,” “massive,”
“solid,” “conventional,” “humdrum,” “normality,” “sobriety,” “unimagi-
native,” and “monochrome.” Using the play-as-building metaphor,
McFarlane uses the familiar rhetorical contrast between façade and interior
to claim that once invited inside the play by a skillful critic, the reader or
viewer will discover an architectonic excitement in the construction design.
Although McFarlane concedes the exterior appearance, namely that Ibsen
seems boring, stodgy, and uninteresting when seen from more modern
perspectives, he asserts that the view behind the surface of an Ibsen play,
the critic’s view from inside the structure, reveals the intellectual rigor
behind a seemingly ordinary surface.
The Introduction noted that linguistic theories of metaphor typically

make distinctions between the “used” and “unused” qualities of the
source domain, which in the society-as-building metaphor would con-
cern the possible features of a building. Ibsen’s contribution to a larger
discourse of the social building in late nineteenth-century Scandinavia
was incomplete in the sense that his use of this conceptual metaphor was
inevitably limited by the partial metaphoric utilization that characterizes
all figurative speech. The analysis of the preceding chapters has made it
possible to suggest more precisely what Ibsenmeant when he told the painter
Erik Werenskiold that architecture was his “profession.” Rather than simply
accepting Ibsen’s statement as a clever paradox, it is worth pushing further
by asking what kind “architecture” Ibsen practiced. Since he was obviously
speaking metaphorically, what was the subset of the potential meanings that
attracted Ibsen to thinking so consistently about buildings?
First of all, when Ibsen foregrounded an architectural consciousness, it

was domestic architecture that interested him most, that is, homes and the
challenges they present to the development of free individuals. Although
Brand’s church was not a domestic structure, there too the central question
was one of fit between the size of the soul and the shape of the structure, so
questions of inhabitation were front and center. That question only
intensified in Ibsen’s later prose plays when fit was measured not in
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terms of souls, but of increasingly complex modern personalities instead.
Of all the available architectural expressions – civic buildings, commercial
structures, religious edifices, and so on – it was the home that interested
Ibsen most consistently because domestic architecture forces to the fore-
front questions of dwelling, inhabitation, and fit between subject and
space.
Ibsen’s interrogation of the home was dominated by a deep distrust of

hygge. It was not so much a simple question of a pessimistic temperament as
it was his belief that homey values often fronted for other less admirable
attitudes, such as deception, mediocrity, fear-driven provincialism, patri-
archal control, and conformity of thought. The creation of comfort always
requires the delineation of protective boundaries, a sharp distinction
between inside and outside. Ibsen’s own experience between home and
abroad for twenty-seven years left him suspicious of the insider thinking
that hygge required. Some of the most ardent fictional defenders of homey
comfort in his plays (Helmer in A Doll House and Kroll in Rosmersholm are
only two examples) are thus portrayed as a kind of purity police protecting
the home from the polluting spirit of discord. Hygge emerges as an
obliquely coercive form of power in many of the plays.
Ibsen also found hygge to be falsely theatrical, an effect of staging every

bit as contrived as the family tableau Rummel prepares in Pillars of Society.
Hygge for Ibsen was a family game, an illusionist performance that could be
halted at any moment by the breaking of the spell. Whether that rupture
comes from a glance in the mirror, as it did in the poem “From My
Domestic Life,” or from the intrusion of an outsider like Gregers, as in
The Wild Duck, it is clear that Ibsenian hygge depends for its effects on a
tenuous suspension of disbelief by all involved. Hygge is not fully real for
Ibsen, but something that can only be performed under certain conditions.
The fact that it distracts from a clear-eyed view of the house’s actual
circumstances is its greatest drawback.
Ibsen also saw in domestic architecture the means to examine the

“givenness” of social structures. As he emphasized in his autobiographi-
cal fragment, he was born into the world as an always-already “architec-
tural” subject surrounded by built structures. For Ibsen’s emerging sense
of self, the architectural environment defined the parameters of what was
much more strongly than it did what could be. One senses even in that
account of his earliest memories a nascent protest against the fact that
existence in some basic sense defines itself as an architectural predica-
ment: one becomes conscious within a structure not of one’s own
making. Buildings in this way became for him the perfect expression of
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the social limits of the “found” world; they presented him with a
structure to push against.
Taking this line of thought further, we can see that architecture for Ibsen

was pure persistence. Rapidly evolving individuals in his plays, members
of society’s “advance troops” such as Nora, Mrs. Alving, Stockmann,
Rebekka West, and others, necessarily outgrow the structures that house
them. Ibsen’s prose dramas, in fact, showcase an entire series of ill-fitting
houses that have not adapted appropriately to the changes experienced by
their occupants. The architecture itself repeatedly proves to be resistant to
renovation and change; Ibsen’s houses are rigid, ungiving structures that
outlast the needs of their inhabitants. Since Ibsen does not view architec-
ture as pliant and adaptable (coming as he did before the period of modular
modernism), it can serve evocatively in his dramas as the emblem of an
overly persistent past.
The famous “ghosts” of Ibsen’s dramas are in this sense not simply dead

characters who will not give up their place in life, but they are inherent in
the very idea of persistent structure itself. When Mrs. Alving generalizes
from the problems of family repetition to society at large, she is talking
about the social building, about the way that all kinds of “structures of
thought” (itself an inescapably architectural metaphor) persist rigidly
despite dramatic changes in those who are left thinking them. Ibsen’s
houses are simply the most intimate and familiar of those structures of
thought.
Ibsen was also quick to emphasize the rhetorical status of built structure.

Despite the size and scale of the imagined objects in question, Ibsen
understood the ways in which buildings could be enlisted for a partial
and strategic form of storytelling. The deceptive façades of the Bernick,
Helmer, and Alving homes are prime examples of this, as is the polluted
health spa in An Enemy of the People, but the sheer size of these projects
magnifies the effects of the deception. A project such as Brand’s church, or
Mrs. Alving’s twenty-year expansion of the Rosenvold property, or
Halvard Solness’s never-ending series of “homes for people,” cannot be
undertaken casually. Because these characters’ described architectural pro-
jects are imagined to have been played out on a large public stage using
weighty and extensive materials, when the projects are unmasked, one is
left amazed at the scale of the decoy and the determined, obsessive effort of
the deception. That is the figural advantage of architecture over writing as
an activity for a fictional character.
One might also refine the specific sense of Ibsen’s architecture by asking

what it is not. Looking for Ibsen’s architectural opposite in the plays yields
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many answers. This is only to be expected in theatrical texts, for Ibsen’s
whole point in dramatizing the architectural dilemmas of modernity is to
enact different scenarios and character temperaments on stage to see where
they might plausibly lead. So for Brand, architecture’s opposite is a sense of
the absolute, untinged by material compromise. For Nora Helmer, it is a
free space in which individuals can develop an authentic individualism. For
Mrs. Alving, it is a future family existence uncontaminated by the past.
Dr. Stockmann, who seems as much an enemy of architecture as he is of
the people, apparently comes to see all built structure as a cover-up for the
truth. Dr. Relling, for whom architecture is the necessary deception that
shelters the weak from reality, sees only vulnerability and destruction for
the Ekdals of the world who venture outside the home. Ulrik Brendel sees
only “the great nothing” in life outside the house. Rosmer and Rebekka
West find exactly that in their own rejection of Rosmersholm’s “shelter” –
beyond that house lies their mystical death. For a time, Ellida Wangel
thinks she sees a radical freedom beyond architecture, out in the open sea,
but she eventually finds the means to reconcile herself to the limits of built
structure, while Hedda Gabler does not even entertain the thought of life
on the outside, no matter how extreme her entrapment. Hilde and Solness
stretch the limits of architectural structure, but ultimately he, at least,
cannot leave it behind. For Maja and Rubek in When We Dead Awaken,
architecture’s opposite is the restless, mobile life we see on stage, far from
their reported homes down in Europe.
Although forcing together these summaries in this simplified way

reduces the complexity of each individual play, the juxtaposition never-
theless helps point to a cumulative answer to the question of what lies
beyond architecture – for Ibsen, that is. The next step, however, would be
to leave behind Ibsen’s particular assumptions and to recover a wider,
contrastive sense of possibility for thinking about built structure. The goal
of the present study has primarily been to examine the dynamics of the
Ibsenian discourse and to define the “architectural imagination” he put
into play within his cultural context, but it will be helpful in closing to
point suggestively to other trajectories leading out of the late nineteenth-
century discussions of house and home, to think of aspects of the source
domain of “architectural experience” that were suppressed or neglected in
Ibsen’s particular formulations.
The first would concern the resilient position that absorbed Ibsen’s

critique without accepting its extreme suspicion of architecture. There
were many in this position – probably even the majority of Ibsen’s con-
temporaries, as we have seen in the responses documented in this study.
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For many of these participants in the cultural discourse of the day, nothing
in the discussion of imaginary architectural structures necessarily entailed a
real-life rejection of house and home. Ibsen’s exploration of scenarios
pushed their thinking and possibly dislodged the concepts of house and
home from their previously natural status, but this was rarely accepted as
inevitable in all of its pessimistic conclusions.
One might choose from any number of examples to illustrate this point,

but it might be most instructive to follow a particular metaphoric image
out from an Ibsen play into the surrounding discourse. The idea of
“homes for people” in The Master Builder is a particularly rich intersection
of competing architectural imaginations set in motion by Ibsen’s writing
and for the purposes of this conclusion can stand in for broader patterns.
One that comes directly from the discussion of the day within theatrical
circles is a play written by Ågot Gjems Selmer, a feminist writer who began
her career on the stage at the Christiania Theater in the mid-1870s (she
even played the role of Petra there in a production of An Enemy of the
People in 1883). She married and moved to North Norway that same year
and subsequently became a playwright and author of children’s books
as she raised her family. Obviously fluent in the Ibsenian discourse of
homes and houses, she wrote a play called A Home for People (Et Hjem for
Mennesker) in 1901.
The title takes Halvard Solness’s empty slogan and refills it with more

positive content. The action concerns a woman, Edle Halmrast, who has
given up a promising singing career in the city to marry and move to a
remote rural district where her husband is a well-to-do farmer. The more
the life suits him there, the less it suits her, and the play explores the conflict
that arises when she realizes that she must recover her lost artistic outlet in
the larger world. During the final confrontation scene (which in its
arrangement strongly echoes that of A Doll House), Edle offers up this
definition of “homes for people”:

No – a home for people, where personalities can grow up straight and
cheerful, must open up all windows to the sunny side of its own being,
there where the individual life’s sunshine streams in and radiates. Only then
will the rooms be warmed by the sun, [only then] will there be strength in
the roots of character – and in such spiritually lively homes for people [slige
aandelig vaagne menneskehjem], where women are allowed to live their own
lives, they also, there you can be sure that both young people and husbands
would rather be than in any other place on earth.3

Like Helene Butenschøn, Selmer was a devotee of italics, so it is not
difficult to locate the privileged terms in this passage. She offers up a view
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in which architectural constraint is completely reconcilable to individual
growth. The home is imagined as a muchmore pliable structure that can be
spiritually awakened when it is turned toward the sun (one might note that
this was not equally helpful in Ibsen’s Ghosts). Furthermore, this house is
imagined as a structure in which individuals can grow up straight and true,
as long as they are given a degree of free choice.
This seems close to the position Nora or Ellida might take; but all the

talk of spiritual awakening strikes one as foreign to the Ibsenian world.
Indeed, after husband and wife are reconciled in a flexible arrangement
that allows Edle to travel and return at will, the idea of “homes for people”
takes on a positively visionary status, here described to her daughter Else
near the end of the play:

I – can’t explain it – Else – everything all at once has become so bright and
beautiful – so new – amazing – a reflection of something far off – it is
something I see almost rising up far down in the south – in the sunlight, a
home for people [et hjem for mennesker] in the garden of happiness, where
two personalities are free to grow straight upwards in freedom – to a
delicious tree of life with only goodness.4

Seeing something so lofty emerge from a phrase that Ibsen himself put
into play in the cultural discourse of the day as an ironic sign of disillusion-
ment and self-deception almost makes one do a double take. Didn’t Ibsen
empty out that concept completely? For those who would overestimate the
efficacy of Ibsen’s deconstruction and evacuation of the home, this play
from 1901, at the dawn of the post-Ibsenian era, provides one kind of
counterexample. Selmer’s response to Ibsen has absorbed his vocabulary,
his plot devices, and his critical impulse, but it proceeds from quite
different intellectual assumptions and application of architectural meta-
phor. Her ideology of the home bends without breaking.
Obviously, however, there are reasons why Ibsen is read today and

Selmer is not. My point is simply to emphasize the value in reading a
contemporaneous piece of drama that positions itself so consciously adja-
cent to Ibsen’s housing metaphor without reaching the same conclusions.
Selmer’s sentimental articulation of house and home is not as complex, or
as deconstructive, or ultimately as resonant as Ibsen’s is for modern think-
ing, but this kind of play gives one a useful sense of the pockets of resistance
to Ibsen’s thought and the modernity it represents, a sense of one world
that continued on apparently unperturbed outside his particular (andmore
intellectually influential) architectural imagination. The source domain of
architectural experience of the day also made room for competing articu-
lations of the “homes for people” metaphor.
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A second example provides a fascinating interart example in the case of
the Frenchman Henry Provensal’s relationship to Ibsen’s architectural
imagination because he follows a trajectory almost entirely the reverse of
Ibsen’s. Provensal was trained as an architect but also considered himself a
painter, a watercolorist, a sculptor, and an author. Working just after the
turn of the twentieth century, Provensal imagined synesthetic, fantastic
structures in poster paint and watercolor, such asDream Project or A Tomb
for a Poet from 1901.5 Many of his art nouveau–inspired, oneiric ideas were
gathered in a theoretical treatise published in French in 1904, L’Art de
Demain: Vers l’Harmonie Intégrale (The Art of Tomorrow: Towards
Integrated Harmony).6 During this period in his career, in 1902 (a year
after Selmer’s play was published), he painted a piece that reflects his
similar fascination with Ibsen’s 1892 play The Master Builder. The title of
the painting is La Maison de Solness le Constructeur (The Home of Solness,
the Master Builder), and it was exhibited at the Société Nationale des
Beaux-Arts exhibition in 1903 (Figure 16).
Provensal clearly recognized in Ibsen’s play the same kind of oneiric

building that he had been imagining in his previous work – a structure that
would combine the idea of a “home for people,” as Solness keeps saying in the
play, with a church and a “castle in the air with a firm foundation,” as Solness
and Hilde imagine it together. Provensal’s “home of Solness” contains ele-
ments of each. The depicted structure emerges directly from the rock beneath
it yet seems to hover in the air. Hilde Wangel would be pleased – it is as if
Provensal delivered in his painting what Solness did not in the play: “Castle on
the table!” [slottet på bordet!].7 And further, like the many churches the master
builder is described as having built in the play, the “home of Solness” depicted
here has a front portal, rows of what look like stained-glass windows, and a
church tower, which cannot help but give the painting an ominous feel when
one knows the ending of the play. But in what sense is this the home of Solness
as well, as the title suggests? The smoke curling from a chimney, an incon-
gruous element for a church, carries the whole visual weight of inhabitation in
the painting, the only indication that people are also dwelling inside. (This
smoke is the main contrast with his “The Tomb of a Poet” painted the year
before, which showed an entirely vacant structure, even though it shares a
general style with the master builder painting.) The way the chimney com-
petes with the church tower for attention in Provensal’s imagination of the
Solness home conveys the unresolved hybridity of the structure: it is both
church and home at the same time. The dark palette Provensal employs
further creates a murky embodiment of the epistemological uncertainty of the
architectural figures Solness and Hilde call into being in their conversations.
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This is an extremely apt representation of the implied composite struc-
ture that develops throughout the cumulative discussion between Solness
andHilde in Ibsen’s play, a fusion of the master builder’s past, present, and
future building activity. It shows that Provensal thought deeply about the

Figure 16: Henry Provensal, La Maison de Solness le Constructeur (1902).
(RF 2005 6)
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described architecture of the play, perhaps because he recognized in Ibsen a
fellow practitioner of the architectural arts. He clearly understood and to
some extent shared the architectural imagination of this late Ibsen play,
because he managed to depict the impossible structure that emerges in
conversation there. It is the most striking representation of The Master
Builder’s architecture that I have seen.
The turn Provensal’s career subsequently took, however, seems like

Solness’s life in reverse; in 1905, he got an appointment in Paris as adjunct
architect to the Rothschild Foundation, a health organization created to
promote good vision through hygiene. In its fight against tuberculosis, it
sponsored the design of clean and affordable housing for the working
classes, and Provensal responded to the call. In 1907, he even assumed
leadership of the foundation and in 1908 published a new, very different
kind of architectural treatise, Clean and Affordable Housing (L’Habitation
Salubre et à Bon Marché).8 This work indicates a new direction of
Provensal’s architectural imagination, namely a view that was politically
progressive and pragmatic at the same time. In other words, Provensal
turned in reality to the activity Ibsen’s master builder claimed to have
pursued earlier in his career, building “homes for people,” but here in a more
straightforward, positive sense, without Ibsen’s equivocation. An illustration
for the frontispiece of the 1908 book shows traces of Provensal’s earlier art
nouveau dreaminess in the ornamentation along the front of the building,
but with ample windows all the way around the building signaling the access
to light and air that hygienic housing would require. Curling smoke from the
chimney seems once again to be the sign of inhabitation, a carry-over from
the The Master Builder painting, but with the difference that it no longer
signals paradoxical hybridity, but instead the practical project of comforta-
ble, clean, and affordable housing.
The juxtaposition of Ibsen and Provensal underscores the importance of

seeing “imagination” as a collective dynamic. When Ibsen’s architectural
imagination is taken as an isolated authorial phenomenon, his implicit
metaphors carry a logic of inevitability, an effect amplified by his subsequent
literary reputation. His growing architectural skepticism might even come to
be seen as a natural and necessary progression of thought. Widening the idea
of architectural imagination to the level of shared discourse, however, in which
many metaphoric systems interact and collectively show the variety of experi-
ences that are possible, demonstrates the rhetorical nature of any particular
imagination of the architectural. At one point, the late Ibsen and early
Provensal converged, but then the Frenchmanmoved on to a successful career
actually building homes for people, so Ibsen’s play apparently did not
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convince him in any permanent or fundamental way. Thus, one can see the
ways in which the contest of metaphors implicit in a shared cultural imagina-
tion pits experience against experience, with neither inherently more legiti-
mate than the other.
A further example from architectural modernism in the late 1920s, when

architecture and design had returned to the forefront of Scandinavian avant-
garde intellectual life, can extend this perspective. During this period of
radical ferment, Scandinavian writers, architects, and designers imagined the
reshaping of society through innovations in housing and building design.
Their exhibitions, novels, manifestos, and designs laid the foundation for a
new, confident application of architectural metaphor in the social demo-
cratic governments of the 1930s. This was after all the time of the “people’s
home [folkhemmet]” in Sweden, when the idea of a society built on rational
design and collective values dominated intellectual as well as political life
throughout the region. Once again, the architectural metaphor “society is a
building” saturated the cultural discussion, but now driven by very different
assumptions, with different qualities of the source domain (“building”) going
used and unused in the construction of themetaphor. Although these cultural
radicals saw themselves as the direct heirs of theModern Breakthrough writers
and critics in Ibsen’s day, their utter confidence in their ability to build for the
future could not differ more sharply from the architectural pessimism of their
predecessors.
These new cultural radicals assumed that built environments could not

only house already existing modern personalities but could also actually
train and produce them as well. Here is Edvard Heiberg, writing in the
most important Danish design journal, Kritisk Revy, in 1927: “If the things
that surround us in our homes are clear and logical, they will in turn help to
create a truly modern culture in place of the current bastard culture. That
will in turn entail more consistent people [helstøbte Mennesker].”9 It is
instructive that Heiberg finds nothing particularly unheimlich about a
home that contains a mixture of furniture styles and contents from differ-
ent, overlapping periods; it simply offends his sense of rational function.
He has supreme modernist confidence in the ability of the present to
master the past. This is quite some distance from Henrik Jæger’s intense
feeling ofUhygge when he encountered the “repulsive bastard room” at the
Ekdal home on stage. It is also far removed from Ibsen’s own assumptions
about the inherent genganger aspects of architecture. Moreover, Heiberg’s
notion of rationally consistent (helstøbte) people is fundamentally different
from Ibsen’s view of the complex, overlapping layers of the human person-
ality: as RebekkaWest says in Rosmersholm, “But there is always something
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or other lingering on [hængende] inside that you can’t free yourself from.
That’s the way we are.”10

Heiberg’s housing philosophy, like that of his modern-design collea-
gues, is by contrast confident and rational, a stance that allows the rhetoric
of the home to take on new social functions. The “home” has clearly not
been left behind simply because Ibsen had critiqued the idea so thoroughly;
his metaphor use simply moved the discussion away from a naïve, instinc-
tive use of the term. By 1927, thirty-five years after the fictional Halvard
Solness was depicted reaching his creative degree zero of “nothing built,
nothing at all,” Heiberg could write:

The home is a pedagogical cultural factor of the highest order. Healthy,
rational, natural homes [Sunde, fornuftige, naturlige Hjem] will perhaps
more than anything else have a hand in shaping our own culture today, in
our own time. It is of the highest importance to have lived in a home that is a
whole, not a collection of bits and pieces from all times and from all corners.11

What we find here is a culturally radical social philosophy that is entirely
based in promoting the idea of home. It was a far different “home” than the
one Ibsen critiqued, but it is remarkable to see just how robust the concept
remains, beyond the time when Ibsen thought he had buried it once and
for all. It is almost uncanny.
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